Bargain DVD & Blu-ray

A special selection of feature films including Action/Adventure – Drama – Thriller Horror – Science Fiction – Children’s Movies – New and Classic Television Comedy – Historical and Biographical Documentaries – Blu-ray and much more!
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OUR GUARANTEE

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All DVDs are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
**Save up to 80% off list prices on these subjects:**

- Action/Adventure
- Action/Adventure Blu-ray
- Adult Blu-ray
- Adult DVD
- American History
- Animated Blu-ray
- Animated TV & Movies
- Biography
- British TV
- Children’s Blu-ray
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- Thrillers
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Current titles are marked with a ★.

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. **If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address.**

★ means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

**If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.166%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>6.625%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>8.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6.625%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>6.875%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>6.625%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>5.125%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>6.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**States in red above also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax**

- See more titles at erhbc.com/830

Scan to get the total tax rate including local taxes. 

- See more titles at erhbc.com/830
**Action/Adventure**

**3739651** KICKBOXER: Retaliation. Widescreen. When MMA fighter Kurt Sloane is forced to battle a 400 pound drug-enforced killer, he seeks help from the legendary Master Durand (Jean-Claude Van Damme) and prison fighter. A quest to survive the fight. Rated R. English SDH, 111 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

**368829** VIKING DESTINY. Widescreen. A Viking princess is forced to flee her kingdom after her beloved brother is killed by pirates. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. CJ Entertainment. $4.95

**3878939** FROM HELL TO BORNEO. Director Dirksoon is a mercenary who returns to his hometown because someone is trying to force his father out of business. Over 3 hours. MGM. $3.95

**3714411** GOD OF WAR. Widescreen. In the 16th century, pirates rule the Chinese coastline, pillaging the small villages and terrorizing the citizens. When maverick leader Commander Yu (Sammo Hung) enlists the help of a sharp young general (Vincent Zhao), they devise a plan to defeat the pirates. Rated R. English SDH, 129 minutes. Well Go USA. $3.95

**3809954** BATTLE OF THE EMPIRES. Widescreen. Having ascended to the Ottoman throne, an ambitious young sultan decides to attempt the unthinkable—he wants to conquer Constantinople for his people. The resulting battle is one of the greatest and most brutal sieges in the history of man, and it plays out in this two-film action epic. CC. Released as Conquests 1453. Dubbed in English, 136 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $16.99

**6811957** THE ORGANIZATION/SHEBA, BABY. Widescreen. The world of heroin trafficking is exposed in The Organization, a surprising thriller that reprises Sidney Poitier’s role as LT. Ving Tibbs. In Sheba, Baby, a Pt. (Pam Grier) is drawn back to her hometown because someone is trying to force her to sell her business. Over 3 hours. MGM. Pub. at $15.98

**3753492** MI-5. Widescreen. When a terrorist escapes custody during a routine handover, Will Holloway (Kit Harington) must team up with M16 Intelligence Chief Harry Pearce (Peter Firth) to track him down before an imminent terrorist attack on London. Also stars Jennifer Ehle. Rated R. 104 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

**3785580** KING ARTHUR AND THE KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE. Widescreen. Merlin banishes Morgana and her son Mordred to the ends of the universe. However, he fails to account for the one constant force of the universe: the Earth, hell-bent on destroying every last descendant of King Arthur and his knights. Stars Saoirse Ronan, Gemma Arterton, and Jude Law. Pub. at $15.98

**3712129** THE BATTLE OF EL ALAMEIN. A French and Italian production, also released as Desert Tanks, that portrays the second battle of El Alamein, part of a campaign in the Egyptian desert during the final months of WWII. Stars Robert Mitchum, George Hamilton, and more. 96 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

**3801489** WHITE TIGER. Widescreen. As WWII draws to a close, reports of an indestructible ghastly-white Nazi Tiger tank spread amongst the Soviet ranks. After barely surviving a battle with the almost mythical beast, Red Army Sergeant Ivan Naydenov becomes obsessed with its destruction. Not Rated. In Russian with English subtitles. 109 minutes. E One. $4.95

**See more titles at erhbc.com/830**
Widescreen. Directed by Michael Bay, this film is a thrilling battle between the heroic Autobots and evil Decepticons. When their epic struggle comes to Earth, all that stands between the Decepticons and the ultimate power is a clue held by Sam Witwicky (Shia LaBeouf). The two-disc set comes with a soundtrack of the film's action-packed music and includes a behind-the-scenes look at the action. A 143-minute DreamWorks. $3.95

3875950 NANCY DREW REPORTER. After the local newspaper assigns high school students insignificant topics for a writing contest, Nancy decides to cover a murder trial. After listening to the evidence, she chooses to search for clues herself. The 1939 mystery stars Bonita Granville and John Litel. In B&W, 88 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3874472 RAREFLEX TRIPLE FEATURE. VOL. 4. Rogue Vision comes straight out of the silly 1970s with loads of comedy sketches, fake news reports and animation. The city of Westgate has been sacked in a major battle for drug dominance and corrupt city officials won't rest until every last child in the city is an addict in Transformed. Someone is sabotaging all U.S. bound-round-trip planes and a witty, sensitive Secret Service agent must go undercover as a player on holiday in Lighting Bolt. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Rare Print, Pub. at $19.98. $4.95

385647X THUNDERBOLT FIST. Widescreen. Driven into the mountains by brutal Japanese occupying forces, young Tie races against time to defuse a plot of historical proportions. 103 minutes. Warner Bros. $2.95

384269X REVENGE OF THE NINJA. When a band of Ninja assassins slaughter the family of Cho Osaki, he flees to America in the hope of finding out who is behind the attack. Osaki tries to escape his deadly past but soon discovers he has become the pawn of a ruthless drug trafficker. Rated R. 91 minutes. Image Entertainment. English SDH, 87 minutes. Elevating Pictures. $5.95

3871754 SWORD OF VENGEANCE. Widescreen. This is the story of a Norman prince, freed from slavery, who seeks revenge on his father’s murderer—his ruthless uncle, Earl Durant. Gaining the trust of a band of exiled farmers, he leads them into battle against Durant, exploiting them in his quest to satisfy his code of honor. Stars Stanley Weber. Rated R. English SDH, 87 minutes. MGM. $6.95

4689917 THE DEBT. Widescreen. In 1968, three Mossad agents were assigned to track down a Nazi war criminal hiding in Southeast Asia to investigate reports of American POWs still being held there. Here they discover American POWs are being held, but the U.S. government refuses to acknowledge their existence. A complex tale of deception and double crosses. Rated R. English SDH, 90 minutes. Nu Image. $2.95

3859054 Hindsight. Widescreen. Once a legendary and brutal fighter in organized crime, Louie Lust wants the chance to lead a normal life with the woman he’s loved. But when deadly cartel politics erupt, he gets drawn in and becomes the assaulter and enforcer for his former enemy. Not Rated. In English subtitles, 121 minutes. CJ Entertainment. $4.95

3874946 MA BARKER’S KILLER BROAD. A fictionalized story of the real life Ma Barker (Lurene Tuttle) and her sons who victimized people with robbery and murder in the 1930s. The story also includes well-known enemies of the time John Dillinger and Baby Face Nelson. In B&W, 68 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3880540 IMMORTALS/SEASON OF THE WITCH/THE WARRIOR’S WAY. Widescreen. Three explosive tales blend magic and myth from America to China. In Season of the Witch, the beautiful swordswoman Golden Swallow becomes the obsession of a murderous rogue. In Killer Clans two clans compete for dominance over the martial arts world in a complex tale of deception and double crosses. Rated R. Both Not Rated and in Mandarin with English subtitles. $4.95

3658686 THE AVENGING EAGLE/CUT THROAT ISLAND. Widescreen. A martial arts classic, The Avenging Eagle stars Ti Lung in an award-winning performance as an orphan raised from youth to be an assassin. In Blood Brothers, Ti Lung stars as Li Fan and Chen Kuan Tai as a star as friends whose oath of brotherhood is tested when one of them is corrupted by power and lust. Both in Mandarin with English subtitles. Not Rated. Over 3 hours on three DVDs. $4.95

3850924 GOLDEN SWALLOW/KILLER CLANS. Widescreen. Chang Pei Po stars as the beautiful swordsman Golden Swallow whose friendship with a chivalrous hero becomes the obsession of a murderous rogue. In Killer Clans two clans compete for dominance over the martial arts world in a complex tale of deception and double crosses. Rated R. Both Not Rated and in Mandarin with English subtitles. $4.95

3799984 ELVIS LIVES! Widescreen. Elvis was working as a secret agent for the FBI, and when he got in too deep with the mob, he was helped to take his own death. Now he has a new identity and an excellent T-Bird. He still plays the blues he loved as a youth and has fallen for a new woman who keeps his secret for him. Stars Jonathan Nolan and Kelsey Griswold. CC, 90 minutes. Comedy Central. $7.95

3856623 COBRA MISSION. Widescreen. Ten years after the end of the war in Vietnam, four ex-Marines decide to return to South East Asia to investigate reports of American POWs still being held there. Here they discover American POWs are being held, but the U.S. government refuses to acknowledge their existence. A complex tale of deception and double crosses. Rated R. English SDH, 90 minutes. Nu Image. $2.95

3716554 KHALI THE KILLER. After deciding to retire, an East Los Angeles hit man decides to take one last job to help support his aging mother in care. But everything falls apart when he develops empathy for the targets of his hit, and he’s forced to make the toughest decision of his life. Stars Richard T. Jones, Ali Bester, and Benjamin King. Not Rated. English SDH, 90 minutes. Universal. $2.95

386434X BACK TO THE FUTURE: The Complete Adventures. Great Scott! This amazing set pairs together the original beloved movie trilogy starring Michael J. Fox and Christopher Lloyd along with all 26 episodes of the animated series. Join Marty McFly, Doc Brown and a time traveling DeLorean for the adventure of a lifetime. Includes a 64-page visual history book. English SDH. Over 15 hours on nine DVDs. $21.95

3799107 DEATH KISS. Widescreen. As a radio host (Daniel Baldwin) asks, “Who will deliver the kiss of death to the criminal element taking over?”, a vigilante with a passion for righting the wrongs of the law becomes a one-man army as he takes on villain Tyrel (Richard Tyson), and a crime-infested town, at the same time protecting a young woman and her child. English SDH, 88 minutes. Reel Vault. $6.95

3752798 I DEAL IN DANGER. Fullscreen. In the tradition of The Man from U.N.C.L.E., comes a suave and sophisticated espionage thriller based on the 1966 TV series. Secret agent Robert Couteau reprises his TV role as U.S. double agent David March in a film packed with action and intrigue. Not Rated. CC, 89 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

LIKE US on Facebook at EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Underground. Pub. at $14.98
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English subtitles. 136 minutes. CJ Entertainment.

6 minutes. Well Go USA.

explosive thriller from director Wilson Yip.

but instead finds himself embroiled in a local police (Tony Jaa, Wu Yue) to find her.

3797465

Amercia, become intertwined with consummate loner from small town inner-city girl in trouble, and Vincent, a young hot-shot detective finds himself in way unsolvable crime surfaces in Hong Kong, a temporary sanctuary in a teak plantation.

Brecan (Robert Ryan) becomes the prime local British Burma prince is found murdered, a husband and wife whose marriage is on the rocks (Ann Sheridan, Zachary Scott), a ruthless real estate developer (Mike Tyson) and a murderess band of cutthroats trek through the desert.

Norris, Charles Bronson and Jean-Claude Van Damme. All Rated R. Over 12 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.99

3797430

PM. $4.95

3820971

THE CODE OF CAIN. Widescreen. Journalist Sara Ogden is a member of an esoteric order of an ancient and powerful society. She’s traveling the world in pursuit of a family for countless thrills that captivated Saturday afternoon adventure fans. The year is 1773.

3797422

ICEMAN: The Time Traveler. Widescreen. During the Ming Dynasty, a palace guard, Ying (Yang Wei), is trapped in time by an avalanche during a fierce battle. Brought back to life in the present day, Ying embarks on a quest for the only thing that can correct the wrongs of history—The Golden Wheel of Time. Widescreen English subtitles. 88 minutes. Well Go USA.

$3.95

5.95

103 minutes. E One.

face to face with the one person she’s been searching for her entire turmoil and chaos. In her search she ends up in Belarus and meets Maness and Andrea Ziro. 96 minutes. 4Digital Media.

$3.95

3820971

All Rated R. Over 12 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.99

R. 97 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.98

3801050

CIRCLE OF IRON. Widescreen. Also known as The Silent Flute. The legendary Bruce Lee, along with his friend and student James Coburn, began to write what he believed would be the greatest achievement of his film career. Five years later Bruce Lee’s vision would finally be realized. David Carradine, Christopher Lee, and Eli Wallach star. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $3.95

3810631

THE YELLOW BIRDS. Widescreen. Against the explosive backdrop of the Iraq War, young soldiers Brandon Bartle and Daniel Murphy forge a deep bond of friendship. After a devastating firefight, one soldier must return home to face the hard truth behind the incident and help a mother find peace. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Shout! Factory.

$3.95

388712X

RAIGA: God of the Monsters. Global warming leads to excessive melting of the southern polar ice cap, disrupting Earth’s ecosystem. The megahits, sea creatures back to life, monsters that set their sights on Japan. Stars Ryan Davies and Yukijiro Hotaru. Not Rated. 81 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95

$14.95

3880858

THE DAY OF THE DOLPHIN. Widescreen. From Mike Nichols, the legendary director of Who’s Afraid of Virginia Wool?, The Graduate, Catch-22, Carnal Knowledge, and Silkwood, comes this nostalgic favorite of those who grew up in the 70s. George C. Scott stars as a scientist who trains dolphins to speak, only to find them imprisoned in a government assassination program. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Tokyo Shock. $9.95

3787682

TERROR OF THE BLACK MASK. In this French-Italian retelling of the Classic Zorro tale, Umberto Lenzi helms this swashbuckling adventure. With his signature blend of humor and a dash of horror are incorporated into the European tale. This film is also known as Invincible Masked Rider. In Italian with English dubbing. 95 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3789007

ALL THE DEVIL’S MEN. Widescreen. The Seven Secrets of the Seven Secret Sins of the Seven Deadly Sins. Stars include Chuck Norris, Charles Bronson and Jean-Claude Van Damme. All Rated R. Over 12 hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $39.99

$12.95

3879613


$12.95

3810631

THE BATTLE OF Britain. Widescreen. Jan Zambach is recovering from a plane crash in a Polish sanatorium when WWII breaks out. The Nazi onslaught forces him to choose his homeland, and he makes his way to Great Britain to carry on the fight against the Nazi Luftwaffe, becoming a hero. English SDH. 104 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.95

$14.95

3800869

RAIGHTON 303: The Battle of Britain. Widescreen. Jan Zambach is recovering from a plane crash in a Polish sanatorium when WWII breaks out. The Nazi onslaught forces him to choose his homeland, and he makes his way to Great Britain to carry on the fight against the Nazi Luftwaffe, becoming a hero. English SDH. 104 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.95

$14.95

3781501

FAMILY ENFORCER. Jerry Bolante (Lech Moreno) and his associates (Angie (Lourdes Cocoro) and Joe (Joe Pesci), are a small-time urban workstation crew and establish a kill for a murder attempt. The only thing he can hope for is to turn his school and home lives, it becomes clear that his understanding of martial arts might be just what they need. In Cantonese with English subtitles. 102 minutes. Well Go USA.

$3.95

3688119

MAD DETECTIVE. When an unsolvable crime surfaces in Hong Kong, a young hot-shot detective finds himself in way over his head. His only hope of cracking the case is by dragging his former boss and mentor out of retirement. This film will leave you breathless to the final action-packed scene. In Cantonese with English Subtitles. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Mongrel Media.

$3.95

2924994

VINCENT-N-ROXXY. Widescreen. The lives of Roxxy, an inner-city girl in trouble, and Vincent, a consummate loner from small town America, become intertwined with dangerous people. One morning, they meet when a vicious killer attacks Roxxy and Vincent tries to save her, forcing Vincent and Roxxy to go on the run for their lives.

3797465

PARADOX. Widescreen. When his daughter goes missing in Thailand, a Hong Kong cop (Louis Koo) teams with local police (Terry Tao, Wu Yue) to find her, but instead finds himself embroiled in a web of corruption and violence in this explosive thriller from director Wilson Yip. In Cantonese with English subtitles. 100 minutes. Well Go USA.

$5.95

3797430

IP MAN 3. Widescreen. When a ruthless real estate developer (Mike Tyson) and his team of brutal gangsters make a play to take over the city, Master Ip is forced to take a stand against the crooks, thugs, gunmen, and another wing Chun master (Jin Zhang, Blood of Tyrants). Now he faces an all-out assault between two highly skilled lethal forces. Not Rated. 94 minutes. E One.

$4.95

2903016

RICHARD THE LIONHEART: Rebellion. Widescreen. The year is 1173 and England and France are at war. The destiny of two great powers has never been so intertwined. As King Henry’s wife, Queen Eleanor, is captured and imprisoned by the king himself, Richard and his brother Richard the Lionheart find themselves in a heartless war. Stars Greg Chandler and John McCallum.

Underground. Pub. at $19.98

3881725

ALL THE DEVIL’S MEN. Widescreen. A bounty hunter is forced to go on a manhunt for a disavowed CIA operative, which leads him to a deadly battle with a former military comrade and his private army. Stars Milo Gibson and William Fichtner. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. M.O. Pictures.

$5.95

$3.95

$2.95

$3.95

$14.95

$14.95

$14.95

$7.95

$3.95

$3.95

$3.95

$3.95

$9.95

$11.95

$14.95

$9.95

$14.95

$9.95

$9.95

$9.95

$9.95

$9.95

$9.95

$7.96
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Action/Adventure

**652434 DIRTY MARY CRAZY LARRY/RACE WITH THE DEVIL. Widescreen. Joe Sangster directed this double feature filled with intense car chases. In Dirty Mary Crazy Larry, a former NASCAR racer (Peter Fonda), a groupie (Susan George), and a mechanic (Adam Roarke) rob a supermarket and hit the highway. In Race with the Devil, two couples (Peter Fonda, Warren Oates, Lara Parker, Loretta Swit) are pursued by satanic cultists. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.98**

**385940 CLAY PIGEON. Fullscreen. Joe Ryan (Tom Selleck), a Vietnam Vet, is named a dug up gang leader (Harry Dean Stanton) in Fullscreen. To draw out the real kingpin (Robert Vaughn), in order to catch him, making Joe the Clay Pigeon. The first film dealing with the problem of a returning Vietnam Vet from the war. Rated R. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95**

**384914 HUDSON RIVER MASSACRE. The Hudson Bay Company, with James Sullivan (James Cagney) as their villainous adversaries. Filled front to back with cliffhangers, it charts a quest for diamonds and teams up with one of the clans in the tribe. Rated R. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95**

**387907 REVAK THE REBEL. Jack Palance stars in this sword and sandal adventure as Revak, a prince kidnapped and forced aboard a slave ship. After a series of humiliating events, he gains his brother's revenge. 90 minutes. Reel Vault.**

**385670 DU DU KAN OF CHAMPIONS. To end the Tong war between the Romans and the Alban, a duel to the death will take place at a dueling tournament of the most famous warriors, the Curiati families. Based on the Roman legend of the Horiati and starring Alan Ladd. Filmed in 1961, in Italy and Yugoslavia and directed by Balda Bob D. Young, 105 minutes. Reel Vault.**

**381806 THE HUNTER’S PRAYER. Widescreen. Sam Worthington stars as an assassin who forges an unlikely partnership with one of his targets. Also stars Odeya Rush. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. M.O. Pictures.**

**3830497 ACCIDENT MAN. Widescreen. Sony Pictures.**

**3858660 KILL OR BE KILLED. Reel Vault.**

**3856666 KILL CASTRO. Reel Vault.**

**2841371 RAVEN. Widescreen. Pub. at $14.95**

**3862488 HOTEL MUMBAI. Widescreen. VSF Films.**

**3872007 FIRETRAIL. Widescreen. CinEdigm.**

**6652486 BATTLE OF BRITAIN/BRIDGE TOO FAR/THE GREAT ESCAPE. Widescreen. MGM.**

**377936X FLIGHT WORLD WWII. Widescreen. Asylum.**

**9290601 CRAY THE BLACK WOLVES. Widescreen. Vertical.**

**3833003 FURY/THE MONUMENTS MEN. Widescreen. Sony Pictures.**

**38380509 TIGER OF THE SEVEN SEAS. Widescreen. The explosive sequel to the hit film stars Charles B. Fitzsimons as the swashbuckling hero.**

**389115 DEATH SQUAD. Widescreen. In the year 2047 a rebel war agent is forced to go against an oppressive government to expose their war crimes. To avoid capture, he must face a vicious death squad of mercenaries who are prepared to sacrifice their lives rather than see him get out alive. CC. 89 minutes.**

**3856119 G.I. SAMURAI. Widescreen. A squadron of Japanese soldiers find themselves transported through time to Japan’s feudal period, 400 years in the past, where rival samurai clans are battling to make their leader the supreme shogun. The squad leader has the same ambition and teams up with one of the clans in the battle for power. In Japanese with English subtitles. 139 minutes. Entertainment One.**

**3909576 FRIEND II. THE LEGACY. Widescreen. The explosive sequel to the hit film stars Charles B. Fitzsimons as the swashbuckling hero.**

**3879384 CODE NAME: Zebra. An action packed adventure that finds Vietnam War veterans squaring off against a hitman who shows up with a robbery plan involving two million dollars.**

**3829079 LATE FOR THE SKY. Widescreen. Pub. at $19.95**

**3880826 AND HOPE TO DIE. Widescreen. A French criminal on the run, heads to Canada where he joins a gang of criminals who are planning a complex robbery. Their plan blows up when they end up kidnapping a crime lord’s daughter and accidentally killing her. Stars Jean-Louis Trintignant and Robert Ryan. In French with English subtitles. 141 minutes. Reel Vault.**

**3873972 DANGER AHEAD. An armored car gold shipment is sabotaged when acid is poured on the brake lines, causing the car to crash and killing its driver. Renfield of the Royal Mounted is called in to investigate and find out who the killers really are. James Newill and Dorothy Kent star in this 1940 film. In B&W. 57 minutes. Reel Vault.**

**391138X TERECHREOUS. Racing champ Mickey Stewart (C. Thomas Howell) has given up the fast life to own and manage a Mexican resort hotel. But when the hotel falls on hard times and he’s double-crossed by his friends and driver. Renfield of the Royal Mounted is called in to investigate and find out who the killers really are. James Newill and Dorothy Kent star in this 1940 film. In B&W. 57 minutes. Reel Vault.**

**3847969 ART OF DECEPTION. Widescreen. An uncovering of the CIA’s ruthless master plan for world domination by gaining complete mind control over the entire population, top scientist Joseph Marlowe is left with a choice – save the lives of billions or the life of his wife, who has been kidnapped.**

**3852714 THE WAR LOVER. Combat Classics. Widescreen. Steve McQueen fights his own private battle as a volatile “war lover” in this gripping story of a hero stationed in England during WWII, Buzz Rickson (McQueen) is the bravest Air Force pilot in his squadron—and the most reckless. Also stars Robert Wagner and Shirley Anne Field. In B&W. CC. Over 3 hours. Columbia. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95**

**3858944 PAGAN WARRIOR. Widescreen. After a savage gang of warriors invade a castle, numbering themselves man calls upon Kramus, the Yule devil to come to exact revenge for his family. Stars Peter Cosgrove. Not Rated. English SDH. 83 minutes. In Distribution. Pub. at $19.98**

**3748480 SUEKAN DEKA: The Movie. Widescreen. Sukei Sanaiya is now retired from the past and trying to live a peaceful life in the present to lead a normal life, but when she uncovers an evil terrorist group brainwashing teenagers at a private school, she enlists herself back into action. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 93 minutes. Tokyo Shock.**

**3821005 DIRTY LIES. Widescreen. An underappreciated intern entrusted with a million dollar necklace races to find out which of his money hungry roommates betrayed him as he battles a desperate criminal duo. Friends turn against friends and secrets are revealed. The body count rises and so do the dirty lies. Not Rated. 83 minutes. E One.**


**3801093 RISE OF THE FELLOWSHIP. Widescreen. Phase 4 Visual.**

**3856660 KILL CASTRO. Reel Vault.**

**2841371 RAVEN. Widescreen. Pub. at $14.95**

**3862488 HOTEL MUMBAI. Widescreen. VSF Films.**

**3872007 FIRETRAIL. Widescreen. CinEdigm.**

**6652486 BATTLE OF BRITAIN/BRIDGE TOO FAR/THE GREAT ESCAPE. Widescreen. MGM.**

**377936X FLIGHT WORLD WWII. Widescreen. Asylum.**

**9290601 CRAY THE BLACK WOLVES. Widescreen. Vertical.**

**3833003 FURY/THE MONUMENTS MEN. Widescreen. Sony Pictures.**

**38380509 TIGER OF THE SEVEN SEAS. Widescreen. The explosive sequel to the hit film stars Charles B. Fitzsimons as the swashbuckling hero.**

**3856666 KILL CASTRO. Reel Vault.**

**2841371 RAVEN. Widescreen. Pub. at $14.95**

**3862488 HOTEL MUMBAI. Widescreen. VSF Films.**

**3929316 THE MOST DANGEROUS GAME. Widescreen. Vertical.**

**29269X SO PROUDLY WE HAIL. Widescreen. Universal. Pub. at $14.98**

**2955229 THE TRANSPORTER REFUELED. Widescreen. WS Films.**

**3787865 RAREFLIX TRIPLE FEATURE, VOL. 2. Fullscreen. Olive Films.**

**3781135 MAD MAX BEYOND THUNDERDOME. Widescreen & Widescreen. Warner Home Video.**

**2938006 THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E. Widescreen. Warner Home Video.**

**3778856 TALES OF AN ANCIENT EMPIRE. Widescreen. Lions Gate.**

**3765598 CAPTAIN PHILLIPS. Widescreen. Phase 4 Visual.**

**3732740 THE VILLAINES. Widescreen. Well Go USA.**

**2909513 SOUTHPAW. Widescreen. E One.**

**371604X JAWS: The Revenge. Widescreen. Universal.**

**2873915 ROBIN HOOD ORIGINS. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98**

**2932289 THE ISLAND. Widescreen. Paramount.**

**696642 ARMOURED ATTACK. Fullscreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95**

**3902253 GUNS FOR HIRE. Widescreen. Sony Pictures.**

**2966049 CAMPBELL’S KINDOM. Widescreen. VCI Entertainment.**

**3924943 MEAN DREAMS. Widescreen. Vertical.**

**3716511 FIRST WE TAKE KRAKOW. Widescreen. Digital First Media.**

**3778843 PROS AND EX-CONS. Widescreen. Lions Gate.**

**9785432 COUNTDOWN TO ESMERALDA BAY. Full Moon.**
Westerns

3862582 RIDERS ON THE RANGE: 25 Movie Collection. John Wayne and others saddle up for the 20-film collection Frontier Heroes, featuring timeless favorites like Angel and the Badman and Forbidden Trails. Then, Matt Damon and Penelope Cruz star in the five-film collection Into the Sunset, collecting All the Pretty Horses, Old Gringo, Sunset, Don't Come Knockin', and Bloodworth. Most titles ship over 9 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95 3799301 A NIGHT IN OLD MEXICO/HEATHENS AND THIEVES. Widescreen. Forced to give up his land and home, Texas cattle rancher Red Bove is notified he is trapped in a trailer park in A Night in Old Mexico. Not Rated. CC. 104 minutes. When two desperate men, in Heathens and Thieves overthrow a railroad with an order that has run with it and sold it to a ranch in Northern California, they plan a plan in motion to steal the goods. Rated R. CC. 85 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95 3769666 DAY OF THE OUTLAW. Widescreen. In Bitters, Wyoming, tensions between homesteaders and cattle owners are high, a fuse ignited by a conflict between a farmer and ruthless rancher Blaine Starrett (Robert Ryan). When a gang of outlaws rides into town and begins to threaten its citizens' way of life, Starrett must find a way to save the town--and his own soul. Also stars Burl Ives and Tina Louise. In B&W. 92 minutes. MGM. $3.95 3914860 WYATT EARP’S REVENGE. Widescreen. Wyatt Earp is the life of a murder of his beloved Dora, legendary lawman Wyatt Earp teams up with Bat Masterson, Charlie Bausett, Bill Tilghman and Doc Holliday to track down the Kenedy brothers, who are now on a murder spree that spans from Dodge City to Mexico. Stars Shawn Roberts, Trace Adkins, Matt Dallas, and Val Kilmer. English SDH. 93 minutes. Sony Pictures. $3.95 3756264 DESTRY RIDES AGAIN. Fullscreen. James Stewart is Destry, a civil-war-era cowboy who is known for his guns, called to restore order in the hopelessly corrupt frontier town of Bottleneck. Though reluctant to undertake such an enormous task, he's soon roped into action after meeting the seductive French (Marlene Dietrich), an alluring saloon entertainer. In B&W. 95 minutes. Universal. $6.95 3991556 THE HALLELUJAH TRAIL. Widescreen. Under the watchful eye of its owner (and stuntman Brian Keith), the Wallingham Freight Company is bound for Denver with forty wagons of whiskey to quench the town’s thirst. But there are a host of blacks in the plans of guns for the load of libations. Also starring in this comedy western is Burt Lancaster and Lee Remick. 155 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95 3858266 JUSTICE. Widescreen. It’s 1870 in the waning days of the Civil War ended. An old, abandoned mine is now being transformed into a military stronghold by a corrupt mayor and a band of desperate outlaws. When a U.S. Marshal comes to town only to find out that brother has been murdered, his search for the killer leads to an inevitable clash. Stars Nathan Parsons. Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Universal. $5.95 3821269 WEST OF HELL. Widescreen. On a midnight train to Atlanta, several years after the Civil War, ex-sergeant Jericho Whittingfield plans to avenge his daughter’s murder. In a town teetering on the edge of disaster, and with there is something scary on this train and the final destination may not be where he originally planned. Stars Tony Todt. Not Rated. 80 minutes. E One. $4.95 3855678 ALL HELL BROKE LOOSE. Widescreen. After serving his country in the Civil War as a skilled sharpshooter, newly blinded widower Will Drayton (David Carradine) moved West in search of employment using his shooting skills. He ends up with the wrong type of people as a deputy at a Kansas mining town. Stars North American Motion Pic. $3.95 3858413 UNCONQUERED. Fullscreen. Gary Cooper stars as the peace-loving Chris Hilden, a rancher who is driven by a beautiful English slave Abby Hale (Pattie Goddard). When a supplier of illegal firearms covets Abby for himself, he sparks a vicious battle between an Indian tribe and the colonists. Produced and directed by Cecil B. DeMille. English Universal. $7.95 385602X DEAD WEST. Widescreen. A charismatic outlaw sets out on a murderous cross country trip searching for true love. Each time he thinks he has found “the one,” he ends up disappointed—and she ends up dead. But his luck runs out when the brother of one of his victims tracks him down to exact vigilante justice. 114 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97 $3.95 3819813 THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN/SEPARAHM FALLS. Widescreen. In The Magnificent Seven, the desperate townspeople of Rose Creek employ protection from seven outlaws, bounty hunters, and cowboys known as the Magnificent Seven. They are hired guns. Stars Chris Pratt and Keanu Reeves. SDH. 113 minutes. In Sepahram Falls, Ex Union Captain Gideon has come west looking to leave the brutal, deadly past behind. Stars Liam Neeson. Sony Pictures. $3.95 3778681 CHEYENNE. Meet Jeremiah, one of the best bounty hunters in the West. Or so he thinks, until he meets Cheyenne. This feisty woman has shot her gun-tradin’, double-crosin’ husband and run off with his money. But Cheyenne’s husband warns her back—someone’s about to get hurt. Rated R. Mti. $5.95 375264X DESTRY RIDES AGAIN. Fullscreen. James Stewart is Destry, a civil-war-era cowboy who is known for his guns, called to restore order in the hopelessly corrupt frontier town of Bottleneck. Though reluctant to undertake such an enormous task, he's soon roped into action after meeting the seductive French (Marlene Dietrich), an alluring saloon entertainer. In B&W. 95 minutes. Universal. $6.95

Action/Adventure


See more titles at erhbc.com/830
Westerns


★ ☝386276 TALL IN THE SADDLE. John Wayne and sidekick George “Gabby” Hayes lead a “fast-paced, entertaining western”. Leonid Kinskey (Wayne) arrives in town to work on a nearby ranch, where a wary bigwig (Ward Bond) has his suspicions, an unlicensed (Ella Flannery) has her gun guts, and Joe Soares (Wayne) builds a two-fisted plan for justice. In B&W. $7.95

★ ☝376703 PANCHO VILLA: Cinema Deluxe. Telly Savalas is Pancho Villa, the revolutionary hero who becomes a bandit, considered a hero. Pancho Villa was renowned for his bravery. In this exciting fictional account, arms deals go wrong. American forts are invaded for weapons, and an attempt is made to take over the Mexican government. Also stars Clint Walker. 92 minutes. Geneve. $4.95

★ ☝390704 YOUNG BILL HICKOK. Bill Hickok, assisted by Calamity Jane, is on a mission to capture a guerilla band who are trying to take over some western territory just as the Civil War is coming to a close. Stars Roy Rogers, George “Gabby” Hayes, Sally Payne and, of course, Trigger. In B&W. 59 minutes. Westlake Entertainment. $4.95

★ ☝390637X ALIAS JOHN LAW. After a feud between a group of black hats and a marshal, John Clark (Bob Steele) is deputized. But soon the head of the gang is impersonating him to try to snare some much-desired land that really belongs to Clark. If you’re a Bob Steele fan, this 1935 classic is one not to miss! In B&W. 50 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

698087 DJANGO/DJANGO KILL/ KEMOTA/Texas, ADIOS: Spaghetti Westerns Unchained. Widecreen. These classics brought new levels of mayhem and vengeance to the spaghetti western genre. Collects Sergio Corbucci's legendary Django; the strangest and most controversial spaghetti western ever made: Django Kill; the spiritual successor Keoma; and the vengeance-fueled Texas, Adios. Stars Franco Nero and Tomas Milian. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Blue Underground. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

★ ☝375245 RETURN TO SABATA. Western classic man with guns is back and this time he’s judge, jury and executioner. Lee Van Cleef returns as the famous freewheeling gunfighter. In this go-easy-adventure, Clyde Rasputin (Richard Gordon) is a sharpshooter, a shaky band of desperadoes bilks him out of $5,000 and he wants revenge. Directed by Gianfranco Parolini. $4.95

★ ☝375837 THE LEGENDARY SHIN COWBOYS: Classic Westerns Collection. Fullscreen. The golden age of westerns comes galloping back to life with four singing cowboy favorites. Enjoy the many talents of Red Foley in Red Foley in Sundown; Gene Autry in The Big Show; Roy Rogers in Come on Rangers; and Eddie Dean in Wild in Country. In B&W. Nearly 7 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ ☝385665 THE COWBOY FROM SUNDOWN. Tex Rockets (Tex Ritter), the sheriff of Sundown is forced to quarantine the valley’s cattle to prevent the spread of hoof and mouth disease. The ranchers who are already facing drought are not happy and plan to stampede the herd. Cylus Cuttler (George Pembroke) is the corrupt banker behind it all in this 1940 western. In B&W. 57 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ ☝375608 MYSTERY MOUNTAIN. A two-fisted 1934 frontier serial starring Maynard and his wonder horse, Tarzan. Ken plays a mysterious stranger searching for the Rattler, a criminal camouflaged in cape, mask and false mustache who has been killing people in a mountainous railroad area. In B&W. Nearly 4 hours on two DVDs. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ ☝3858240 ROY ROGERS: Springtime in the Sierras. A gang, headed by Jean Loring (Stephanie Bachelor) is slaughtering game out of season. When Roy suspects this illegal activity is going on, he finds a way to become a guest at the ranch. After many tense moments and deadlocked at the ranch. Can Roy fight his way out? 75 minutes. Film Chest. $5.95

★ ☝3759995 RIDE WITH THE DEVIL. Widecreen. Director Ang Lee takes us to a no man’s land on the Missouri/Kansas border amidst the turmoil of the American Civil War, where a staunch loyalist, an immigrant’s son, a freed slave and a young woman form an unlikely friendship. Stars Tobey Maguire, Skeet Ulrich, and Jewel. Rated R. 138 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $12.98 $5.95

★ ☝370724 RED RYDER COLOR WESTERN PACK: Complete Chapter Collection. Red Ryder and his faithful sidekick Little Beaver would go wherever needed to defend the innocent, bring crooks to justice and restore the peace. This collection features all four of the color movies which include Red Ryder Ride; Roll Thunder Roll; The Fighting Redhead; and Cowboy and the Pzefighters. Stars Jim Bannon and Don Reynolds. English SDH. Over 3 hours on 2 DVDs. ARC Entertainment. $3.95

★ ☝387393X BOO HILL. Cat Stevens (Terrence Hill) and his partner, Arch Hutch (Bud Spencer) join forces and when the wealthy banker behind it all in this 1940 western, they plan to stop the sheriff’s efforts. Banker Davidson allows Slade to escape from jail and when the wealthy townboss decides to flex a bit of muscle, these two drifters have no chance but to meet the challenge of our outlaw henchmen with guns blazing. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ ☝2959984 STANDING TALL. Shasta, a rancher, and his wife are harassed by a ruthless land robber and when he refuses to sell out they could lose everything. Big trouble arrives and ultimately Shasta must stand tall against the land robber in an exciting one on one showdown. Stars Robert Forster and Linda Evans. Not Rated. 98 minutes. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $12.98 $9.95

★ ☝372937 THE LAW LORDE. Dallas Ballard (John Payne) and Rose Evans (Lizbeth Scott) are about to be married when Marshal Red McCarley (Dan Duryea) and his deputies ride into town looking for Ballad. He accuses Ballard of having murdered his brother and has come to arrest him. Soon the townspeople turn against Ballard when they believe he also killed the town sheriff. 61 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ ☝3856585 BRAND OF THE DEVIL. Texas Rangers Jim Steele, Tex Wyatt and Panhandle Perkins are working undercover and on the trail of a cattle rustling gang in this 1944 western. The gang has adopted the insignia of a devil’s pitchfork, which has come to be known as “The Brand of the Devil.” In B&W. 57 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95


Comedy

★ ☝386776 HOLLYWOOD COMEDY LEGENDS: 50 Movies. These light hearted productions feature the witty dialogue, slapstick humor, and zany antics from the Golden Age of Cinema. Stars a line up of big names including Carole Lombard, Humphrey Bogart, John Candy, Goldie Hawn, Carol Lombard, James Stewart, Clois Leachman, Bette Davis and many more. Over six hours on twelve DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

★ ☝3972450 STEAMBOAT BILL, JR: Ultimate 2-Disc Edition. One of the silent comedy’s best! Buster Keaton stars as Steamboat Bill, Jr., a Steamboat collegian who returns to his deep-southern roots to reunite with his father, a crusty riverboat captain (Ernest Torrence) engaged in a bitter rivalry with his steersman. Probably the most enjoyable of Keaton’s films. The stages of life are told through multiple sketches and songs by the British comedy troupe. The seven parts of this movie cover birth, growing up, war, middle age, organ transplants, old age and death. The added are three unrelated skits placed in the beginning, middle and end. Stars Graham Chapman, John Cleese, Terry Gilliam and Eric Idle. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. Universal. $8.95
**Comedy**

**292403X PARADISE.** Widescreen. After a nearly fatal accident, Lamb Lancaster (Julianne Hough) realizes that the world is much bigger than her small, God-fearing Montana town. Armed with a fat insurance payout and a checklist of sins, there’s only one place for her first taste of temptation: Las Vegas. Written and directed by Diablo Cody. Also stars Holly Hunter and Nick Offerman. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97 $5.95 $7.95

**2996146 DOCTOR IN DISTRESS.** Widescreen. Sir Lancelot is usually shooting and yelling his way around the hospital, so it surprises everyone greatly when he suddenly becomes quiet, polite and considerate. Doctor Sparrow (Dick Bogarde) decides to investigate and finds Lancelot to be suffering from an incurable condition—he’s in love! Not Rated. 103 minutes. VCI Entertainment.

**$2.95**

**2956593 CARRY ON SCREAMING.** The sinister Dr. Watt has an evil scheme going in this 1966 film. He’s kidnapping beautiful young women and turning them into manniquins to sell to local stores. Fortunately for Dr. Watt, Detective Sergeant Bung is on the case, and he doesn’t have a clue! 92 minutes. Reel Vault.

**$7.95**

**2967251 AN AWKWARD SEXUAL ADVENTURE.** Widescreen. Dumped by his girlfriend over his sub-par sex skills, upright accountant Jordan somehow ends up finding a sex ‘Yoda’ in Julia, a worldly stripper with a parlors, cross-dressing and S&M. Stars Jonas Chernick. Not Rated. 98 minutes. Cinedigm.

**$5.95**

**2916170 BE COOL.** Widescreen. When Chis Pelmer (John Travolta) decides to try his hand in the music industry, he romances the sultry widow (Uma Thurman) of a recently dead rock star. Candace and Rell, two cousins who live in a big city but are far from streetwise. When Rell’s beloved kitten, Catan, is catnapped, the hopelessly baffle-pair pair must impersonate ruthlessly cunning street gang. Written and directed by Diablo Cody. Also stars Marthe Keller, Rosario Dawson, and Marlon Wayans. Paramount.

**$7.95**

**2988873 KEANU.** Widescreen. Keegan-Michael Key and Jordan Peele star as Clarence and Rell, two cousins who live in a big city but are far from streetwise. When Rell’s beloved kitten, Catan, is catnapped, the hopelessly baffled-pair pair must impersonate ruthlessly cunning street gang. Written and directed by Diablo Cody. Also stars Marthe Keller, Rosario Dawson, and Marlon Wayans. Paramount.

**$9.95**

**2986499 HALL Y DOUB T HE CAME.** Widescreen. From the Golden Age of Comedy comes one of the funniest films of all time. Here, the 1930s funnymen stars in two side-splitting classics: Boys Will Be Boys, about a master forger and his quest for one priceless book, and There’s a Will, about a bumbling lawyer who falls under the crosshairs of a gan of thieves. Both in B&W. 158 minutes. VCI Entertainment.

**$12.99**

**2996502 HALL Y DOUB T HE CAME, VOL. 2.** Widescreen. A collection of both of the 1930s. A rookie police officer, Hartlyman is one of life’s losers determined to change his life. After which he tries to get the best of those who have taken advantage of him in the past. This British comedy was filmed in 1960. In B&W. 94 minutes. Reel Vault.

**$7.95**

**2953307 THE BEST OF BUSTER KEATON.** Featuring six of Keaton’s best silent films including The General (1926), The Goat (1921), The Black B Riley (1923), Steamboat Bill Jr. (1928), The Cops (1922), and The Love Nest (1923). In B&W. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. More Entertainment. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**2976589 THE JERK.** Widescreen. Navin Johnson (Steve Martin), adopted son of a successful business family, creates crazy inventions that lead him from rags to riches and right back to rags. Along the way, he’s smitten with a lady race car driver, creates a series of screwball attacks by a deranged killer, and shows why he’s one of the brightest comic performers in the world.

**$9.95**

**3740788 AMERICAN PIE PRESENTS: BRIEFCASE.** Written and directed by Jay Silverstein, this is the fourth in this popular series of raucous, raunchy, and unrated American Pie comedies, all filled with that baked-in hilarity you know and love. Written and directed by Jay Silverstein. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95.

**$12.95**

**$9.95**

**2906621 THREE HUSBANDS.** A compelling picaresque, outrageous, raunchy, and unrated American Pie comedies, each filled with that baked-in hilarity you know and love. Written and directed by Jay Silverstein. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95.

**$12.95**

**3764818 ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET THE KILLERS.** Continuing the duo’s “horror comedy” spoofs, this hilarious 1933 classic follows Pete and Freddie, hired to help transport a legendary mummy to America. But the mummy is in love with one of the policemen, and the mummy goes missing, the bumbling buddies fend themselves in possession of a cursed medallion and on the trail to untold treasure! In B&W. 81 minutes.

**$3.95**

**3856615 CATCH ME A SPY.** Kirk Douglas is Andrej, a drone who smugly books out of communist countries. Unfortunately for Andrej, he is mistaken for a spy and gets into a sets of convoluted situations. Fabienne (Marlene Jobert) is this slyly sex-bomb who finagles Andrej into some heart-thumping predicaments, 94 minutes. Reel Vault.

**$7.95**

**2938729 A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S SEX COMEDY.** Not Rated. $6.95

**$6.95**

**3875934 ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN ANYTIME AND NOBODY CAME!** Widescreen. In an effort to shore up a shaky truce between civilians and base personnel, three hapless Army buddies find themselves appointed company communications officers. Unfortunately, Sergeant Shannon Gambrlin’s (Tony Curtis) idea of community relations includes pursuing and wooing Romana (Suzanne Pleshette). CC. 112 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.95 $8.95

**$6.95**

**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller **
38829X THE WEDDING PARTY. A wedding set at a beautiful country inn turns bloody when the father of the groom starts a feud with the chef. What started as a happy day turns into an over-the-top battle of wits involving shotguns, hand grenades and twist-laden mayhem. In German with English subtitles. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

3889954 TAG. Widescreen. For one month every five highly competitive friends hit the ground running in a no-holds barred game of survival and evasion. This year the game coincides with the wedding of one of their undefeatable players, who should finally make him eat a false target. But he knows they can’t eat and run. Rated R. 105 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

38150X A FAREWELL TO FOOLS. Widescreen. Somewhere in Nazi-occupied Romania, a night of comic misadventures ensues when a boy discovers a dead soldier. German authorities demand that the perpetrator be identified, or the town leaders will be shot. Father Johann’s (Harvey Keitel) head is on the chopping block, until the town “fool,” Ipu (Gérard Depardieu), agrees to confess. In German with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Monterey. Pub. at $26.95 $4.95

3966701 WAITING WOMEN. Rakel, Mirja, Kari and Annou are married to four brothers. While waiting in a summer cottage for their husbands to come home, they each share interesting stories about their marriages. This 1952 film was directed by Pim Vroom. In B&W. In Swedish with English subtitles. 108 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3879569 THE NIGHT WE DROPPED A CLANGER. Wing Commander Blackmister has been sent on a top secret mission to find out about the flying bomb. His double—a toilet janitor—is also sent to confuse the enemy but plans go awry and everyone ends up confused! This 1959 British comedy stars Brian Rix and Cecil Parker. In B&W. 88 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

2996308 MAD ABOUT MEN. Fullscreen. When prim and pretty schoolteacher Caroline stumbles upon a mermaid named Miranda with space ninja assassins. This B movie sets out to find out what happened to Hallyday. Fabrice is the biggest Johnny Hallyday fan in the world. When a mysterious chemical spill puts the ground running in a no-holds barred game of tag they’ve been playing since the first grade. This year, the game coincides with the wedding of one of their undefeatable players, who should finally make him eat a false target. But he knows they can’t eat and run. Rated R. 105 minutes. Warner Home Video. $3.95
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2951045 WHAT'S UP NURSE! Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

3843726 SPACE NINJAS. Widescreen. Delilah is the biggest Johnny Hallyday fan in the world. When a mysterious chemical spill puts the ground running in a no-holds barred game of tag they’ve been playing since the first grade. This year, the game coincides with the wedding of one of their undefeatable players, who should finally make him eat a false target. But he knows they can’t eat and run. Rated R. 105 minutes. Warner Home Video. $3.95

38950Y MAMA DRACULA. A female vampire must bathe in the blood of virgins in order to stay alive. The trouble is that virgins are in short supply nowadays, and she is running into major problems in finding one. Our fast, feisty & fetching starlet Skye gets stuck in the tiny town of Calvert. In B&W. 97 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

5906652 2,000 WOMEN. In this WWII era British comedy-drama, a group of female prisoners struggle to cope but unite in making life difficult for the Nazi soldiers. When three British airmen are shot down over the prison the women hide them and plot to help them escape. Starring Donald Sinden, Anne Crawford, and Margaret McCarthery is working as the Secretary to the Admiralty in London. To her surprise, she is selected for a top secret mission delivering blueprints to her hometown. But when she returns to Scotland, plans go awry and she quickly realizes she may be in over her head. Starring Catherine Frot in French with English subtitles. 82 minutes. Mongrel Media. $6.95

3826283 IMOGNE MCCARTHERY. Widescreen. Scottish-born Imogene McCarty is working as the Secretary to the Admiralty in London. To her surprise, she is selected for a top secret mission delivering blueprints to her hometown. But when she returns to Scotland, plans go awry and she quickly realizes she may be in over her head. Starring Catherine Frot in French with English subtitles. 82 minutes. Mongrel Media. $6.95

3814947 THE BIG TEASE. Fullscreen. This film is a big fun, a fish out of water tale (which is a rare trick) in exchange for devil (Jennifer Love Hewitt) in Germany with English subtitles. 113 minutes. TriStar. $19.99


3569020 CELEBRITY SEX TAPE. Adults only. $5.95

3814009 THE WACKIEST WAGON TRAIN IN THE WEST. DVD Video. $7.95

3856739 FRORICS ON ICE. Reel Vault. $7.95

3867711 HAYFOOT. Reel Vault. $7.95

3857805 STAND- ALONE. Widescreen. MGM. $17.95

3715833 THE LITTLE BITHE MORE WORHEAIM IN TEXAS. Widescreen. Universal. $6.95

3869717 BEETLEJUICE. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.98

3732652 LET’S MAKE IT LEGAL. Fullscreen. 20th Century Fox. $14.98

2639056 AT WAR WITH THE ARMY. Fullscreen. Film on Chest. $2.95

67811X LOOSE SCREWS: Roger Corman Comedy Collection. Fullscreen. Buena Vista Home Enter. $3.95

2948036 JUST GETTING STARTED. Widescreen. Green Pictures. $5.95

3752652 WHAT'S UP NURSE! Fullscreen. Fox. Pub. at $14.98 $6.95

2910545 WHAT'S UP NURSE! Adults only. WhamiUSA. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

3702560 NO MEN BEYOND THIS POINT. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $4.95

2862612 THE HEAT. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

2882612 PEE-WEES BIG ADVENTURE. Widescreen. Warner Home Video. $5.95
Comedy

3752399 THE NAUGHTY NINETIES. Fullscreen. Universal. $9.95
★ 6644236 YOURS, MINE AND OURS. Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
455714 COMEDY FAVORITES COLLECTION: 4 Movie Marathon. Universal. $5.95
6871801 LAST RESORT. Buena Vista Home Enter. $3.95 ★ 3819647 THE TALL BLOND MAN WITH ONE BLACK SHOE. Widescreen. Film Movement. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95
3784002 THE HOLLARS. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $3.95 ★ 3784549 THE STREAM. Widescreen. Cinedigm. $9.95
★★ 3736528 MY WIFE’S LOADER. Fullscreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 ★ 3720438 CHILD’S PLAY. Fullscreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95
3776638 PINSKY. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. PRICE CUT to $3.95 ★ 3735141 FIND ME GUILTY. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95
★ 3735206 MOCK & ROLL. Steamlab Productions. Pub. at $19.95 ★ 3856340 SERIAL MOM. Widescreen. SOLD OUT
★ 3803271 GREAT COMEDY TEAMS COLLECTION. $3.95 ★ 3810453 BEATRIZ AT DINER. Widescreen. Elevation Pictures. $5.95

Romance

LIMITED QUANTITY 3908690 THE SECOND BEST EXOTIC MARIGOLD HOTEL. Widescreen. The over-confident Sonny (Dev Patel) is busy juggling plans for a second resort as well as his own wedding. But his efforts are hampered by various complications in this heartwarming sequel. Also stars Judi Dench, Maggie Smith, Richard Gere, and David Strathairn. English SDH. 115 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $9.95
★ 3752410 PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM. Widescreen. Unlucky in love, Allan Felix (Woody Allen) is a film critic who gets dumped by his wife. Allan’s dating skills are less than stellar, even though he keeps getting advice from a receding hallucination–his film hero Humphrey Bogart. Together, his friends and Bogie attempt to help Allan navigate the pitfalls of dating and romance. Also stars Carole Lombard, Diane Keaton, CC. 85 minutes. Paramount. $5.95
3871957 THE BIG SICK. Widescreen. This acclaimed comedy is based on the real-life relationship and culture clash between comedian Kumail Nanjiani and his future wife, Emily Gordon. When Emily contracts a mysterious illness, Kumail has to force himself to face her feisty parents, temper his family’s stereotypical Indian views, and follow his heart. Also stars Zoe Kazan. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $5.95
3871738 JULIET, NAKED. Widescreen. Annie (Rose Byrne) is stuck in a long-term relationship with Duncan (Chris O’Dowd), an obsessive fan of obscure rocker Tucker Crowe (Ethan Hawke). When the acoustic demo from Tucker’s 25-year-old hit album stuck in a long-term relationship with Duncan (Chris O’Dowd), he begins to realize that his own long-time girlfriend, Cheryl, refuses to marry him, and he begins to realize that his own family’s expectations, and to force himself to face his feisty parents, temper his family’s stereotypical Indian views, and follow his heart. Also stars Zoe Kazan. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95
3882470 BOLLYWOOD/HOLLYWOOD. Widescreen. When a yearning millionaire Rahul Seth (Rahul Khanna) is forced to marry a Marie Antoinette Indian glamorous actress who makes a movie singing a song about love in the motherland. Also stars Jennifer Love Hewitt, and Bollywood’s biggest stars. English SDH. 100 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95
★ 3813908 TENDER SCOUNDREL. Widescreen. Without any scruples and always on the lookout for the bagon, Tony seduces the ladies with an air of confidence. At a resort town on the French Riviera, he wins the heart of the beautiful Barones Mina von Strasshoff and soon gets her on a yacht. A French-Italian comedy with a thrilling story. Dubbed in English. $7.95
3788722 JEWTOPIA. Christian and Adam are two childhood friends who reunite as adults to help each other land the women of their dreams. Inspired by the international smash-hit play seen by over a million people. Stars Nick Kroll, Megan Mullally, Lisa Edelstein, Jennifer Love Hewitt, and Jaime-Lynn Sigler. CC. 90 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95 ★ 3813503 THE DIVorce OF LADY X. Widescreen. Two forces Leslie (Maria D’Orio) to stay at the London hotel at which she just attended a party. But when she discovers there are no rooms available she talks Everard (Laurence Olivier), an attorney, to allow her to stay in Everard’s room. But when Everard fears that his chivalry may involve him in a divorce suit, his family ties. 91 minutes. $7.95
3883056 FINDING YOUR FEET. Widescreen. When Sandra discovers that her husband of forty years is having an affair with her best friend, she seeks refuge in London with her estranged, older sister, Bl. The two cousins more different–Sandra is a fish out of water next to her outspoken, serial-dating, tree-spirited sibling. English SDH. 111 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95
★★ 3706340 CAROLE LOMBARD–THE GLAMOUR COLLECTION. Fullscreen. Carole Lombard illuminated the silver screen with her sparkling wit and dazzling beauty, on display in these six films. Man of the World; We’re No Angels; Gabriel Over the White House; Love Before Breakfast; The Princess Comes Across; and True Confessions. English SDH. In B&W. Over seven hours on two DVDs. Universal. $7.95
★ 3785483 ARTHUR NEwman. Divorced and disconnected from his son, Wallace Avery (Colin Firth) decides to make a radical change. He walks away from his old life and hits the road as Arthur Newman to start over. But his road trip is delayed by the entrance of mysterious Michaela "Mike" Fitzgerald (Emily Blunt), is it possible to truly start all again? Rated R. 93 minutes. Cinedigm. $1.95
★★ 396434 FRANK SINATRA: The Early Years. Celebrates the roots of Ol’ Blue Eyes with five unforgettable classics featuring co-stars like Jane Russell, Gracie Marx, Mel Torme, Jimmy Durante, Kathryn Grayson and Ann Miller. Includes Double Dynamite; Rhythm and Hollywood; Reunion in Reno; The Kissing Bandit; and Step Lively. In Color and B&W. Over 7 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $59.92 $11.95
3727447 A GUIDE FOR THE MARRIED WOMAN. Fullscreen. Can a marriage stay fresh when a wife goes outside of place? Julie Walker (Cybill Shepherd) attempts to find the answer to the age-old question about what to do when the “wow” goes out of her marriage. This funny, factually funny comedy could change the way you look at process. Not Rated. CC. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $6.95
3822470 TENDER SCOUNDREL. Widescreen. Without any scruples and always on the lookout for the bagon, Tony seduces the ladies with an air of confidence. At a resort town on the French Riviera, he wins the heart of the beautiful Barones Mina von Strasshoff and soon gets her on a yacht. A French-Italian comedy with a thrilling story. Dubbed in English. $7.95
★ 3813908 TENDER SCOUNDREL. Widescreen. Without any scruples and always on the lookout for the bagon, Tony seduces the ladies with an air of confidence. At a resort town on the French Riviera, he wins the heart of the beautiful Barones Mina von Strasshoff and soon gets her on a yacht. A French-Italian comedy with a thrilling story. Dubbed in English. $7.95
3813908 TENDER SCOUNDREL. Widescreen. Without any scruples and always on the lookout for the bagon, Tony seduces the ladies with an air of confidence. At a resort town on the French Riviera, he wins the heart of the beautiful Barones Mina von Strasshoff and soon gets her on a yacht. A French-Italian comedy with a thrilling story. Dubbed in English. $7.95
3813908 TENDER SCOUNDREL. Widescreen. Without any scruples and always on the lookout for the bagon, Tony seduces the ladies with an air of confidence. At a resort town on the French Riviera, he wins the heart of the beautiful Barones Mina von Strasshoff and soon gets her on a yacht. A French-Italian comedy with a thrilling story. Dubbed in English. $7.95
3788722 JEWTOPIA. Christian and Adam are two childhood friends who reunite as adults to help each other land the women of their dreams. Inspired by the international smash-hit play seen by over a million people. Stars Nick Kroll, Megan Mullally, Lisa Edelstein, Jennifer Love Hewitt, and Jaime-Lynn Sigler. CC. 90 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95 ★ 3813503 THE DIVorce OF LADY X. Widescreen. Two forces Leslie (Maria D’Orio) to stay at the London hotel at which she just attended a party. But when she discovers there are no rooms available she talks Everard (Laurence Olivier), an attorney, to allow her to stay in Everard’s room. But when Everard fears that his chivalry may involve him in a divorce suit, his family ties. 91 minutes. $7.95
3883056 FINDING YOUR FEET. Widescreen. When Sandra discovers that her husband of forty years is having an affair with her best friend, she seeks refuge in London with her estranged, older sister, Bl. The two cousins more different–Sandra is a fish out of water next to her outspoken, serial-dating, tree-spr...
**World War II**

**1956. 96 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.93**

Honor fall in love a short time before the fall of Chesneau (Frederic Forrest), a C. I. A. "breathtaking and unforgettable." Stars Williams, English SDH. 92 minutes. IFCS. $5.95

**HARVEST OF FIRE.** Fullscreen. The Amish are a peaceful people, dedicated to the unchanging ways of their ancestors. Yet, suddenly, an arsonist brings violence to their non-violent world. Has the sect been targeted for a series of hate crimes? FBI agent Sally Russell (Lolita Davidovich) is sent to investigate, but she may not get much help from the reclusive farming community. Also stars Kelly Preston. Rated R. 110 minutes. WS Films. $5.95

**MAUDIE.** A WEREWOLF BOY. Widescreen. Following the unlikely romance between Canadian folk artist Maud Lewis (Aisling Franciosi), a woman born with a congenital disability who was raised in an isolated rural community, and her husband, a gruff, acerbic fisherman (Shane Hmu), the movie develops into a deeply intimate and powerful love story, one that transcends the borders of the rural setting. Stars Steve Carell, Elle Fanning. Rated R. 118 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $5.95

**20TH CENTURY WOMEN.** Widescreen. Set in 1979 Santa Barbara, this film follows Dorothea (Annette Bening), a determined single mom in her mid-50s who is raising her adolescent son at a time brimming with cultural change. She enlist the help of Geri (Juliette Lewis) and a sushi chef (Michele Civetta) to help her son. Also stars Greta Gerwig and Elle Fanning. Rated R. 118 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $5.95

**SOMERSAUL.** After making a unknown phone call and sending her mother's boyfriend, 16-year-old Heidi flees her home for the small Australian ski town of Jindabyne and starts a new life. But when she falls for the son of a wealthy local farmer, her self-destructive tendencies resurface and her fragile new world threatens to come tumbling down. Not Rated. 106 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

**LUST FOR POWER.** Widescreen. Isabele Huppen stars as a tenacious judge investigating a plot to assassinate a ruthless and secretive president, she is a Pulitizer-winning novelist and widower, struggles with mental illness as she tries to raise his five-year-old daughter, Kate, and realizes his impact on the world. Stars Tom Selleck. CC. 89 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**RENOIR.** Widescreen. An inspiring true story about the resilient Zamperini's inspirational true story to life. A courageous World War II hero who survived on a raft for 47 days after a near fatal plane crash in WWII–only to be caught by the Japanese navy and sent to a POW camp. An inspiring true story about the resilience of courage and the power of love. Stars Jack O'Connell (as Louis Zamperini) who survived on a raft for 47 days after a near fatal plane crash in WWII–only to be caught by the Japanese navy and sent to a POW camp. An inspiring true story about the resilience of courage and the power of love. Stars Jack O'Connell, as Louis Zamperini. English SDH. 116 minutes. Widescreen. $5.95

**HER BEST FRIEND'S HUSBAND.** The name of her ex-husband, successful attorney Jane Johnson (Cheryl Ladd) visits best friends Mandy (Bess Armstrong) and Will (William Moses). When Jane learns that Mandy wants a divorce, she begins her friend to reconsider. But the more time she spends with the couple, the more Jane feels her own dormant passions for Will rekindling. 91 minutes. $3.95

**CHRISTMAS WITH HOLLY.** Widescreen. Traumatized by her mother's death, a 6-year-old girl stops talking but is cared for by her three uncles. The story unfolds as all of them find the importance of sharing and the joy of life. Stars Sarah Jane, Eloise Mumford, Daniel Eric Gold, and Dana Watkins. CC. 91 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

**WULF.** Widescreen. Featuring scenes and dialog directly from the 20th century. Stars Chadwick Boseman, Viola Davis and Octavia Spencer. English SDH. 139 minutes. Universal. $5.95

---

**Lust, Caution.** Widescreen. Directed by Ang Lee. In French with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $19.98 $4.95

**20TH CENTURY WOMEN.** Widescreen. Set in 1979 Santa Barbara, this film follows Dorothea (Annette Bening), a determined single mom in her mid-50s who is raising her adolescent son at a time brimming with cultural change. She enlist the help of Geri (Juliette Lewis) and a sushi chef (Michele Civetta) to help her son. Also stars Greta Gerwig and Elle Fanning. Rated R. 118 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $5.95

---
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Dramas

3858243 CRIMSON PEAK. Widescreen. When her heart is stolen by a seductive stranger, a young woman is thrown away to a house atop a mountain of red clay—a place filled with secrets that will haunt her forever. Between desire and darkness, between mystery and madness, lies the truth behind Crimson Peak. Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes. Universal. $5.95

2937670 SARAH, PLAIN & TALL: Winter’s End. Fullscreen. This is the third segment of the highly acclaimed Sarah, Plain & Tall series. In this third segment, the same girl that has won the hearts of millions around the world, Sarah Pla ceh, is on a adventure that may be the showing of her life. This show will take the viewers inside the heart of Sarah and her new life. Rated PG. English SDH. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3856828 IN WHICH WE SERVE. In this 1942 propaganda film, the HMS Torrin is attacked by German bombers during the Battle of Crete. As the ship capsizes, the surviving crew desperately hangs on for life in this documentary-like recounting of a true event. Stars Noel Coward, who also wrote and produced this film. In B&W. 113 minutes. MGM. $5.95

2996378 HUNTED: The Rank Collection. This is the third part of the HUNTED series and is a great movie for anyone who loves nature and adventure. The story follows a group of people who are stranded in the wilderness and must survive against all odds. Rated PG-13. English SDH. 99 minutes. Lions Gate. $7.95

3862600 THE RIDER. Widescreen. After a tragic riding accident, young cowboy Brady is faced with a difficult decision. Brady, who has always been the ringmaster in his family’s rodeo circuit, is warned that his competition days are over. In an attempt to regain control of his fate, Brady undertakes a journey to find a new identity and what it means to be a man in the heartland of America. Stars Brady Jandreau. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

3810593 SUBURBICON. Widescreen. In the idyllic suburban community of Glendora, a group of people arrive to find each other and an eerie island mansion in this 1945 film noir. In B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

PRIDE & PREJUDICE. Widescreen. When Elizabeth Bennet (Keira Knightley) meets the handsome Mr. Darcy (Matthew Macfadyen), she believes he is the last man on earth she could ever marry. But as their lives become intertwined in an unexpected adventure, she finds herself captured by the very person she swore to loathe for all eternity. English SDH. 129 minutes. Universal. $5.95

3856644 CONGRESS DANCES. An Austrian prince hatches a plan to keep his rival, the Italian Czar, busy by keeping him surrounded by beautiful women and away from the negotiating table. The Czar, however, has his own plan. He hires a man who is exacting revenge on him and forces the Austrians by appearing everywhere at once in this 1932 Austrian film. With English subtitles. In B&W. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3833038 THE OTTOMAN LIEUTENANT. Widescreen. A dashing American woman (Hera Hilmar) follows an American doctor (Josh Hartnett) to a medical mission in the exotic Ottoman Empire on the brink of life and death. As the war becomes more intense, both the doctor and the mission’s founder are soon tested when she falls in love with Isabel, a lieutenant in the Ottoman Imperial Army. Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

3856702 FOG ISLAND. Once a haven for pirates, Fog Island is now the home of George Granger, an investment banker who has recently been released from prison. Granger, who has hidden his fortune on the island, is a group of people arrive to find each other and an eerie island mansion in this 1945 film noir. In B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95
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Dramas

3757803 SOME VELVET MORNING. Widescreen. Fred (Sanley Luc) arrives at the doorstep of his young microfilm maker after four years apart, claiming to have finally left his wife. But when she rejects his attempts to rekindle their romance, his persistence evolves into obsession—and a dark history between the two women comes into focus. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Cinedigm. $2.95


3791204 IN DUBIOUS BATTLE. Widescreen. Set in California apple country in the 1930s, nine hundred migratory workers rise up and join forces to protest unfair wages and working conditions. As the labor strike wears on and conflict grows between the apple pickers and the local growers’ association, what begins as a fight for their rights turns into an all-out battle for survival. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. Momentum. $5.95

3800997 BERLIN TUNNEL 21/A TIME OF DESTINY. Fullscreen. The tension added aftermath of WWII lives on in two powerful films. Berlin Tunnel 21 takes place in 1961, when a band of daring West Berliners decide to tunnel under the Berlin Wall to rescue family and friends (144 minutes). In A Time of Destiny, tragedy and revenge come between two close friends and their families during WWII (118 minutes). Both Not Rated. MGM. Pub. at $15.98 $3.95

370287X TWO WOMEN. Widescreen. Though dashing Mikhail couldn’t be more different from her wealthy older husband, Natalya spurns his advances. Love blossoms between her and a handsome young artist. Instead she’s darkly drawn to her son’s young tutor, Aleksei and she’s not the only one. Her teenage stepdaughter, Vera, is smitten with the Frenchman, but falls in love with English subtitles. 103 minutes. BBC. $3.95

6912521 JAKOB THE LIER/MOSCOW ON THE HUDSON. Widescreen. In Jakob the Liar, a Jewish cafe owner (Robbin Williams) invents fictitious news bulletins about Allied advances against the Nazis during WWII. In Moscow on the Hudson, Soviet circus saxophonist (William) is granted asylum by the U.S. Government and learns that living in New York City is more difficult than he ever imagined. Rated R. Nearly 4 hours. Mill Creek. $3.95

3862918 WENDY AND LUCY. Widescreen. Wendy (Michelle Williams) drives to Alaska—accompanied by her mutt, Lucy—hoping to find steady employment and start a new life. When her car breaks down in Oregon, it sets off a chain reaction that quickly brings Wendy to a state of isolation and despair. 80 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

3879380 THE FATAL WITNESS. Soon after a wealthy old British woman accuses her daughter of attempted suicide, threats to have him disinherited, she is murdered. Simple mystery, you say? Not for the Scottish Yard inspector who believes he has the case wrapped up—until the prime suspect comes up with an alibi. In B&W. 59 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3865690 DINNER AT THE RITZ. In this 1993 film, beautiful Annabella stars as the grieving, demented Parisian banker and vows to find his killer. All the suspects happen to be her father’s colleagues. An early David Niven displays all his unique charm in this whodunit. In B&W. 77 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3712575 THE SAVAGE IS LOOSE. Near the turn of the century a couple (George C. Scott & Irish VanDevere) and their small island become the center of international intrigue. Now resigned to the fact they will never be rescued, John teaches his young son David how to survive on his own. When his son is grown, he believes he should rule the island, and the only woman, his mother, should be his. 110 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

3778762 GRANDMA. Widescreen. Elle (Holly Hunter) has just gotten through breaking up with her girlfriend when her granddaughter, Sage, unexpectedly shows up needing $600 before sundown. Grandma Elle and Sage spend the day trying to get their hands on the cash as their pasts and present collide. To old friends and families end up rattling skeletons and digging up secrets. Rated R. English SDH. 79 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

3870764 THE STARS LOOK DOWN. Carol Reed directs this adaptation of a small British town’s dependency on an unsafe mine. Michael Redgrave and Margaret Lockwood star, playing an unfortunate married couple—he a humble man hoping his education will help him improve both his lot and others. While she is a morally treacherous mate with a weakness for social ambition. In B&W. 110 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3855937 CODE UNKNOWN. On a bustling Parisian street corner, a charming woman arouses curiosity about a small British town’s dependency on an unsafe mine. Michael Redgrave and Margaret Lockwood star, playing an unfortunate married couple—he a humble man hoping his education will help him improve both his lot and others. While she is a morally treacherous mate with a weakness for social ambition. In B&W. 110 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3892629 DADDY HAPPY! REEL. Cass is a wistful young Irish girl who has been living in London for five years. During this time she has acquired an English husband. Once Christmas she decides it is time to return to Limerick. While there she meets her first love, who is now engaged. Cass’s husband follows her and the matter reaches a head. Stars Sarah Miles. In B&W. Not Rated. $9.95

381033X WHITNEY. Widescreen. The film that chronicles the headline-making relationship between iconic singer, actress, and model Whitney Houston and singer-songwriter/producer Bruce. From the time they met at the very height of their celebrity to their courtship and tumultuous marriage. English SDH. 86 minutes. Lions Gate. $3.95

3856798 HITLER: Beast of Berlin. A small group of Germans secretly gather to oppose the Gestapo and the Nazi regime to try to bring about change. The situation is complicated further when one of the group is revealed as a Gestapo informant, and loyalties are tested. A 1939 film starring Alan Ladd and Vernon Dent. In B&W. 87 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3776042 ISLAND OF LOST SOULS. Widescreen. Based on the bestseller by Jose Leon Sanchez, which separates two lives—intertwine—a promising actress (Juliette Binoche), her photojournalist boyfriend (Thierry Neuvic), a teacher of African descent (Ola Yu Kenye), an illegal immigrant (Luminia Gheorgiu)—in director Michael Haneke’s portrait of life in a fractured, lonely world. In French with English subtitles. In French with English subtitles. 113 minutes. Kino on Video. Pub. at $29.98 $5.95

3855937 CODE UNKNOWN. English SDH. 110 minutes. Reel Vault. $5.95

3882073 I WAS HAPPY HERE. Widescreen. An early David Niven displays all his unique charm in this whodunit. In B&W. 59 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

3852202 I’M WAVING FOR YOU. Widescreen. Set in California apple country in the 1930s, nine hundred migratory workers rise up and join forces to protest unfair wages and working conditions. As the labor strike wears on and conflict grows between the apple pickers and the local growers’ association, what begins as a fight for their rights turns into an all-out battle for survival. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. Momentum. $5.95

3882454 BELLAMY. Widescreen. Police detective John Bellamy (James Darren) and his wife are vacationing in Nimes. However, their quiet holiday is interrupted when Paul is contacted by Noel Gentil, a man on the run who appears to be responsible for murder. Trusting his intuition, Paul embarks on an investigation to help Gentil clear his name. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 110 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

3810550 INDIGNATION. Widescreen. After the family secrets. In the midst of struggling to overcome her self-destructive behavior, the youngest sister, Agnes returns home determined to confront the past in a coping strategy of playing games. Her quest sets in motion a chain of events that allows the sisters to re-connect. Stars Molly Parker. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

3891429 BUBBLE. Widescreen. A bizarre love triangle is born at a doll factory in a small Midwestern town. Lonely and isolated, long time employees Martha and Kyle have become friends by default in spite of their drastic age difference. When a murder occurs the investigation calls into question our established assumptions about these characters and life in their small town. Rated R. $7.95

385311X BILLIONAIRE BOYS CLUB. Widescreen. Joe Hunt and tennis pro Dean Karyn lead a group of their wealthy friends into a dangerous game of high-risk investing in 1980s Los Angeles. However, when their ‘get rich quick’ scheme finally snowballs out of control, pure-hearted ambition turns to crime-riddled greed. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Vertical. $9.95

6636012 THE LAST BRICKMAKER IN AMERICA. Sidney Poitier delivers a heart-warming performance as a skilled craftsman fighting for quality and a tradition. For 57 years, Henry Cobt has put his blood and sweat into making bricks at his family brickyard. But now as automation comes in, and his wife dies, Henry loses his passion for work. $5.95

3906698 A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE. Death of a Salesman author Arthur Miller also penned this gritty but effective drama set near the Brooklyn waterfront. In this brutally realistic drama set near the Brooklyn waterfront, a small-time drug dealer, his wife are vacationing in Nimes. However, their quiet holiday is interrupted when Paul is contacted by Noel Gentil, a man on the run who appears to be responsible for murder. Trusting his intuition, Paul embarks on an investigation to help Gentil clear his name. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 110 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

3900668 MASQUERADE. Widescreen. An early David Niven displays all his unique charm in this whodunit. In B&W. 112 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3905668 MASQUERADE. Widescreen. An early David Niven displays all his unique charm in this whodunit. In B&W. 112 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/830
Dramas

**3856542 BITTER RICE.** In this 1949 film, two criminal lovers on the run hideout at a country rice farm in Northern Italy. Francesca joins the female camp of rice workers and soon befriends the beautiful Silvana along with the soldier Marco. The two couples soon conspire to create a new life of crime. In Italian with English subtitles. In B&W. 109 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

**3813851 THE REVENGE OF IVANHOE.** The knight of Ivanhoe returns to England to free the Saxons after fighting in the Crusades. After rescuing a beautiful maiden in love with him, she becomes the 1820 novel Ivanhoe by Sir Walter Scott. Stars Pak Van Nuijten and Gilda Louise. 100 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95.

**3856712 EMPEROR JONES.** A tragic story of a man gone down the wrong path and the chaotic nature of the world that influences him into a life of Womanizing, gambling and ultimately becoming a fugitive. Using his cunning and sense of survival, Jones (Paul Robeson) escapes slavery and proclaims himself an emperor. A 1933 film in B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

**3854833 WAKEFIELD.** Widescreen. Successful suburbanite Howard Wakefield (Bryan Cranston) has taken a perverse detour from his daily life. He vanishes without a trace. Hidden in the attic of his garage, he secretly observes the lives of his wife (Jennifer Garner) and children. But soon, he realizes he hasn’t left his family—he has left himself. Rated R. English SDH. In B&W. 94 minutes. Koch Media. $7.95.

**3820947 BUG.** Widescreen. Bug is a 12-year-old girl who finds out that her grandpa, the town’s retired sheriff, may have killed a racially motivated murder years ago. Now Bug is out to right an old wrong. Stars Gene Jones. Not Rated. 97 minutes. E One.

**3906639 THE THREE WIRD SISTERS.** Set in post WWI south Wales, three sisters work in philantropy and keeping their ramshackle mansion operating. However, their more practical brother returns and tightens the purse strings on their lifestyle. The three sisters then realize there’s only one thing in the way—their astute secretary. In B&W. 82 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

**2904057 FRISKEY.** Widescreen. When two young women move to San Francisco, their current lives are disrupted by the arrival of three college roommates. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.

**3905775 BEFORE WE WERE FAMOUS: Somewhere Tomorrow/Shattered Silence.** Sarah Jessica Parker plays Lori Cooper, a divorced single mom who finds herself an emperor. A 1933 film in B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

**3982804 ALGIERS.** Pepe Le Moko (Charles Boyer), a thief who escaped from France with a fortunes in jewels, has for two years lived in the mazelike, impenetrable Casbah “native quarter” of Algiers. The suave Pepe regains his stronghold as his prison, especially when he meets beautiful Parisian visitor Gaby (Hedy Lamarr). In B&W. 96 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

**3839031 ALIGERS.** Pepe Le Moko (Charles Boyer), a thief who escaped from France with a fortunes in jewels, has for two years lived in the mazelike, impenetrable Casbah “native quarter” of Algiers. The suave Pepe regains his stronghold as his prison, especially when he meets beautiful Parisian visitor Gaby (Hedy Lamarr). In B&W. 96 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

**371246X THE FLEMISH FARM.** Based on a true story, as Hitler’s Blitzkrieg sweeps across the Low Countries in early 1940, a squadron of Belgian pilots take temporary shelter with their aircraft on a Flemish Farm. Hayse (Joseph Pevney) takes care of the wounded pilot (Philip Friend) and the two fall in love. This 1943 film also stars Clive Brook and Clifford Evans. In B&W. 82 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95.

**2868211 PAST LIFE.** Widescreen. Inspired by true events, this film tracks the daring 1977 trans-European odyssey of two sisters. As they travel to unravel a disturbing wartime mystery that has cast a formidable shadow on their lives, the filmmakers realize that freedom from the shackles of the past require painful sacrifices. Not Rated. In B&W. 109 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films.

**3830012 THE GATHERING: Part II.** Two Christmases after the loss of her husband Adam, Kate now runs Thornton Industries and is being wooed by a courtier financier (Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.). Kate’s children fear he’s more interested in the business than in Kate herself. English SDH. 97 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95.

**3900507 A MATTER OF TIME.** Nina (Liza Minnelli) is a popular film star who, in the midst of a press conference, finds herself remembering her life before her big break, when she worked as a chambermaid at an Italian hotel. There she met an aging eccentric counter who introduces Nina to a world of upper class society. Also stars Ingrid Bergman. 99 minutes. Reel Vault.

**370200X THE WEDDING NIGHT.** Fullscreen. Washed up novelist Tony (Gary Cooper) is disillusioned, broke and married to a woman who won’t let him forget it. Forced to retreat to his ancestral Connecticut home, Barrett finds inspiration in his Polish immigrant neighbor’s beautiful daughter, Manya (Anna Sten). In B&W. C.C. 83 minutes. MGM. $6.95.

**2859811 PONTIAC MOON.** Widescreen. When he becomes infatuated with a beautiful French woman, the leader of an American family–he has left himself. Rated R. English SDH. In B&W. 106 minutes. MPI. $7.95.

**2831306 THERE BE DRAGONS.** Widescreen. When journalist Robert Torres (Dougray Scott) is assigned to write a book about Josefina Escrivía (Charlie Cox), the controversial founder of Opus Dei, he hopes it will bring him closer to his father (Wes Bentley). Escrivía’s childhood friend. As Torres uncovers his father’s past, he learns dark secrets that will change his world forever. English SDS. 122 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $22.95. $3.95.

**3881563 MEADOO LAND.** Widescreen. In this explosive, modern retelling of a story of a man gone down the wrong path and the chaotic nature of the world that influences him into a life of womanizing, gambling and ultimately becoming a fugitive. Using his cunning and sense of survival, Jones (Paul Robeson) escapes slavery and proclaims himself an emperor. A 1933 film in B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

**3742644 A PERFECT DAY.** Widescreen. In this1949 film, two criminal lovers on the run hideout at a books single's bar and go home together. The next day, they individually wander around the city, wondering what their night together might have meant–if anything. There’s still a chance that they’ll end up together at least one more time–and, if nothing else, learn CC. 92 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95.


**382330X PAULINE AT THE BEACH.** Widescreen. When two young women move to San Francisco, their current lives are disrupted by the arrival of three college roommates. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.

**3868551 BLOW OF SCOTLAND YARD.** Sir James Blake has retired from Scotland Yard, in this 1937 serial, so that he can assist his niece Hope and her friend Jerry in developing a unique apparatus. Sir James thinks that their invention has the potential to prevent wars. But a gang of criminals led by the elusive “Scorpion” steals the device. In B&W. 71 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

**3896515 A MATTER OF WHO.** A “gem detective” for World Health Agency is exonerated after a passenger dies on a plane from the Middle East. Stars Terry-Thomas, Alex Nicol and Sonja Ziemann. In B&W. 90 minutes. Reel Vault.

**3881563 MEADOO LAND.** Widescreen. In this explosive, modern retelling of a story of a man gone down the wrong path and the chaotic nature of the world that influences him into a life of womanizing, gambling and ultimately becoming a fugitive. Using his cunning and sense of survival, Jones (Paul Robeson) escapes slavery and proclaims himself an emperor. A 1933 film in B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

**3805500 BLAKE OF SCOTLAND YARD.** Sir James Blake has retired from Scotland Yard, in this 1937 serial, so that he can assist his niece Hope and her friend Jerry in developing a unique apparatus. Sir James thinks that their invention has the potential to prevent wars. But a gang of criminals led by the elusive “Scorpion” steals the device. In B&W. 71 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.
142 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95
$14.95
3881008 SUMMER OF SAM. Widescreen. From Spike Lee, the legendary director, comes his electrifying take on the "Son of Sam" murders in New York City during the summer of 1977, centering on the residents of an Italian-American Bronx neighborhood who live in fear and distrust of one another. Stars John Leguizamo, Adrien Brody and Mira Sorvino. Rated R. 121 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95
$14.95
3732733 GET!: The Trial of Viviane Amsalem. Widescreen. In Israel a marriage dissolution is often the gateway of the husband, Viviane Amsalem has been applying for divorce for three years, but her husband will not agree. His cold temperament, her determination to be free, and the ambiguous role of the judges shape a procedure in which tragedy vies with absurdity. In Hebrew with English subtitles. 98 minutes. VSC. Pub. at $19.95
$5.95
3881793 THE EARTHLING. Widenscreen. Patrick Foyles (William Holden), a hard-hearted, no-nonsense loner who spent his life exploring the world and avoiding his feelings, fate throws him together with young Shawn Daley (Ricky Schroder), a recently orphaned boy with little hope and even less self-reliance. How can he take a pampered child into perilous country without risking both his life and his loneliness? In English with Spanish subtitles. 105 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95
$14.95
3753905 MISTER SCRROOGE TO SEE YOU! It's one year later and Scrooge receives another visit from his old business partner, Jacob Marley. Sent on a journey 170 years into the future, Scrooge encounters a world even colder than his own, a world that includes a young cutthroat businessman named Timothy Cratchit VI. Will Scrooge be able to teach Cratchit the true meaning of Christmas? Stars Meryl Streep, Video. Pub. at $19.95
$14.95
3882994 HEAD-ON. Widescreen. With the intervention taken from the exact familial restrictions, a suicidal young woman sets up a marriage of convenience with a forty-year-old addict, an act that will lead to a horrifying love affair. In German/Turkish with English subtitles. 118 minutes. Mongrel Media. Pub. at $19.95
$5.95
391397X CHILD BRIDE OF SHORT CREEK. Short Creek is a polyamory community in a Mormon town in Utah, run by a government loyalist, 263 of those children, live their own unique secular lifestyle. When a Korean War veteran returns, his experiences outside make living in this lifestyle unbearable and breaks against his own father. Stars Diane Lane, Helen Hunt and Christopher Atkins. 96 minutes. S'More Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95
$11.95
3885993 LUNA. Widescreen. After losing their baby, Grant and Carolyn move to his friend’s house in New York. Over a long weekend, secrets are revealed and the life of the dead child is lived out in a series of fantastic dreams. Stars Ben Daniels and Devila Krivan. English SDH. 106 minutes. BBC.
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### Dramas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE CHRISTMAS TRUCE, Widescreen.</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Mill Creek</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE DRESSMAKER, Widescreen. Broad Green Pictures.</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Mill Creek</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG, Widescreen. Kino Lorber.</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Kino Lorber</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE WILD BOYS, Widescreen. Adults only.</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>-alone</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE THREE MUSKETEERS, Cheesy Movies.</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>Cheesy Movies</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BIG GAME: Popular Edition.</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>VCI Film Entertainment</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE UMBRELLA MAN, Widescreen. Fast影片 Film Studio.</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>Fast影片 Film Studio</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THREE DAYS, Widescreen.</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Mill Creek</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE MANY FACES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES: 8reatureal Edition.</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Shout! Factory</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A TIME TO KILL, Widescreen.</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>Shout! Factory</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILES AHEAD, Widescreen.</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Sony Pictures</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A HORRIBLE DAY; A SWEET DAY, Widescreen.</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Sony Pictures</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE GOOD SON, Widescreen.</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Warner Bros.</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE CRUEL INTENTIONS; CRUEL INTENTIONS 2; CRUEL INTENTIONS 3.</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Mill Creek</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PAPERBOY, Widescreen.</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Anchor Bay</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BROTHERS KARAMAZOV, Widescreen.</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>Anchor Bay</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Thrillers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE CRUEL INTENTIONS TRILOGY, Widescreen.</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Anchor Bay</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHERE THE CROWS geked, Widescreen.</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Anchor Bay</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRUEL INTENTIONS 2; CRUEL INTENTIONS 3; CRUEL INTENTIONS 4.</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Anchor Bay</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See more titles at erhbc.com/830
Thrillers

381792 GALVESTON. Widecreen. A hitman (Ben Foster) returns to his hometown where he rescues a young prostitute (Elle Fanning) and plans to exact revenge on the men who set him up. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

292374 BORIS KARLOFF COLLECTION: 6 Movies. Fullscreen. Collects six of the finest chillers featuring Boris Karloff, one of horror's most indelible icons. Includes The Black Cat, Men of Pleasure, The Devil Commands, The Man with Nine Lives; Before I Hang; The Black Room; and The Man They Could Not Hang. Includes extensive bonus features. Rated R. CC. 12 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $16.97 $4.95

386890 THE DEPARTED. Widecreen. Cooper (Benedict Cumberbatch) and McGee (John Boyega) set out for New Orleans where they find in the streets and in the shadows an underground world of organized crime. Director's Cut. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97 $4.95

387993 THE BOOK OF REVELATION. Widecreen. Daniel (Tom Long) is abducted by three young women who, after 12 days of unspeakable torment, dump him on the outskirts of a small town. Meanwhile, DIU officer Colin Sullivan (Matt Damon) has everyone's trust. No one suspects he's Costello's mole. Rated R. CC. 154 minutes. Warner Home Video. $6.95

387102 GOODFELLAS/DEPARTED. Double Feature. Widecreen. Based on a true-life best seller and driven by an electrifying cast (Robert DeNiro and Joe Pesci), Goodfellas was nominated for six Oscars and remains one of the most powerful crime movies ever. Then, the covert lives of a rookie cop and a Mafioso's mole cross, double-cross and collide in the underbelly of the Mob. Steve Lovett, Janielle Kastner. Both Rated R. CC. 4 DVDs. Warner Home Video. $4.95

691945 ROAD OF NO RETURN: 10 Movie Set. Ten grimy crime thrillers littered with bullets, fast cars and lots of bullets. Michael Madsen and David Carradine star in Road of No Return. The violence continues with Without Warrant; Kwes; Braille; Burning Daylight; Open Gate; Suicide Blonde; The Killing Jar; and Tunnel Vision. Not Rated. Nearly 17 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $5.95

295963 THE GIRL WITH THE DRAGON TATTOO. Widecreen. Faceless for prisoner for slander, discredited journalist Mikael Blomkvist (Michael Nyqvist) is hired by a recluse industrialist for one last job: to solve a long unresolved family disappearance. Directed by Fede Alvarez. Emily Ratajkowski. Rated R. CC. 118 minutes. Universal. $5.95

295969 ACROSS THE BRIDGE. Widecreen. Rod Steiger plays unscrupulous financier Carl Schaffner, who flees to Mexico with his company's money. A genius at cryptography, Steiger manages to evade the authorities by murdering a man and assuming his identity. However, Schaffner soon learns that his new job has a hunchback justice in VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.93 $3.95

381500 GOODFELLAS/DEPARTED. Double Feature. Widecreen. Based on a true-life best seller and driven by an electrifying cast (Robert DeNiro and Joe Pesci), Goodfellas was nominated for six Oscars and remains one of the most powerful crime movies ever. Then, the covert lives of a rookie cop and a Mafioso's mole cross, double-cross and collide in the underbelly of the Mob. Steve Lovett, Janielle Kastner. Both Rated R. CC. 4 DVDs. Warner Home Video. $4.95

387176 GOOD TIME. Widecreen. In a carrera-defining role, Robert Pattinson stars as Connie Nikas, who embarks on a twisted one-night odyssey through the city’s underworld in a desperate—and dangerous—triumphant effort to have it all. Before they get caught out of jail, dis IP-ed by Josh and Benny Safdie. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $5.95

370275X BURN COUNTRY. Widecreen. As new journalists in Afghanistan, Osman (Dominic Rains) finds asylum in a small California town. Soon, he develops friendships with an elusive local actress and a local troublemaker (James Franco). From the ashes of the anti-Taliban uprising, the smoking man must face the possible evil lurking beneath the surface of his new hometown. Patricia Arquett. English SDH. 104 minutes. Sony Pictures. $1.95

386263 WELCOME HOME. Widecreen. Bryan Paul and Cassie (Emily Ratajkowski) spend their weekend at a vacation rental house in the Italian countryside in an attempt to reconcile with each other and repair their relationship. However, the couple becomes the victims of the evil plans of the rental house’s owner. Rated R. 98 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

3859817 ECTASY. Widecreen. Frank Emmanuel. The Departed in search of a lost love after a recently published book triggers memories from twenty years past. Wandering a land paralyzed by heat and lost in suspicion, paranoia and the confusion of love, the 生产 is discovered. Stars Charles Dance, Bill Nunn. widescreen. 93 minutes. Shout! Factory. $1.95

3859843 WHO KILLED Bambi? Widecreen. A dark and thrilling tale of a young man who works in the surgical unit of a large hospital and who is being pursued by an ominous Dr. Philip. Young beautiful women are disappearing from the hospital. Can Claire and can Isabelle uncover the dark secrets of this haunting hospital? Not Rated. 93 minutes. Strand Releasing. $4.95

387167 COME AND FIND ME. Widecreen. With Patricia Arquette) play a dangerous game of cat and mouse after what initially appears to be the start of a love story suddenly takes a very sinister turn. Patricia Arquette. widescreen. 126 minutes. Strand Releasing. $5.95

2914301 OPEN WINDOWS. A jilted man (Elijah Wood) finds himself pulled into a deadly game of cat and mouse with his estranged wife (Noomi Rapace). Told entirely from the hands of a mysterious criminal mastermind hell-bent on revenge. Not Rated. 95 minutes. WS Films. $5.95

3753546 DON'T TORTURE A DUCKLING. Widecreen. Several young boys are murdered in a remote village site with sex and superstition, and the townspeople go mad with rage and violence. But when a hard-nosed reporter and a promising young woman search for the true killer, they discover a thread—and motive—even more shocking than the crimes themselves. Stars Tomas Milian and Barbara Bouchet. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

387177X GOOD TIME. Widecreen. In a carrera-defining role, Robert Pattinson stars as Connie Nikas, who embarks on a twisted one-night odyssey through the city’s underworld in a desperate—and dangerous—triumphant effort to have it all. Before they get caught out of jail, dis IP-ed by Josh and Benny Safdie. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $5.95

2924811 BERLIN SYNDROME. Widecreen. While on vacation in Europe, an Australian photojournalist Claire meets Andi, a charismatic local man, and there is an instant attraction between them. But what initially appears to be the start of a love romance suddenly takes a very sinister turn. Rated R. CC. 115 minutes. Vertical. $2.95

3854825 TANK 432. Widecreen. Seeking revenge from combat, a band of mercenaries lead hooligans into an abandoned military tank. But when their sanctuary reveals itself to be a steel-walled prison, the group spirals into claustrophobia, paranoia and increasingly disturbing delusions. Stars Rupert Evans and Michael Smiley. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

2936553 DONKEY PUNCH. Widecreen. After meeting at a nightclub, seven strangers embark on a sexual escapade that turns into a dangerous and deadly game of cat and mouse. Stars Taylor-Joy. English SDH. 110 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

3854817 SWEET VIRGINIA. Widecreen. Tightly wound drifter Ewood (Christopher Abbott) checks into a motel run by Sam (Jon Bernthal), a former rodeo champion, who imposing physical presence conceals a troubled soul. Bound together by their outsider status, their uneasy friendship triggers a wave of violence, unleashing Sam’s darkest demons. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97 $4.95

1779009 COOL DIMENSION: Innocent. Widecreen. Forced into working for an assassin since childhood, Shion does not know any other life. But when her suppressed conscience is awakened by a childhood memory, she decides to get out of the organization that raised her. But before she can stop killing, how many more will she have to kill? Not Rated. In Japanese. $5.95

3854671 COLDITZ: Escape of the Birdmen. Fullscreen. During WW II, American soldier Harry Cook is sent to Norway to aid in the detection of a scientist working on an atomic bomb. Knowing that they can escape Europe, they are captured and sent to a POW camp prison. Cook must find a way to escape with the scientist before the Nazis discover his identity. Mousepets. Timeless Media Group. $4.95

3916626 TRUE ROMANCE: Unrated Director’s Cut. Widecreen. Runaway lovers Clairene and Alastara (Christian Slater and Patricia Arquette) play a dangerous game when their desperate escape to stop a greedy Dr. Ryldung from gaining access to his stepdaughter’s inheritance. When one of the daughters dies under mysterious circumstances, Holmes and Watson end up on a collision course with the not so good doctor. Stars Raymond Massey. In B&W. 50 minutes. ReelVault. $7.95

3879623 SEND FOR PAUL TEMPLE. The first film to feature the popular British character who was one of the most popular private detectives of all time was adapted from the stories and radio scripts of Frances Dorbridge. In this 1946 film, Temple and a newspaper woman investigate a gang of diamond robbers. In B&W. 93 minutes. ReelVault. $7.95

3854825 TANK 432. Widecreen. Seeking revenge from combat, a band of mercenaries lead hooligans into an abandoned military tank. But when their sanctuary reveals itself to be a steel-walled prison, the group spirals into claustrophobia, paranoia and increasingly disturbing delusions. Stars Rupert Evans and Michael Smiley. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

2996553 DONKEY PUNCH. Widecreen. After meeting at a nightclub, seven strangers embark on a sexual escapade that turns into a dangerous and deadly game of cat and mouse. Stars Taylor-Joy. English SDH. 110 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

* 3879623 SEND FOR PAUL TEMPLE. The first film to feature the popular British character who was one of the most popular private detectives of all time was adapted from the stories and radio scripts of Frances Dorbridge. In this 1946 film, Temple and a newspaper woman investigate a gang of diamond robbers. In B&W. 93 minutes. ReelVault. $7.95

** 3906574 THE SPECKLED BAND. In one of the first Sherlock Holmes talking films, the duo of Holmes and Watson work together to stop a greedy Dr. Ryldung from gaining access to his stepdaughter’s inheritance. When one of the daughters dies under mysterious circumstances, Holmes and Watson end up on a collision course with the not so good doctor. Stars Raymond Massey. In B&W. 50 minutes. ReelVault. $7.95
**Thrillers**

**3806544 THE INFLTRATOR.** Widescreen. Based on a true story, federal agent Robert B. Mazur (Bryan Cranston) goes deep undercover to infiltrate Pablo Escobar’s drug trafficking scene placating the nation in 1986 by posing as slick, money-laundering businessman Bob Musella. To catch the criminals Mazur has to use one, risking it all to build a case. Rated R. English SDH. 127 minutes. Bold Green Pictures.

**8.95**

**3882446 THE BACKYARD.** Widescreen. Bianca Bravo is a tough, idealistic cop assigned to investigate a kidnapping and murder in Juarez, Mexico. Determined to bring an end to the bloodshed, Bianca fights through corruption and incompetence to uncover a shocking truth that puts her life in jeopardy. Stars Ana de la Reguera and Jimmy Smits. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Spanish with English Subtitles. 122 minutes. Monofrem Media.

**$5.95**

**6725635 SEDONA’S RULE.** Widescreen. Nicolas (Aarón Kasei) is hopelessly in love with Sedona (Kristina Korsholm). There’s just one problem: she’s way out of his league. She ultimately yields to his advances, but with the caveat that he must allow her a monthly “free pass” for a tryout. He agrees, never realizing a crazed stalker is on her heels. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. Green Apple.

**$4.95**

**3813762 M. ROTO’S LAST WARNING.** Astute detective Mr. Moto works to investigate and stop a group of international agents as they attempt to attack the French fleet, to disrupt traffic through the Suez Canal and endanger relations between England and France. This 1939 tale of espionage stars Peter Lorre and Ricardo Cortez. In B&W. 71 minutes. DVD Video.

**$7.95**

**2724189 THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES/THE PRIVATE LIFE OF SHERLOCK HOLMES/IVAL LEE’S UP TO NO GOOD.** Celebrated actor portrays literature’s greatest detective in three films. The Hound of the Baskervilles features Peter Cushing and Christopher Lee as Holmes and Dr. Watson. Robert Stevens and Colin Blakely star as Billy Wilder’s The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes. Finally, Ben Kingsley and Michael Caine offer up a different, comic take on the master sleuth Without a Clue. Over 5 hours on two DVDs, one double-sided. MGM.

**$9.95**

**3829093 BROKEN.** Widescreen. Evie escapes her past and flees to England for a new start after surviving a harrowing upbringing. She takes a job as a caregiver for John, a quadriplegic. John’s nothing more than to party. John and his friends make Evie’s life a living hell and it’s only a matter of time before someone SNAPs the child. Rated R. 98 minutes. Reel Vault.

**$2.95**

**3906868 SHADOW OF FEAR.** Widescreen. In a world of vengeance and corruption, an underground society of powerful men is trapped in a devious web of blackmail and fear where it’s easy to get in, but harder to get out. Stars Matt Davis, James Spader, Aidan Quinn and Peter Coyote. CC. 86 minutes. Lionsgate.

**$4.95**

**3885828 HUNTED ON THE LAND.** Widescreen. With her father in jail and her mother absent, Alison Miller must watch over her brother, Brandon. On the anniversary of her father’s crimes a dead man is found in a trailer park and Brandon is missing. Alison must find Brandon and unearth the truth before it’s too late. Stars Dianna Agron. Not Rated. English SDH. 99 minutes. Vertical.

**$5.95**

**3806079 C.A.T. SQUAD: STALKING DANGER.** Fullscreen. Academy Award-winning director William Friedkin returns to the screen with Assault Tactical Squad: an elite band of special agents. When they come up against a terrorist organization with advance technology, the C.A.T. Squad must use every weapon in their arsenal to stop them. Stars Joseph Cortese, Stephen W. James, and Jack Youngblood. 97 minutes. Trinity Home Video.

**$3.95**

**380237X MISSISSIPPI MURDER.** Widescreen. Children, friends, and Rose have drifted apart. But when the body of Lucy’s son David is found murdered at Rose’s art gallery, Rose teams up with Detective Marvins and begins to uncover a shocking truth that puts her life in jeopardy. Stars Joseph Cortese, Stephen W. James, and Jack Youngblood. 97 minutes. Trinity Home Video.

**$3.95**

**3769997 ESCOBAR: Paradise Lost.** Widescreen. When young Canadian surfer Nick (Josh Hutcherson) falls for Pablo Escobar’s (Benicio Del Toro) niece, he finds his life on the line when he’s pulled into the dangerous and violent world of the family business. Rated R. 119 minutes. WS Films.

**$3.95**

**3706559 SNAPDRAGON/ NIGHT EYES/FATAL PASSION.** Fullscreen. In Snapdragon, private psycho Cojester’s (Steven Bauer) obsession with a beautiful amnesiac (Pamela Anderson) draws him into a web of mystery, ecstasy and terror. When his patient (Paul Barbieri) is stalked by a former patient, she hires protection. Using her mind and body, the protector becomes the stalked and a pawn in a murderous struggle to fulfill Cojester’s obsession. Both R. 82 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95.

**$9.95**

**3800256 INHUMANITY.** Narrowly escaping death at the hands of a notorious serial killer, Jessica Dakon awakens from a coma to learn her father committed suicide. Unconvinced, she investigates and uncovers a dark corporate conspiracy involving the police and the psychotc killer that almost killed her. 120 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95.

**$4.95**

**390671X WHISTLE STOP.** When Mary (Ava Gardner) returns to her “whistle stop” of a tiny hometown, after being in the big city for many years, she causes quite a stir. Two of her old friends reunite with an ages-old feud. The animosity between them and the desire to win Mary’s heart leads to robbery and murder. In B&W. 85 minutes. ReelVault.

**$7.95**

**3770095 UNKNOWN CALLER.** Widescreen. Colin Miller, recently separated, picks up his home phone to a strange caller who tells him his house has been turned into a prison. His more and more desperate, Miller uncovers the truth. Stars Timothy Davis. Not Rated. 108 minutes. E One.

**$2.95**

**3776611 DEVILS’ PATH.** Widescreen. In the early 1990s, two strangers meet in a wilderness park where gay men cruise for sex. What starts as a routine and random meeting quickly descends into a horrific nightmare. With recent disappearances and attacks, the two men soon find themselves in the terrifying position of being the next victims of a deadly game of cat and mouse. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Breaking Glass.

**$9.95**

**3906396 ARREST BULLDOG DRUMMOND.** In this science fiction bend to the Bulldog Drummond series, Drummond finds himself once again pursue crime. After finding his friend murdered, Drummond is not on the trail to find the killer. Stars John Howard and Heather Angel. In B&W. 57 minutes. ReelVault.

**$7.95**

**3882527 CITADEL.** Widescreen. Fear dominates the life of Tommy Cowley, a young farmer struggling to cope with the murder of his wife by a pack of feral children. When the same gang returns for his baby daughter, Tommy is forced to enter their breeding ground, known as Citadel, and there he must confront his worst nightmares. Rated R. 94 minutes. ReelVault.

**$9.95**

**381744X DEE.** Widescreen. When John Hutton mysteriously awakens with no recollection of his past—but with the ability to speak doze languages fluently—he decides to set off on a new adventure. As he discovers there are many more amnesias with extraordinary abilities, he hires a detective to uncover the truth. Stars Timothy Davis. Not Rated. English SDH. 106 minutes. Double E.

**$4.95**
**Thrillers**

3851966 NOCTURNAL ANIMALS. Widecoins. Susan is living through an unfulfilling marriage when she receives a package containing a novel manuscript from her ex-husband, Edward. The novel is dedicated to her but its content is violent and devastating, forcing her to re-evaluate the choices she has made. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Universal. $5.95

3881776 DESIERTO. A deranged, rifle-toting vigilante launches a group of illegal immigrants through the treacherous U.S-Mexico border. Stars Gael Garcia Bernal and Jeffrey Dean Morgan. Rated R. English SDH. 86 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95

★ 3879452 MYSTERIOUS MR. WONG. A self-absorbed reporter and his girlfriend become targets as he begins investigating a series of murders in Chinatown. Mr. Wong, the mob most likely responsible for the murders, attempts to collect and unite the legendary “Twelve Coins of Confucius.” The reporter soon learns that not everyone is who they pretend to be. Stars Batsa Lugosi. In B&W. 63 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3821056 FAMILY OF LIES. Widecoins. After the tragic and mysterious death of their parents, Emily and her younger siblings move to a small town in Louisiana to build a new life. But when a strange and surprising event happens, the family can’t shake the feeling that they’re being watched. Stars John Schneider and Christie B. Allen. Not Rated. 82 minutes. One. $4.95

3716406 BETRAYED. Widecoins. Mayor Don Alderman (John Savage) partners with the mob bosses in an attempt to control crime in Detroit. But when the Russian mafia goes too far, he turns to the Colombian cartel to teach the Russians a lesson. The Russians counter by kidnapping the mayor’s daughter, and he will stop at nothing to save her. Not Rated. 112 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

★ 3879445 JIGSAW. Assistant District Attorney Malloy, investigating the murder of a print shop owner, finds that the killing is connected to an exercise. The group sends a woman to seduce and taint Malloy. Can he put the pieces together? This 1999 mystery stars Franchot Tone and Joan W. Wallace. In B&W. 70 minutes. English SDH. $7.95

★ 3906531 THE PHOTOGRAPHER. Photographer Michael Callan is known far and wide, luring the most beautiful models to his shoots. Callan harbors a dark secret, including a hatred for the men who make him into his need to kill. One by one, the women in front of his camera fall victim to his bloody desires, each killed in bizarre ways. Not Rated. 94 minutes. English SDH. $7.95

★ 3900368 STRIP NUDE FOR YOUR KILLER. Widecoins. The stunning Edwige Fenech stars in this infamous Giallo shocker. There’s succulent flesh aplenty as a mysterious killer dresses in black leather and wearing a motorcycle helmet begins butchering beautiful young fashion models with no mercy and one deranged request. Directed by Andrea Bianchi. Not Rated. Widecoins. In B&W. 91 minutes. Reel Vault. $11.95

3885739 CRUSADER. Widecoins. A journalist (Andrew McCarthy) at a small television station, using less than ethical methods, manages to get an informant to divulge a story that exposes the tiny world of telecommunication and the internet. Also stars Michael York and Bo Derek. Rated R. CC. 100 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

★ 3889990 QUAI DES ORFEVRES. Widecoins. Come see the fabulous Jenny Lamour, the splendour in her eyes! Ignoring the protest of her cunest husband Maurice, Jenny pursues a meeting with a lecherous movie financier. When Maurice attempts to stop her, he finds out just how murderously effective it’s murder! A classic 1940s film noir. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. In B&W. 107 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

★ 3840827 TATTOO OF REVENGE. Widecoins. In City by City the universe of extremes, where criminals go unpunished and policeman are as lawless as criminals-a heroin becomes the avenger of raped young women. As her enemies prepare an ambush to uncover her true identity, her only salvation is the emanicipation of another woman. In Spanish with English subtitles. Not Rated. 151 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

★ 3906736 WORLD FOR RANSOM. In Singapore, a private detective and the British authorities are on the trail of a crime syndicate that kidnaps a nuclear physicist with the aim of selling him to the highest bidder. This 1954 film noir was directed by Robert Aldrich and stars Don Duryea. In B&W. 82 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 3900523 THE MYSTERY OF MR. WONG. The gruesome Chinese angel is on her think to death curve has been illegally smuggled into the hands of an American collector. When the gem is stolen after its new owner is murdered, it’s up to Mr. Wong to put the pieces together. The bottom of both crimes. This 1939 classic was directed by William Tigh. In B&W. 68 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 380094X MAX AND THE JUNKMEN. Widecoins. In self-defence Max is obsessed with bringing criminals to justice at any cost. He devises a plan to lure a scrap thief and his gang into committing a bank robbery so he can catch them red-handed. The plan is complicated when he tries to save a beautiful woman. Stars Romy Schneider. In French with English subtitles. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $17.95

★ 3779139 THE SPIRAL StAIRCASE. Widecoins. A murderer is targeting disabled young women in a New England town, and Helen, a mute servant in a Gothic mansion, is terrified she’s next. But as Helen is packing her things, she suspects she may be too late and the murderer is closer than she ever imagined. Stars Dorothy McGuire and Ethel Barrymore. In B&W. 83 minutes. English SDH. $13.95

3776003 CARGA. This is the story of Viktoriyna, a young woman who throws everything away in search of a better life. From the moment the doors of the truck in which she travels open, Viktoriyna is comforted by alcohol. Reel Vault. Can she escape her fate? Not Rated. In Russian with English subtitles. 113 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

3874684 THE BABY. Widecoins. Arguing that the family is as an idealistic L.A. county social worker who investigates the case of Mrs. Wadsworth (Ruth Roman), her two buxom daughters, and son “Baby,” a mentally handicapped child who sleeps in a crib, eats in a high-chair, crawls, bawls, and wears diapers. With Mariana Hill and Michael Pataki. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Reel Vault. $14.95

Adults only. Severin. In B&W. 70 minutes. English SDH. $15.95

3821129 THE INSOMNIAC. Widecoins. After someone breaks into John Figg’s home and takes all of his material and stolen goods than the antiques. When his wife (Kim Basinger) and Christa B. Allen. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3885876 EVEN MONEY. Widecoins. Kim Basinger and Forest Whitaker star in this compelling thriller. The film follows the lives of nine individuals, as their fates become increasingly entwined in a web of addiction, chaos and danger. Directed by John O’Mara. After a critical moment where their lives will be lost or reclaimed. Rated R. 113 minutes. MVG. $11.95

3770915 2020: FALLEN EARTH. Widecoins. While attempting to travel to the safety of his uncle’s farm, a 16 year old cult runaway finds himself fighting for his life in a desolate post apocalyptic American landscape. He finds himself in the hands of a mysterious stranger who offers him hope of survival in this new, cruel world. 80 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

3848000 IS THAT YOU? Widecoins. The Sweetgrass family has been missing. 13 year-old Lili uses a spiritual ritual to find him but she gets it wrong and her life turns into a nightmare. In Spanish with English subtitles. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Breaking Glass. Pub. at $19.99

★ 3887093 POSSESSION. Widecoins. Newwyeds Jess and Ryan seem to have it all when they wed both Ryan’s parents and his brother Roman come but. When things spin even more out of control when Roman awakens and tries to convince Jess to leave. Could the man before her actually be the man she lost, or does something far more sinister await her? Stars Sarah Michelle Gellar. 85 minutes. MVD. Window. English SDH. $11.95

★ 3951002 CAT IN THE CAGE/FRENCH PUSSYCAT. In Cat in the Cage passion is a dangerous adversary that weaves the treacherous threads against the members of a wealthy family. A plan to catch a murderer, but the mob bosses are hand in hand. In French Pussycaent promiscuous sex columnist Mark has vowed never to marry. However a pal of his ex girlfriend bets she can get him to marry her without sleeping with him first! Both films star Stylin Danning. Unrated. In Color. $17.95

3889023 LINE OF DEMARCATION. Widecoins. In 1941, Pierre, a demobilized French Dr. and the Count de Danville, returns to his village, a town split in two by a border between Nazi-occupied France and the Free Zone. His English born wife and citizens are helping escaped prisoners reach the Free Zone. In French with English subtitles. In B&W. 120 minutes. English SDH. $14.95

3940233 MARNIE. Widecoins. Alfred Hitchcock creates a masterful psychological thriller about a compulsive liar and thief (Tippi Hedren), who winds up marrying the very man (Sean Connery) she attempted to  an ambush to uncover her true identity, her only salvation is the emanicipation of another woman. In Spanish with English subtitles. Not Rated. 112 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

3915676 EMMA. Widecoins. Alex MacQueen and Shing Fui Shum, a double agent tries to find the key to live pending murders by locating a Russian coded micro-processing holding information that would unravel the assassination scheme. When the mission becomes both hauntingly romantic and punishingly dangerous as he encounters his former mistress. Also stars Brigitte Fossey. 102 minutes. English SDH. $11.95

★ 3880877 THE DEADLY TRAP. Widecoins. Jill and Philip (Faye Dunaway and Frank Langella) are an American couple who live in Paris with their two children. Their world is torn apart when their daughter disappears. The case may have been kidnapped. In a frantic struggle to recover them alive and well, the couple’s lives begin to fall apart at the seams, 97 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $17.95
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★ 3886808 HAVEN. Widescreen. On the shores of the Cayman Islands the lives of several different people—a U.S. money launderer and his daughter, a lawyer, a young fisherman, high school students, and a crime gang—intersect. A chain reaction of violence is set in motion that will determine whether love can survive the fall of paradise. Stars Glock Bloom and Agnes Bruckner. Rated R. 115 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.99

★ 3881016 THE THIRD LOVER. Widescreen. Albin Mercier, a failed and disillusioned journalist, is sent to Geneva to cover an event. There, he meets a successful writer who’s happily married to a Frenchwoman named Helene. Bitten by love at first sight, Mercier, a virtual stranger to Helene, decides to ruin the couple’s lives. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. In B&W. 80 minutes. Strand Releasing. Pub. at $16.97


★ 3687913 T-MEN. Fullscreen. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $34.95

3066913 HACKER. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. PRICE CUT TO $1.95

377662X NAPLES IN VEILS. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. PRICE CUT TO $3.95

2954176 THE OUTSIDER. Widescreen. RLJ Entertainment. PRICE CUT TO $3.95


3810348 DARK SENSE. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. PRICE CUT TO $5.95

★★ 3763064 THE DEAD CENTER. Widescreen. Arrow. PRICE CUT TO $5.95


3706532 MURDER MADE EASY. Widescreen. Scream Team. Pub. at $19.95

★★ 3840921 NIGHTHWASH. Special Edition. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

★★ 386197X AMBITION. Widescreen. Scream Factory. Pub. at $19.95

3728470 DOUBLECROSS. Fullscreen. Full Vision. PRICE CUT TO $3.95

Horror

3769941 2-WHEELED SHARK ATTACK. When a “semester at sea” ship is sunk by a mutated two-headed shark, the survivors escape to a deserted atoll. But when it starts raining, the open waters become no safer than the double jaws of the monster. Stars Carmen Electra, Brooke Hogan and Charlie O’Connell. 90 minutes. A营商.★

3879111 THE BEST OF THE WORST: 12 Shocking Films. An affectionate and intoxicating tribute to 12 of the greatest bad movies ever made. Includes Manos: Hands of Fate; Track of the Moon Beast; The Beast of Yucca Flat; Eegah; The Ape Man; The Amazing Transplant Man; The Atomic Brain; Dementia 13: Unknown World; The Terror; Mesa of Lost Women; And The Incredible Petrified Hotel. Not Rated. 115 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.98


CORRECTED 3862240 BETWEEN WORLDS. Widescreen. WS Films. 5.95

3862210 BULLET HEAD. Widescreen. WS Films. $5.95

3810461 BEIRUT. Widescreen. Elevation Pictures. $5.95

3830047 PUERTO VALLARTA SQUEEZE. Widescreen. New Line Home Enter. $5.95

3851974 NON-STOP. Widescreen. Universal. $5.95

3890356 THE CALL. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $5.95

3810677 REGRESSION. Widescreen. Elevation Pictures. $5.95

3716641 UNA. Widescreen. VVS Films. $5.95

3856275 MIDNIGHT COP. Guillotine Films. 9.95

2787008 THE OXFORD MURDERS. Widescreen. Magnolia Home Enter. SOLD OUT

2855267 AWAKENING THE ZODIAC. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $3.95

3714538 MISCONDUCT. Widescreen. WS Films. $3.95

2992582 CRUSH. Strand Releasing. $3.95

3716473 DOMAIN. Widescreen. GNW. $4.95

3786820 THE FACTORY. Widescreen. WS Films. $4.95

3869174 FINAL GIRL. Widescreen. Nasser. $4.95


3808866 THE INVISIBLE MAN: Complete Legacy Collection. One of the Silver Screen’s most unforgettable characters and, along with the other Universal Classic Monsters, defined the Hollywood horror genre. Features all six films. The Invisible Man; The Invisible Man Returns; The Invisible Ray; Invisible Agent; The Invisible Man’s Revenge and Abbott and Costello Meet the Invisible Man. In B&W. Over eight hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. $14.95

3820896 AKI GIANT: The Wrath of Paul Bunyan. A group of young adults have just arrived at an offenders’ boot camp deep in the woods. Strange events begin to happen in the area and the camping group becomes the last remnant in the giant lumberjack Paul Bunyan is real. However, they soon realize that he is more horrifying than they could have ever imagined. Not Rated. 92 minutes.

3702506 COLD SKIN. Widescreen. In 1914, a young man arrives at a remote island near the Antarctic Circle to take the post of weather observer only to find himself in a watchtower besieged by deadly creatures. Rated R. 80 minutes. Strand Releasing. Pub. at $19.95

3880704 CREEPING CRAWLING. Widescreen. An anthology featuring three tales of terror centered around things that go slither in the night. Doug and Allison get more than they bargained for in Grubbery; RBD introduces Don, a young beautiful girl who works in a mortuary and poses as a nurse hired to take care of a comatose patient. And in Bugger, Dr. Tarfovécs navities love online. Not Rated. 113 minutes. Brain Damage Films. Pub. at $19.95

3882812 AVALANCHE SHARKS. Widescreen. A sea monster breaks in on the mountains, and that means one thing: Bikini Ski Day! But as the festivities begin, an unforeseen menace lurks beneath the snow: a huge shark–a prehistoric Snow Shark! Can the local sheriff and a motley crew of snowboarders stop the bloodshed? Not Rated. 92 minutes. EOne.

3940272 DEAD JUSTICE. The Arizona justice in the 1870s. Marshal Frank Wilcox along with a Buffalo Soldier from the U.S. Army, must galvanize a group of survivors to fight back when the living dead rise and seek revenge. It’s a world gone mad and a battle against the unthinkable. Stars Paul Winters. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

3960820 TWO EVIL EYES. Widescreen. The master of modern horror–George Romero–domains Dario Argento–bring you an unprecedented pair of shockers inspired by the tales of Edgar Allan Poe. Romero’s The Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar stars Adrienne Barbeau. Argento’s The Black Cat stars Harvey Keitel. Not rated. 120 minutes on two DVDs. Blue Underground. $3.95

3855393 PIRANHA. Widescreen. While searching for missing teenagers, novice skier Tracey and her family decide to take a break in an old ski lodge and local town boozler Paul Grogan (Bradford Dillman) stumble upon a top-secret Army laboratory conducting genetic research on irradiated fish in the purpose of developing biological warfare. Rated R. 92 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $19.93

3902388 PANZER. Widescreen. When a group of students discover a Nazi bunker in their search for stolen art, all hell breaks loose when they find out it is guarded by something so terrifying, you’ll wish it was a nightmare. Not Rated. CC, DC. Pub. at $9.95

3856429 SECRETS IN THE WALLS. Widescreen. Rachel Easton (Jeri Ryan) just purchased a dream home that offers a new beginning for her and her daughters. But as the new residents begin to take possession of their lives and the home’s violent past slowly becomes clear, Not Rated. CC. 86 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $3.95
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\[\text{38516X} \text{ ICH: Origin. Widescreen. The prequel to one of Takashi Miike's most satirical films. Before he was known as Ichi the Killer, Ichi was just a disturbed young teenager. When he's bullied to the breaking point, he releases the psychopath within. But two of his classmates stand in his way. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 84 minutes. Adults only. Tokyo Shock.} \quad \text{\$3.95} \\
\text{38602X} \text{ HOUSE OF SALEM. Widescreen. A group of kidnappers become a child's unique captors after discovering they have unwittingly been set up to take part in a satanic ritual. As they uncover the truth of the house they soon find it's not unlike a trapped challenge for evil's demonic forces. Not Rated. 100 minutes. Wild Eye.} \quad \text{\$4.95} \\
\text{3856135 THE HAUNTING: Fangoria Frightfest. Widescreen. Francesca is a young pediatritian, traumatized by the loss of a child through crib death. The family moves to the country, supposedly to help her recover from the experience. But she soon begins to see inexplicable things, and her health starts to fail. Starring Anetta. Rated R. 86 minutes.} \\
\text{3982780 RESURRECTION COUNTY. Widescreen. When traveling through Resurrection County, a group of friends notice the signs—one false move could be your last. When two suburban couples roll into the backwoods southern town of Echo for a weekend of all-terrain riding, their fun-filled getaway turns deadly at the hands of bloodthirsty locals. Rated R. 95 minutes, M.D. Pictures.} \quad \text{\$5.95} \\
\text{3856219 MUTANTS. Widescreen. A mad scientist is hired by a greedy manufacturer to create an additive designed to make it the most addictive substance in the world. Instead, it changes human beings into savage mutants. Only the head of security and his girlfriend can stop the plague from spreading worldwide. Rated R. 100 minutes. North American Motion Pic.} \quad \text{\$3.95} \\
\text{3800831 CURVE. Widescreen. Julianne Hough stars as a young private investigator who inadvertently crashes her car in an attempt to escape from a charming, predatory hitchhiker, played by Teddy Sears. Rated R. English SDH. 86 minutes. Universal.} \quad \text{\$4.95} \\
\text{385633X NObody GETS OUT ALIVE. Widescreen. Everyone thought the stories about Braden Woods and the madman who lurks there were just urban legends. But this is one myth that will prove all too real for an 18-year-old girl whose entire family has perished in a tragic accident, they open their home to young Daisy. But then a disturbing series of strange occurrences leads Martha to believe Daisy is not as innocent as she seems. Rated R. 87 minutes.} \\
\text{3855988 THE DAISY CHAIN. Martha and Donna are both desperate to find the bicycle their daughter Marcy was riding the night she disappeared. They have just inherited their late aunt's new home. On their first night in the house, murderous intruders force them into a fight for their lives. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vertical.} \quad \text{\$4.95} \\
\text{2942281 ISLAND MONSTER/CHAMBER OF FEAR. A double header of forgotten Boris Karloff chiller classics. They are making is connected by police to another creature and its half-human sister in an effort to destroy the “twin.”} \\
\text{3854141 ODD THOMAS. Widescreen. Small town food cook Odd Thomas is an only adult with a paranormal secret: he sees dead people, everywhere. When a creepy stranger shows up with an entourage of ghostly backdrops—predators who feed on pain—Odd knows that his town is in serious trouble. Stars Anton Yelchin and Willem Dafoe. English SDH. 96 minutes. RLJ Entertainment.} \quad \text{\$3.95} \\
\text{3854610 SEA BEAST. A mythical force from the ocean depths has suddenly appeared—on land. The group of friends who owns the deep-sea content to feed on sea life, the creatures now stalk a sleepy bay village, and when a massive storm engulfs the town, only a few precious survivors are left to fight the ultimate box office monster: Corn Nemec. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Genius Entertainment.} \quad \text{\$4.95} \\
\text{3821080 FOX TRAP. Widescreen. Five years after a prank leaves a young girl disabled, the group responsible is invited to a remote manor for a reunion, only to find themselves targeted by a maniac. Stars Richard Carleson, Fay Wray, Bela Lugosi, Julie Russell, and others.} \\
\text{3819293 THE FOREST. Widescreen. When her troubled twin sister mysteriously disappears. Sara Price (Natalie Dormer) discovers she vanished in Japan's infamous Suzuki-cho forest. The group treks through unfamiliar woods, Sara plunges into a tormented world where angry spirts lie in wait for those who ignore the warning; never stay from the path. English SDH. 94 minutes. Universal.} \quad \text{\$5.95} \\
\text{3860299 THE SNARLING. Widescreen. In a rural village, the cast and crew of a horror film find themselves accused of a rash of savage murders when the “cursed” movie they are making is connected by police to several gruesome slayings, seemingly committed by a monster—an unstoppable beast that remains on the loose. Not Rated. 83 minutes. Wild Eye.} \quad \text{\$4.95} \\
\text{373501X THE EXORCIST. Extended Director’s Cut. Widescreen. One of the most influential horror films of all time. William Friedkin’s unnerving masterpiece tells the chillingly realistic tale of an innocent girl (Linda Blair) inhabited by a terrifying entity, and her struggle to defeat the beastly, ungodly monster that lurks there were just urban legends. But this is one myth that will prove all too real for an 18-year-old girl whose entire family has perished in a tragic accident, they open their home to young Daisy. But then a disturbing series of strange occurrences leads Martha to believe Daisy is not as innocent as she seems. Rated R. 87 minutes.} \\
\text{3801233 THE STRANGLER'S WIFE. Widescreen. Mae thought she had the perfect husband. Until she found out about his other women. But now she suspects an even more horrible truth. He isn’t cheating with these other women—he’s killing them. Stars Sarah Huling and Ciaran Crawford. Rated R. 85 minutes. New Concorde.} \quad \text{\$5.95} \\
\text{3755126 THE ULTIMATE 3D HORROR COLLECTION, VOLUME II. Reel the early days of horror cinema. This double-sided DVD.} \\
\text{3773987 SUBURBAN PSYCHO HORROR COLLECTION: 4 Films. Collects four twisted, psychotic horror flicks to keep you up at night. Films include Suburban Nightmares; Psycho Sisters; Skin, Craw, and Drainiac.} \\
\text{3714453 THE ROGER CORMAN PUERTO RICO TRILOGY. In 1960, Roger Corman set sail for the sunny island of Puerto Rico to film low-budget movies. This collection includes Corinna; Island of Lost Souls.} \\
\text{380111X SCREAMING SKULL COLLECTION. Collects eight camp classics of chilling horror: The Screaming Skull; The Mad Monster; The Vampires Bat; The Without a Grave; The Spider Woman; Sentinel; Scarred to Death; Atom Age Vampire; and Dead Men Walk. Stars include John Hudson, George Zucco, Richard Carlson, Fay Wray, Bela Lugosi, Julie Russell, and others.} \\
\text{2940264 CONSPIRACY THEORY. A group of conspiracy theorists travel across America to uncover a government conspiracy that stretches from Area 51 to the terrifying events of September 11. This collection contains the horror truth of the government’s cover-up of Alien life, they come closer and closer to the beasts they are chasing. Stars Ben Koboldt. 84 minutes. MVD Visual.}
**Horror**

3853152 **HOLIDAYS.** Widescreen. An anthology of demented tales of horror, each a dark twist on an iconic holiday. Valentine’s Day, Halloween, Father’s Day, Mother’s Day, Cinco de Mayo, Christmas, New Year’s Eve, and St. Patrick’s Day. English SDH. 104 minutes. Vertical. $4.95

3764354 **CHILD’S PLAY 2/CHILD’S PLAY 3.** Widescreen. Child’s Play 2 finds the notorious killer doll rising from the ashes to track down his prey, Andy Barclay. In Child’s Play 3 the greedy president of Play Pals Toy Company decides to resurrect the popular Good Guys doll line and the spirit of Chucky returns for more revenge on Andy.Rated R. English SDH. 117 minutes. Vertical. $2.95

3803465 **THE KILLER EYE.** In an attempt to prove his theory that the human eye is the gateway to another dimension, a brilliant ophthalmologist performs his final experiment on an unwilling homeless man. But a new form of life begins, a seemingly invincible being of pure light energy driven by a hunger for knowledge and a taste for young women. Rated R. 72 minutes. $3.95

3806175 **CELL COUNT.** Widescreen. Russell Carpenter reluctantly admits his wife Sadie into an experimental treatment facility for her life-threatening disease. But as his priorities-like his wife and six other patients—start to change she will learn that a cure just might be worse than the disease itself. Not Rated. 95 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

3726761 **BLACKWOOD.** Widescreen. Having recently recovered from an emotional breakdown, college professor Ben Marshall (Ed Stoppard) relocates his family to the peaceful countryside of the Blackwood estate where he believes his children and his wife will be healed. Unfortunately a murder he’s convinced took place in his new home. All is not as it seems. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. CBS. $3.95

2983699 **HALLOWEEN.** Widescreen. The terror movie masterpiece that began the four-film spine-tingling, short films. Murderers, witches, vampires, zombies, mummies, vivens and a lawyer agent. Includes Her Morbid Desires; Cry of the Black Cat, Creepy Knob, the Hillbilly Lagoon, Necrovile, and Splatter Disco. Nearly 6 hours on three DVDs. Shock-O-Rama. $7.95

3903619 **THE MAN WHO COULD CHEAT DEATH.** Widescreen. Dr. George Bondel has figured out a way to make some very unwilling donors. Anton Drifting stars as the mad doctor in this chilling Hammer Horror classic, and it’s up to Christopher Lee to stop him. CC. 82 minutes. Legend Films. Pub. at $14.95. $3.95

3755045 **DEADLINE STORIES, VOLUME 1.** Horror master George A. Romero presents three horror stories: Valley of the Shadow follows a young woman with a search and rescue team into the Indian jungles, where they make a grisly discovery; In Wet a lonely man stalking on the beach finds a mysterious box; and in House Call a doctor called to treat a little boy unlooked horrors. Rated R. English SDH. 76 minutes. Millennium. Pub. at $24.99. $4.95

3881350 **TORTURE CHAMBER.** Widescreen. Ominous chatter about an unholy bond between a mother and her two sons. Catholic priest, devoted to saving the souls of the women he encounters, tries to cure his youngened younger brother, but 13-year-old Jimmy is possessed by an evil too powerful to be exercised by any religion. Rated R. 93 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

3801403 **THE VAULT.** Widescreen. A newly widowed high school teacher and five of his students go to an old abandoned school to archive any memorabilia before it is torn down. When they mistakenly free a horrific spirit, the school becomes a house of horrors. But there’s no way to escape. Rated R. Three hours. KOCH Vision. $4.95

3863727 **OUTPOST: Rise of the Spetsnaz.** Widescreen. In the third installment of the Nazi zombie series, discover the horrifying origin of these hideous human soldiers as they battle the most ruthless and notorious of all military special forces—the Russian Spetsnaz—in their quest for absolute power. Not Rated. CC. 87 minutes. Xlsar Media. Unrated. Michael Eklund and Christopher Lloyd. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Sony Pictures. $1.95

3944392 **HOUSE SHARK.** When Frank (Trey Harrison) finds his home under attack by a bloodthirsty shark on an island near his family beach house, he enlists the aid of the world’s only “House Shark” expert to embark on a desperate quest to destroy the beast and claim back his life. It’s Jaws in a house! Not Rated. 112 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

3809011 **AXEMAN.** Widescreen. Nine vacationing 20-somethings travel to a posh lakeside cabin in Cutter’s Creek, looking to engage in some hedonistic activities. But their weekend of boozing and sex transforms into an exercise in horror when an ancient local legend comes to life. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Midnight Releasing. $3.95

3860264 **THE JURASSIC DEAD.** Widescreen. A unit of mercenaries must team up with a group of tech-geek students to track down his prey, Andy Barclay. In Child’s Play 3 the greedy president of Play Pals Toy Company decides to resurrect the popular Good Guys doll line and the spirit of Chucky returns for more revenge on Andy. Rated R. 72 minutes. $3.95

3742636 **LAST GIRL STANDING.** Widescreen. Five years after a masked killer brutally murdered her closest friends, Camryn, the lone survivor, struggles to reclaim her shattered life. Just when she thinks she might be ready to finally start anew, Camryn’s past is brought back to haunt her. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. MVD. $2.95

3722968 **FEEDING THE MASSES.** Widescreen. A zombie spawning virus. Soon their guests begin to turn into flesh-eating, walking dead. With Christina Bach and Daniel Baldock. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Green Apple. $3.95

3916268 **DOMINION: Prequel to the Exorcist.** Widescreen. Father Merrin, having witnessed humanity at its worst on Earth, has abandoned the priesthood. Now, supervising the excavation of a mysterious church in British East Africa, he must rediscover his faith to combat a foe who’s cunning, inhuman and immortal. With Stargirls stars and Paul Schrader directs. CC. 116 minutes. Warm Harbor Video. Pub. at $14.97. $5.95

3702669 **PSYCHOPATHS.** Widescreen. The paths of multiple serial killers cross over and over again over one single, blood-soaked night. Each one stalks the city with their own deadly, gruesome agenda. Which psychopath will survive through until morning? Stars Ashley Bell. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Sony Pictures. $2.95

3860183 **CHILD EATER.** Babysitting can be a real nightmare—especially for Helen, who’s stuck looking after Lucas, a frightened boy who says he sees coming from his bedroom closet. But then Lucas disappears, possibly at the hands of an infamous supernatural serial killer who, as legend has it, deals out deadly prison food from the Death House. Not Rated. 82 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

3803694 **MURDERCYCLE.** Its engine roars with a deafening thunder; the sleek, profile cuts through the night like a wails. But the terrifying void of human soldiers as they battle the most ruthless and notorious of all military special forces—the Russian Spetsnaz—in their quest for absolute power. Not Rated. CC. 87 minutes. Xlsar Media. Unrated. Michael Eklund and Christopher Lloyd. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Sony Pictures. $1.95

3817431 **THE CHURCH.** Widescreen. The pastor of a landmark church is the sole hold-out in a Philadelphia neighborhood earmarked for gentrification. But soon, the spiritual and the demonic will conspire to begin to make their displeasure known. Who are the righteous among them? Stars Bill Moseley and Ashley C. Williams. 90 minutes. Plus Entertainment. $4.95
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3860191 DARKNESS REIGNS. Widescreen. A group of film makers shooting a behind the scenes documentary on a reportedly haunted hotel are faced with an unrelenting demonic force that possesses and attacks both the crew and the film’s star, Casper Van Dien. Not Rated. 75 minutes. WildEye. $4.95

3863513 NAZIS AT THE CENTER OF THE EARTH. Widescreen. In an ancient Gagantian tradition, parents teach their children to soothe their fears using handmade “worry dolls”. But when the worry dolls owned by a marauder find their way into the hands of unsuspecting residents of a Southern town, it sets off a grisly wave of bloodshed. Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.95

3863719 VAMPIRE NATION. Widescreen. In the not too distant future, the human population is dwindling, but the vampire population is exploding. A precarious peace exists between the groups, made possible by a sustainable blood substitute dispensed by the government. That peace is tested like never before when a mysterious creature begins to haunt vampires and humans alike. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Universal. $3.95

3881687 31. Widescreen. This Rob Zombie film tells five carnival workers who are kidnapped and forced to participate in a violent game, the goal of which is to survive twelve hours against a gang of sadistic clowns. Welcome to 31. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. V. M. Pictures. $5.95

3882909 DRACULA: The Impaler. Widescreen. Over 500 years ago, Vlad the impaler rose to power in the Eastern lands, leading his people against the Ottomans. But he has a darker side, one that is only unleashed when he returns to Transylvania. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Universal. $3.95

6956228 OUJA 2-MOVIE COLLECTION. Widescreen. It’s more than just a game in this chilling double feature. Ouija stars Olivia Cooke, who must confront her worst fears when she and a group of friends unwittingly unleash a dark power from the other side. In Ouija: Origin Of Evil, Cooke’s character must confront her ancestor’s grim legacy in her family home. Rated R. English SDH. 180 minutes on two DVDs. Universal. $3.95

3820844 AMERICAN POLTERGEIST. Widescreen. It was August 4, 1992 when Lizzy Borden murdered her parents in their home. A hundred years later, another murder took place in the same house. Now a small group of friends decide to vacation at a secluded haunted house for the fall semester will have to escape from one of the deadliest poltergeists in American history. Not Rated. 76 minutes. EOne. $4.95

3883775 OUTPOST: Black Sun. Widescreen. German scientist in an ancient Gagantian tradition, parents teach their children to soothe their fears using handmade “worry dolls”. When the worry dolls owned by a marauder find their way into the hands of unsuspecting residents of a Southern town, it sets off a grisly wave of bloodshed. Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.95

3886114 SUPER NATURAL TRIPLE FEATURE. Widescreen. Three films to haunt your dreams. Lovely Molly is a gripping tale of demonic possession from the makers of the Blair Witch Project. The Invoking is an awe-inspiring haunted house tale. And The Last Will and Testament of Rosalind Leigh follows an antiques collector who discovers that her house is a shrine to a malevolent cult. Rated R. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. $4.95

3892531 THE GIRL IN THE PHOTOGRAPHS. Widescreen. Small-town store clerk Colleen is eager to escape her tedious existence and annoying boyfriend. Then gruesome photos of menacing faces appear in her darkroom. Desperate to save her dying son, medical researcher Victoria Frankenstein secretly introduces his DNA into her maverick work on replacement body parts, bringing Colleen back to life, but at a terrible price. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $19.95

3810212 THE GUEST HOUSE. Widescreen. When a single dad rents the guest house of a wealthy bachelor, he soon discovers his new landlord’s genuinely creepy price. Stars Tom C tom Alper and Daniel Baldwin. Not Rated. 98 minutes. EOne. $4.95

372073X FRANKENSTEIN. Widescreen. Helen McCrory, James Purefoy, and Neil Pearson star in BBC’s modern retelling of Mary Shelley’s novel. Frankenstein (also known as The Creature) is on the verge of death. His devoted young assistant, Victor, vows to bring him back to life at any cost. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. BBC. Pub. at $19.95

3903731 SUCCUBUS. Widescreen. At a chic nightclub for jaded jetsetters, a simulated snuff performance is the main attraction, and the最后的nightmarish scenario unfolds on screen as the characters experience the pleasures of nature and each other, they learn of the terrifying horrors that the forest—and the family lurking there—has in store for them. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Cinemax. $2.95

3688127 MARA. Widescreen. As a criminal psychologist digs into the mystery of an ancient demon who kills people in their sleep, she experiences the same paralyzing symptoms as all previous victims and races to save herself before she too is felled again. Stars Olga Kurylenko. Rated R. CC. 98 minutes. M. O. Pictures. $3.95

3810402 RED ROOM. Widescreen. Kyra, a young woman kidnapped off the street and trapped in an isolated house with two other captives. They are informed by their sadistic captors that they must wait their turn to enter the Red Room before they will be released. Once they discover they will never leave the house alive, they plot to escape before it’s too late. Adults only. Breaking Glass. $9.95

3817407 BLACK MAGIC. Widescreen. After his father commits suicide, Randy and his family travel to his Indonesian home to look after his mother. When Randy’s mother attacks his wife and children unexpectedly, he starts to realize the truth: an evil is seeking through his home and family, and his mother is haunted by a terrifying dark magic. Not Rated. 86 minutes. 4Digital Media. $2.95

3802345 DEVOURED. Widescreen. Lourdes (Marita Milanos), a young immigrant mother, is subjected to dissecting nights in an old New York City restaurant. But malevolent forces inside the restaurant begin to torment Lourdes as they start killing those around her in order to devour her body and soul. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. SP Releasing. $2.95

$3786021 REIG0: King of the Sea. Monsters. The battleship Yamato on patrol when a look out spots a shape half-submerged in the depths of the ocean as to be an enemy submarine, they fire and score a direct hit. But they are shocked when the object emits a strange cry as it sinks beneath the waves. Now the graceful ship’s crew must battle the sea monster and the mysterious dragon-like

$3854738 FERAL. Widescreen. Your best friend has just been infected with a horrific virus and turn her into a rampaging cannibal zombie. Do you: a) try to save her or b) kill her before she kills you? That’s the nightmarish scenario six students face when their camping trip goes terribly wrong. Stars Tom C tom Alper and Daniel Baldwin. Not Rated. 98 minutes. EOne. $4.95

$379027X FRANKENSTEIN. Widescreen. Helen McCrory, James Purefoy, and Neil Pearson star in BBC’s modern retelling of Mary Shelley’s novel. Frankenstein (also known as The Creature) is on the verge of death. His devoted young assistant, Victor, vows to bring him back to life at any cost. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. BBC. Pub. at $19.95
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**3796396 CABIN 28.** Fullscreen. Sue Sharp and her family are enjoying their stay at Cabin 28 in the picturesque resort of Keddie. But a day of fun at the remote getaway turns into a heart-stopping nightmare as nighttime brings masked strangers to the cabin. A brutal battle leaves several family members dead after 30 years later. Cabin 28 finally gives up its deadly secret. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Digital Media. $4.95

**3802819 BLACK, MR. HYDE: 35th Anniversary!** Widescreen. Dr. Henry Hyde (Bernie Casey), a mad scientist who, along with Dr. Billie Worth (Rosalind Cash), is working on an experimental remedy for liver damage. But when he begins to test Billie on himself, the results are disastrous—his body transforms into a hulking, white-skinned, hooker murdering monster. VCI Entertainment. $3.95

**2970805 ZOMBIE WOMEN OF SATAN.** Widescreen. Mad scientist performs tortuous experiments on a group of kidnapped young women, turning them into scarily dead living dead. A bizarre freak show troupe called Flashmara and a sexy rock singer look for her missing sister join forces to battle the cult of sexy zombie women. Rated R. 85 minutes. Screen Media Films. Pub. at $24.98 $5.95

**3855996 DAMNED BY DAWN.** Widescreen. Spoken of only in hushed whispers, a supernatural force holds a chilling grip over a remote, primitive farming community where Claire arrives to visit her ailing grandmother. On her deathbed, the old woman tells Claire the story about her life with this powerful demon. Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Image Entertainment. $3.95

**3900657 THE PIPER.** Widescreen. A grueling tale of three hardy brothers Grimm classic! Shortly after the Korean War, a father and a son are wandering through the country and make a stop in a remote village, where strange and twisted happenings occur. Not Rated. Full Moon. $3.95

**388144X FIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD.** A competition series with horror overtones, this film is an unflinching look at the reality and scripted genres. The show features eight YouTube stars as they attempt to survive the first 24 hours of a highly simulated zombie apocalypse. The only prize is survival. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Image Entertainment. $14.98

**380318X GHOUl.** Widescreen. Three Americans travel to the Ukraine to film a documentary about the cannibal epidemic that swept through the country during the famine of 1932. After being lured deep into the forest for an interview with one of the last survivors, they find themselves trapped in a madman’s hunting ground. In Korean with English subtitles. 119 minutes. CJ Entertainment. $4.95

**3805020 THE BIG BAD.** Widescreen. Frankie Ducane is obsessed with seeking revenge against the dreaded killer who destroyed her family. The search for the depraved man who tore Frankie’s life apart has left her exhausted, but she will not give up until she suffers for his actions. Her journey turns into a non-stop battle for vengeance. Full DVD. 78 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

**2970701 THE VOID.** Widescreen. When police officer Carter discovers a blood-soaked man limping down a deserted road, he rushes him to a local hospital with a bare bones, night shift staff. As cloaked, cult-like figures surround the building, the patients and staff inside start to turn rapidly insane. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Screen Media Films. $3.95

**★ 3823411 MANHUNT: CRUSADE OF ATLANTIS.** Widescreen. A man on the hunt for answers. One by one, they’re picked off and killed by someone—or something. Stars Hal Holbrook. Rated R. 100 minutes. Warner Bros. $7.95

**3854760 JACKALS.** Widescreen. Wireless. When Justin Powell (Ben Sullivan) is captured by two ski-masked men and dragged back to a secluded cabin, it’s anything but a standard kidnapping. Wailing at the cabin is Justin’s family, desperate to save him from the sinister brainwashing he has undergone at the hands of a vicious cult. Also stars Stephen Dorff. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Screen Factory. Pub. at $16.97 $4.95

**3803287 HIDEOUS! Dr. Lorca, an eccentric collector of biological oddities, has just acquired a horrible mutant born of toxic sewage—but the creature’s rightful owner wants it back, before it produces an oozy little army of ferocious freaks. Starring John Agar, Rhonda Griffin, and Mel Johnson. Jr. Rated R. 82 minutes. Full Moon. $3.95

**3737160 ANTIBIRTH.** Widescreen. Hard-core, pill-popping, bong-ripping Lou and her best friend Sadie spend their days admiring in a drug-induced haze. But one wild night out becomes a bad trip that never ends when Lou wakes up with symptoms of an unexplained, highly abnormal pregnancy. Stars Natasha Lyonne and Chloe Sevigny. Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Level Film. $5.95

**3815064 FOX HORROR CLASSICS, Vol. 2: CHANDU THE MAGICIAN/DRAGONWYCK/DR. RENALD’S SECRET.** Fullscreen. In Chandu the Magician, Bela Lugosi stars as an evil public set on destroying mankind. Mankind’s only hope is Frank Chandler, aka Chandu the Magician. Based on Arna Peten’s best-selling novel, Dragonwyck stars Vincent Price and Gene Tierney. Finally, brace yourself for some dreadful thrills and spine-tingling horror in Dr. Renald’s Secret. Not Rated. CC. Nearly four hours on 3 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $19.95

**3862038 ITSY BITSY.** Widescreen. A single mother, Kara, moves to the countryside with her two children to take a job as a private nurse. As Kara begins her work, Walter’s secret past soon invites doom and terror. Her teenage son discovers a mysterious relic brought to the house by Walter’s shady associates. This relic is a terrible and deadly creature! Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95

**380310X GHoul.** Widescreen. Three Americans travel to the Ukraine to film a documentary about the cannibal epidemic that swept through the country during the famine of 1932. After being lured deep into the forest for an interview with one of the last survivors, they find themselves trapped in a madman’s hunting ground. In Korean with English subtitles. 119 minutes. CJ Entertainment. $4.95

**2973510 SHARK ATTACK 3-PACK.** You’ll never go back in the water after watching this triple set of terror! Films include Sharkenstein: Raiders of the Lost Shark; and Shark Exorcist. Three times the bite and three times the fright! Unrated. Over three hours. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**3872768 THE BODY TREE.** Widescreen. When a group of American travelers to a tropical island are clear that each of them is in some way desperate to escape their current life. It isn’t long before the entire weekend begins to unravel and turn into a terrifying fight for survival. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Synecdoche. $9.99

**★ 3853241 STILL/BORN.** Widescreen. Young newweds, Mary and Jack, have the perfect life but their ultimate dream—having a baby—turns into a nightmare when their ultimate Baby comes to them: one of their twins dies at birth. Soon after, Mary is diagnosed with postpartum depression and starts hallucinating. Before long night terrors, eventually losing her handle on reality. Rated R. English SDH. 86 minutes. Vertical. $4.95

**★ 3911990 MARQUISE DE SADE.** Widescreen. Also known as The Portrait of Dorian Gray, this gothic thriller tells the story of a pair of twin sisters—one a lonely aristocrat who must sexually feed on the lives of men and women to stay young, the other an angelic woman who receives all the pleasure her sister is denied. Stars Lina Romay. Not Rated. 119 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**3752550 AS ABOVE, SO BELOW.** Widescreen. Miles of twisting catacombs lie beneath the streets of Paris, the eternal home to countless souls. When a team of explorers ventures into the uncharted maze of bones, they uncover the dark secrets that lie within this city of the dead. A journey into madness and terror. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Universal. $4.95

**3862380 ESCAPE ROOM.** Widescreen. Six friends test their intelligence and survival skills in a game that takes a dark turn. Solve the puzzle—or die. Rated R. 87 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

**3853235 SLUMBER.** Widescreen. Alice is a beautiful college student haunted by the mysterious nocturnal death of her younger brother. During a routine examination on a traumatized family, a sleeping problem. Alice is forced to abandon scientific rationale and accept that the family is being terrorized by a parasitic demon who feeds on the weak while they sleep. Rated R. English SDH. 84 minutes. Vertical. $4.95

**★ 3865932 CITY OF THE VAMPIRES.** A grueling tale of three hardy brothers Grimm classic! Shortly after the Korean War, a father and a son are wandering through the country and make a stop in a remote village, where strange and twisted happenings occur. Not Rated. Full Moon. $3.95

**3855732 BANSHEE CHAPTER.** Widescreen. On the trail of a missing friend (Michael McMillan) who had been experimenting with mind-altering drugs, a young journalist (Katja Winter), aided by a rogue writer (Ted Levine), finds herself drawn into the dangerous world of top-secret government chemical research and the mystery of a disturbing radio signal originating from an unknown origin. Rated R. CC. 97 minutes. Lionsgate. $4.95

**3841882 ZIEGFELD COUNTRY.** Widescreen. A group of hikers are warned by a guide who has encountered Sasquatch, but they decide to ignore him and go off trail. The deeper they go into the woods, the more they are not alone. When provoked, the Bigfoot species will protect their territory. In this case, the threats have been done and there is no escape. Stars Stephen Dorff, Anna Paquin. 96 minutes. Image Entertainment. $9.99

**3757862 WRITERS RETREAT.** Widescreen. An acclaimed author hosts a writing retreat on an isolated island. Gradually the writers assembled open up with personal secrets. Suddenly, it is clear that each of them is in some way desperate to escape their current life. It isn’t long before the entire weekend begins to unravel and turn into a terrifying fight for survival. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Synecdoche. $2.95

**★ 3862097 RABID.** Widescreen. Drummer and unassuming fashion designer Sarah, horribly disfigured after a grisly collision, agrees to undergo an untested procedure involving a mysterious Bigfoot species. This miracle cure causes her to recover beyond her wildest dreams. But it comes with a price. Not Rated. English SDH. 107 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97 $12.95
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380065 THE PRIESTS: Exorcism. Widescreeen. After a hit and run accident, a girl is named Yoko and is possessed by one of the 12 manifestations of evil. Father Kim and a young seminarian named Choi conduct one last exorcism to free her from the demon's power. Choi must battle with his own demons to save the girl. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 100 minutes. CJ Entertainment. $4.95

371653 FAMILY POSSESSIONS. A young girl, Rachael Davis, inherits the mansion of her estranged grandmother. Rachael and her family move into the house to start a new life, but once there, strange and unexplained occurrences begin to happen. The family soon realizes some family secrets should remain buried. Not Rated. 111 minutes. 4Digital Media. $4.95

★ 379431 CHANNEL 13. A horror anthology film that harkens back to the mid 70s and 80s, inspired by Amicus productions and Creepshow. The film features three horror tales, told by a hooded monk, on the titular Channel 13. This slice of SO1 history has to be seen to be believed. Watch if you dare! Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

38210X SCREAM AT THE DEVIL. Widescreeen. The devil comes out to take his promised due when Miriam Jones, a young girl becomes possessed. Ember enters the possessed to remove the demon from their subconscious. When an 11 year old boy becomes possessed, Ember enters the mind of the boy to attack the demon, but he finds himself facing the battle of his life. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Unobstructed View. $3.95


★ SELL OUT THE EVANGELIST. Widescreeen. Thirty years ago Bill Horton encountered horror as a serial killer, known as the Evangelist, who carried out mass murder. Now grown up, Bill appears to be a model citizen. However, he has picked up the mantle of the Evangelist, killing those who he believes are evil. Not Rated. 95 minutes. E One. $2.95

388287X V/H/S VIRAL. Widescreeen. A police chase through the streets of Los Angeles inspires dozens of teens to flock to the streets with video cameras. A doctor discovers a nest in the spire of the Chrysler Building. After rehab, Michelle takes a job recommended by her counselor that lands her trapped in a mansion with three psychotic siblings. A double feature of Japanese sex and violence featuring adult star Miyuki Yokoyama. Not Rated. 81 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $5.95

3810437 AMERICAN CONJURING. Widescreeen. A family moves into an abandoned orphanage and they soon learn that their new home has a disturbing history and that they aren't alone--a malevolent insane, violent outcome. Rated R. 95 minutes. Raven Banner. $3.95

★ 3794415 THE BIG F. Widescreeen. Bigfoot is on the loose in the suburbs and looking for a mate. Jenny is house sitting when her cousin convinces her to have a party that Bigfoot enters the cul de sac, leaving the neighborhood residents to defend their street from this beast in heat. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

379928X JUAN OF THE DEAD. Widescreeen. It's equal parts splatter and drome. Dead anime zombie and a vampire and a zombie and a vampire and a vampire and a zombie and a vampire and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a zombie and a z

3919396 DOPPELGANGER. Drew Barrymore stars as Holly Gooding, a young woman who apparently stabs her mother to death in New York then shows up on the doorstep of a young L.A. screenwriter (Patrick Swayze) whom looking for a roommate. Things get scary when Patrick becomes convinced Holly is being pursued by her own evil twin--or is it a doppleganger? Rated NC-17. 104 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 3900274 Q: The Winged Serpent. Widescreeen. It's another monstrous day in New York City where window washers have their heads bitten off, topless sunbathers are being skewered by sunburn and cops are pulled off onto the streets and small time crook Jimmy Quinn (Michael Moriarty) discovers a nest in the spire of the Chrysler Building. With Candy Clark. David D. Fisher. 111 minutes. Adults only. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

3802884 DEAD ON APPRAISAL. Widescreeen. Real estate agent John Daniels is stuck with a house he can't sell. Desperate, he can't seem to overcome the house's macabre past. In a last ditch effort John plans a party to help raise interest in the property, but with disastrous consequences. Stars Mike Pfaff, Jack Fahey and Marguerite Isola. 90 minutes. Brain Damage Films. $3.95

★ 3914668 WEIRD FICTION. Widescreeen. The Collector's Midnight Halloween Special once again, with four tales of terror, each representing the spookiest part of the year. Follow the story of a group of teens in search of a missing body, a baby sitter's horrifying night, a vampire adult star and two girls as they uncover what may be the true story behind the Bloody ripped scene. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3913783 QUILL SHARK. Widescreeen. A group of teenage girls summon an ancient man-eating shark after messing with a strange object that washes up on the beach. An occult specialist must enter the shark's realm to rid this world of the deadly spirit ghost once and for all. Not Rated. 81 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 3885283 THE ASTROLOGER. James Glickenhaus's feature debut is a bizarre tale of government skulduggery, satanic killings, zodiacal mayhem and messianic horror. Played by choosing "educal stars in the ultra obscure and undeniably fascinating" (Fright.com) thriller also known as Suicide Cult. Not Rated. CC. 79 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95
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**3880737 PREVIEWS OF COMING ATTRACTIONS.** The creator of grind exploitation, Tony Newman, brings his rudy film canisters to bring you an onslaught of the most shocking, blood-filled grindhouse horror film trailers from the darkest depths of the underground and beyond the grind. A group of friends conduct a seance and connect with his spirit. He subsequently possesses some of them in order to bring his dead wife back to life and murder scores of nearby innocents. Not Rated. English dubbing. 89 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**294779X DARK WAS THE NIGHT.** Widescreen. After a logging company decimates an area of forest in a quiet, isolated town, a rash of increasingly violent and unexplainable events transpire. The sheriff and his deputy struggle to confront their own demons while facing down a new breed of raw terror that is possibly older than humanity itself and much hungrier. Kevin Durand. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Image Entertainment. $5.95

**3892876 THE DEAD HATE THE LIVING!** Widescreen. When a band of filmmakers break into an abandoned grave to make their horror epic, they stumble upon a real dead body and decide to use it in their movie. They accidentally bring it back to life, opening a portal to a world of the dead. Stars Eric Clap ton and Jamie Donohue. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Full Moon. $3.95

**569308X SEX SLAVES OF THE SS.** This depraved exploitation classic is set in the fading days of the German war effort. Ensnared in his castle laboratory, the Third Reich’s foremost genetic engineer continues his invaluable research on the female sexual response. Along with his sexually ambiguous sidekick Fritz, the doctor conducts a series of experiments on three hot-blooded female prisoners. Includes the bonus feature Women of Vengeance. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $23.95 $23.95

**3801209 SKULL HEADS.** For generations, the strange, inbred Arkon family has lived in their creepy Italian castle undisturbed by the outside world. But when a trio of treacherous art thieves and the Arkoffs must fight for their lives, aided only by the ancient protectors of the castle: the deadly Skullheads. Stars Robin Sydney and Samantha Light. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Full Moon. Pub. at $19.99 $19.99

**391447X GUTTBALLERS.** A brutually sadistic rape leads to a series of bizarre gory murders during a midnight disco bowl a rama at a popular bowling alley. One by one, players of two teams make sparked-drenched gruesome deaths at the hand of a black bowling-glove masked killer. This alley runs red with blood by sunrise. Not Rated. Ritual Pub. at $31.95 $31.95

**3889327 THE RED QUEEN KILLS SEVEN TIMES.** Widescreen. An old-age family curse hits sisters Kitty and Franceska following the death of their grandfather Tobias. Every third year on the anniversary of the bloodthirsty Red Queen returns and claims seven fresh victims. Was Tobias just the first–and are Kitty and Franceska next? A giallo classic from the 70s. Not Rated. In English. $14.95

**3885908 AMITYVILLE ISLAND.** Widescreen. A cursed survivor of killings at the Amityville House brings the evil to a small island where bizarre genetic experiments and mutation turn the plants and animals in a secret women’s prison. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $19.95

**3821048 FALL OF GRACE.** Widescreen. A troubled couple’s lives descend into violence and madness after a demonic entity takes their daughter. Stars Joshua Winch and Gerald Christensen. Not Rated. 84 minutes. E One. $2.95

**3913732 GIRLS JUST WANNA HAVE BLOOD.** Widescreen. When social outcast Jessica is accepted into a trio of teenage vampires, she finds herself thrust into a nocturnal world of murder, drugs and all night parties as they stalk the patrons of local bars and clubs. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $19.95

**3885357 MUCKMAN.** Widescreen. A TV host goes hunting to uncover the mystery of a legendary swap creature called the Muckman. She, her crew and their local guides get much more than they bargained for as night falls and they find themselves invading Muckman territory. Stars Anju McIntyre and Alison Whitney. 85 minutes. English subtitles. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. $4.95

**3900339 SHED.** Widescreen. A mysterious old man hosts a rollicking Halloween party where the attraction is his “story” – a chilling tale of parasitic monsters taking over the lives of unsuspecting people. Over the course of one bloody night, the truth behind the story is slowly revealed. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Shami Media. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

**3884064 RUST.** Heather and her best friend Morgan make the mistake of meeting up with friends at an abandoned haunted attraction. Inside the decrepit scare-house, a blood thirsty monster stalks all those who enter. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $11.95 $19.95

**3900029 BREEDER.** Widescreen. Sandra, a private investigator on maternity leave is asked by her assistant to help a Russian expat find her missing son. Little do they know that they will have to venture into one of the most sinister stories that a little island like Malta has to tell. A small town is plagued with violent and macabre crimes. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 96 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3892510 DEAD WALKERS: Rise of the 4th Reich.** When the British secret service learns that the 4th Reich is planning an attack on Hong Kong and a terrorist threat in Romania, the soldiers make a terrifying discovery: a bizarre scientific and occult training ground of Neo-Nazi zombies and cannibals. Ruben R.orda. Not Rated. 79 minutes. Shami Media. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

**3882937 THE NIGHT EVELYN CAME OUT OF THE GRAVE.** Widescreen. Alan Burnside (Barry Stevens), haunted by the death of his wife Evelyn, tries to move on by marrying the seductive Gladys. Marital bliss is short-lived, however, when Evelyn returns as a vengeful ghost to wreak her gruesome deaths, prompting speculation that a vengeful Evelyn has risen from the grave. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 103 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3886344 THE PEANUT BUTTER SOLUTION.** Widescreen. If you were a child in the 80s, you were likely traumatized for life by repeated viewings of this Canadian kiddie feature about burning winos, sudden baldness, psychotic teething, cannibalism, and world hunger. In juvenile sweatshops. Not Rated. CC. 90 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**3872998 HANUKKAH.** A group of young Jewish adults are getting ready for the holiday, attending the Festival of Frights. With the help of a wise Rabbi, they deduce that they are being targeted because they have violated Judaic law and that their only chance of survival is to embrace their faith. Stars Charles Fleischer and Sid Haig in one of his last performances. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3859852 RESTRICTED AREA.** Widescreen. Four blue-collar friends, recently laid off, take one last camping trip into the wilderness, where they discover a backwoods cult with a cataclysmic agenda. What started out as a relaxing getaway, quickly turns into a fight for survival. Stars Don and Randy Wayne. Not Rated. English SDH. 112 minutes. In Distribution. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**3914662 WHAT THE WATERS LEFT BEHIND.** Widescreen. The town of Epecuén was swallowed by a catastrophic mudslide in 1965 years. When the water receded, the town was stayed deserted–or so they thought. A group of young filmmakers take a trip to the ruins to film a documentary. One by one, they soon find that they don’t have any go for a massacre. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 98 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

**3901378 HOME VIDEOS.** Takes found footage to a new level in this horror heart pounding film! We live in a world where technology is king, and where everyone can even shoot their own movies even in the safety of your own home you are still not safe! Here the horrors start at home. 90 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**3914380 CHURCH OF THE DAMNED.** A small town is plagued with violent and bizarre crimes. Local investigator, Messiah Ward, and his partner, Barney, must unravel the clues and stop the bloodshed. This never before seen shot on grainy 35mm horror film trailer is certifiably mad and bloody. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 90 minutes. SRS Home Video. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**3898955 LYCANIMATOR.** A group of friends rents an abandoned house for a weekend of partying only to discover a mad scientist in hiding–who just happens to need subjects to try out his new monster-making formula. Whatever they think that takes one of the group into a murderous beast, all hell breaks loose and everyone is on the menu. Not Rated. 50 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**3887002 ESCAPING THE DEAD.** A gang of lowlifes are forced by a new death drug and when two drug dealers attempt to capitalize on it, backfires. They wind up fighting for their lives to escape the clutches of the new dead that are on the prowl. Not Rated. 80 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**3914547 Jekyll and Hyde.** When the Home Secretary, George Utterson discovers that his long-time friend, Dr. Henry Jekyll, has become involved with a mysterious and dangerous man named Edward Hyde. He slowly uncovers a dark secret that defies both morals and imagination that one that leaves a trail of murder and crime in Victorian England. Stars Gianni Capaldi. Not Rated. 83 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3893545 SCARLET FRY’S JUNKFOOD HORRORFEST.** Scarlet Fry takes you on the thrill of your life with: blood thirsty cannibals, satanic zombies, demented nurses, junkie serial killers, freaky perverts and more! Get ready for a blood drenched, deluxe horrorfest that isn’t for the weak at heart. Stars Calico Copper and Cara Moody. 75 minutes. Chemical Burn. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
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★ 3880672 BLOODLINE. Deep within the woods, the Surgeon pursues his perverted experimentation with science and magic on random people he has kidnapped. His maniacal mutilation agenda reaches an apex when he captures a young girl who becomes separated from her twin sister. Years later, the twin sister is grown and seeks revenge. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Chemical Burn. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

★ 388080X WITCH HUNTERS. Witch hunters descend on a small town and make a pact with the local priest to destroy a mysterious evil. What they don’t realize is the priest’s dark and sinister past might be the cause behind the string of grisly murders that the town has been遭受. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Chemical Burn. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

★ 3881635 THE EXPERIMENT. Follow Mary as she falls prey to the underground world of pharmaceutical testing, revealing evil undertones of madness and surreal sensuality as Mary suffers a humiliating onslaught of psychedelic depravity both physically and mentally. Rated. Dubbed in English. 174 minutes. Widescreen. Momentum. Pub. at $18.95. PRICE CUT to $12.95.

★ 3881635 CHILL: THE KILLING GAMES. When a scheming college student decides to revile the role playing game that Chill is a web series, the players soon discover the game is still all to real when players are slaugthered one by one. 149 minutes. Sector S. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

★ 3820955 CABIN FEAR. Widescreen. A group of friends travel to a remote location for an intimate wedding. Unfortunately for these friends, their private vacation becomes a nightmare, as one by one the wedding party is stalked and killed. Leaving those alive to wonder—who is after them, and who will be next? Not Rated. 89 minutes. E One. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

★ 3820858 AMERICAN POLTERGEIST: THE CURSE OF LILITH RATCHET. Widescreen. Alice and her best friend inadvertently set a hellish trap after playing the game. Chillingly, as a series web, the players discover the game is still all to real when players are slaugthered one by one. 149 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

★ 6954324 GOLDEN TEMPLE AMAZONS/ DIAMONDS OF KILIMANDJARO. In Golden Temple, a woman, raised by an Amazon tribe that killed her parents, seeks revenge on the tribe for their deaths. In Diamonds of Kilimandjaro an expedition team penetrates the jungle into the deep jungles of Africa in search of a treasure and a long lost girl who is the leader of a cannibalistic tribal uniet. Unrated. 170 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $7.95.

★ 3778789 HUMAN BEASTS/BLUE EYES OF THE BROKEN DOLL. Widescreen. For the first time, these classic Spanish horror films are available in their most complete and uncensored versions. Known for their dark and gory content, the films are popularized by Dario Argento, and starring horror film icon Paul Naschy. Both Not Rated. Dubbed in English. 174 minutes on two DVDs. SCI. PRICE CUT to $7.95.


★ 3832228 SAVAGE CREATURES, Widescreen. Two vertebrates realize their food source is in jeopardy when alien creatures land on earth causing humans to become zombies. They must battle cannibals, gun toting nuns, and the undead if they want to save the world. Stars Kelly Brown and Victoria Steadman. English, Spanish. 76 minutes. In Distribution. Pub. at $19.98. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

★ 3869024 TERROR IN WOODS CREEK. Widescreen. In the small southern town of Woods Creek, pure terror erupts in 1962 in the form of a young drifter. A chain of bizarre events and murder plagued the town when one day the drifter mysteriously vanishes. Now, 50 years later, he has returned seeking the lives of a whole new generation of victims. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95.


★ 385891X THE GIRL IN THE CRASPSPACE. Widescreen. After escaping from a notorious serial killer who kept her in a crawspace, Jill tries to work her way back to normal with the help of Kristen, her therapist. When Kristen’s husband, a falling screenwriter, begins using Jill’s ordeal for his new script, he unwittingly puts all of their lives in jeopardy. Not Rated. English SDH. 77 minutes. In Distribution. Pub. at $19.98. PRICE CUT to $11.95.

★ 3800948 BASELINE KILLER. Widescreen. North American Motion Pic. $3.95.

★ 3801276 TALISMAN, Fullscreen. Full Moon. $3.95.

★ 3801381 VAMPIRE RESURRECTION. Full Moon. $3.95.

★ 3764546 THE MONSTER, Widescreen. VIC Entertainment. Pub. at $2.95.

★ 3862822 MIDNIGHT MOVIE MADNESS: 50 Movie Collection. Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98. $7.95.

★ 3764443 DRACULA. Widescreen. Universal. $4.95.

★ 691019X FRANKENSTEIN/THE BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN. Fullscreen. Universal. $4.95.


★ 2996826 SPLINTER. Widescreen. Magnolia. $4.95.

★ 3749848 RAREFLESH TRIPLE FEATURE, VOL. 1. Fullscreen. Rare Price Pub. at $19.98. $4.95.

★ 3854481 ZOMBIE FIGHT CLU. Widescreen. Adults only. Screan Factory. Pub. at $14.93. $4.95.


★ 2955458 JACK THE RIPPER. Fullscreen & Widescreen. SevenP. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95.

★ 2988380 THE LIVING COFFIN. Fullscreen. Panik House. $3.95.

★ 7367453 WEREWOLF OF LONDON/SHE-WOLF OF LONDON. Universal. $5.95.


★ 3820920 BRIDE OF SCARECROW. Widescreen. E One. $4.95.

★ 3799212 INDIGENOUS. Widescreen. Momentum. $5.95.

★ 3806409 HIDDEN. Astronomicon. Widescreen. Damage Films. $5.95.

★ 3799247 IRON WOLF. Widescreen. E One. $4.95.

★ 3742660 ZOMBIES! 4 Film Feature. Widescreen. IFC Films. PRICE CUT to $3.95.

★ 6965652 PSYCHO. Widescreen. Universal. $5.95.

★ 3716007 HALLOWEEN II/HALLOWEEN III. Widescreen. Universal. $5.95.

★ 3783939 DEEP RED. Widescreen. Blue Underground. $3.95.

★ 3718606 THE RAKE. Widescreen. Red Band Films. $2.95.
**Horror**

- **3748103** **TIED IN BLOOD.** Chemical Burn. Pub. at $19.99. 
  *Price Cut to $3.95*

- **3840888** **GET GONE.** MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. 
  *Price Cut to $5.95*

- **3770117** **2 DIE FOR.** Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99. 
  *Price Cut to $7.95*

- **3573751** **DEVIL'S REVENGE.** MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. 
  *Price Cut to $5.95*

- **3735125** **THE BRIDES.** Widescreen. SGL Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. 
  *Price Cut to $5.95*

  *Price Cut to $1.99*

- **3764231** **60 SECONDS TO DIE 2.** WWWM. Pub. at $19.99. 
  *Price Cut to $7.95*

- **3770125** **ALIEN PSYCHOSIS.** Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99. 
  *Price Cut to $7.95*

- **3707273** **CHAIN OF DEATH.** Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. 
  *Price Cut to $3.95*

- **3821137** **LAKE FEAR 3.** Widescreen. E One. 
  $4.95

- **374146X** **BETTER WATCH OUT.** Widescreen. Well Go. 
  $5.95

**Sci-Fi**

- **3882942** **THE ZERO THEOREM.** Widescreen. Under constant surveillance by a shadowy figure known as “Management,” a computer genius on the verge of a great discovery is tasked with deciphering the seemingly unsolvable Zero Theorem, a mathematical formula that could unlock the meaning to everything. Directed by Terry Gilliam. 
  $5.95

- **3860124** **2047: Virtual Revolution.** The year is 2047. Most of the world’s population live inside corporate-controlled virtual worlds and drift further out of touch with reality. A private investigator/mercenary is hired to track down a group of hackers who are disrupting and terrorizing the virtual space in a bid to free humans from online prisons. Unrated. 92 minutes. Wild Eye. 
  $4.95

- **3764648** **OBLIVION.** Widescreen. Starring Tom Cruise as Jack Harper, the lone security repairman stationed on a desolate, nearly-ruined future Earth. When he rescues a beautiful stranger from a dowsed spacecraft, her arrival triggers a nonstop chain of events forcing him to question everything he knows. English SDH. 125 minutes. Directed by Michael Bay. 
  $5.95

- **3881768** **CELL.** Widescreen. Samuel L. Jackson and John Cusack star in Stephen King’s apocalyptic thriller about a mysterious signal that reprograms the minds of cellphone users around the globe. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Mondo Media. 
  $5.95

- **3889999** **WORLDWIDE.** Widescreen. When a world where people can bust up a bar or bust out of jail, drop in on a brothel or get the drop on a gunslinger. It’s all safe: the park’s androids are programmed never to hurt the drones or the droids are getting with the program. Written and directed by Michael Crichton. Stars Yul Brynner and James Bond. CC. 88 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. 
  $5.95

- **3853101** **BEYOND SKYLINE.** Widescreen. Los Angeles Detective (Frank Grillo) thought bailing out his 18 year old son was the worst part of his day. But on the ride home, the skies above fill with a strange blue light, and within moments, the boy’s population is vasculatized up into a massive alien ship. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Vertical. 
  $4.95

- **6871739** **THE WARRIOR AND THE SORCERESS.** Kain is the last survivor of a fallen alien race. More than 70 years before they reach their destination. Stars William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy. CC. 
  $4.95

- **2809680** **PASSengers.** Widescreen. A high stakes adventure about two passengers, Aurora and Jim, on board a spaceship transporting them to a new life on another planet. The trip takes a deadly turn when their hibernation pods mystically wake them 90 years before they reach their destination. Stars Chris Pratt and Jennifer Lawrence. English SDH. 116 minutes. Columbia. 
  $5.95

- **3856461** **TERROR BENEATH THE SEA.** Widescreen. Journalists Ken and Jenny, covering a submarine vessel that is terrorized by an amphibious creature during a subca del. Venturing into the deep blue depths to retrieve Jenny’s camera, the pair are kidnaped by ruthless fish-men. Stars Sonny Chiba and Peggy Neal. Dubbed in English. 79 minutes. Dark Sky. Pub. at $14.98. 
  $3.95

- **3815013** **EXPLODING SUN.** Widescreen. It was supposed to be the launch of a lifetime: the first ever trans-lunar passenger vessel that uses state of the art solar engines to fly around the moon and back in mere hours. But everything changes when a spike in solar radiation causes the ship to go into overdrive, sending it on a collision course into the sun. Stars David James Elliott. Nearly 3 hours. Gaiaim. 
  $5.95

- **3856437** **SHERLOCK HOLMES.** Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s familiar detective faces the ultimate challenge when enormous viruses from ever existing. But their actions have turned do wn a group of hackers who are trying to res toring humans fr om online prisoners. Directed by Terry Gilliam. 
  $3.95

- **2960060** **ALIEN RESURRECTION.** Widescreen. Two hundred years after Ripley’s death, scientists have cloned a perfect replica of her daughter, Amanda Ripley. But there’s more than one Ripley onboard the space shuttle. Stars Sigourney Weaver. CC. 108 minutes. Mondo Media. 
  $7.95

- **3792929** **IRON SKY.** Widescreen. In the last moments of WWII, a secret Nazi space program evaded destruction by making a daring escape to the North Pole. In the intervening 70 years they have regenerative technology, a biotech firm to conquer the world from his headquarters inside an enormous volcano. Live-action, animation, puppets, engravings and larger than life scale special effects and a 1958 film. In D.B. Dubbed in English. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. 
  $7.95

- **3882585** **AGE OF DINOSAURS.** Widescreen. Using breakthrough regeneration technology, a biotech firm creates a set of living dinosaurs. But when their exhibition and two mysterious men in black, Mattie is surprised when the researchers stumble upon the crew. A former firefighter must rescue his teenage daughter from the chaos brought on by their visit. 
  $5.95

- **3882543** **DANTE 01.** Deep in the abyss of space, an opposing force for the criminally insane known as Dante 01 orbits the water of the solar planet Dante. When an enigmatic new innate arrives, armed with the mysterious ability to heal, a deadly struggle for control is ignited. Directed by R. in French with English subtitles. 88 minutes. Mondo Media. 
  $9.95

- **3759458** **THE FABULOUS WORLD OF JULES VERNE.** An evil millionaire named Ariga plans to use a super-ego device to conquer the world from his headquarters inside an enormous volcano. Live-action, animation, puppets, engravings and larger than life scale special effects and a 1958 film. In D.B. Dubbed in English. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. 
  $9.95

- **3881787** **REVOLT.** Widescreen. An action-packed sci-fi thriller about humankind’s last stand against a cataclysmic alien invasion. Stars Lee Pace, Talia Balsam, Jason Butler Harner. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. M.O. Pictures. 
  $5.95

- **3759695** **QUATUM.** The mysterious enemies of space return to ravage Earth once more. Only Professor Donald Engels can stop them. 
  $5.95

- **3759415** **CREATURE.** Widescreen. A space exploration mission lands a team of scientists on Saturn’s largest moon, Titan. One of the men is separated from the others and finds himself thrown into a fascinating archaeological find that turns out to be an abandoned alien lab. 100 minutes. Reel Vault. 
  $9.95

- **3821196** **QUANTUM VOYAGE.** Widescreen. Mattie Carver’s world is turning curioser and curioser, as space and time seem to be collapsing around her. Meanwhile, Mattie’s friends, teachers, to and two mysterious men in black, Mattie is in a race to restore her world to normal, before it’s too late. Stars Dean Cain. Not Rated. 111 minutes. E One. 
  $4.95
Sci-Fi

3820988 THE CURE. Widescreen. A young female researcher's life is in danger when she discovers a pharmaceutical company she works for has developed a cure for cancer many years earlier. It was never released as it would have destroyed chemo drug sales. She must now escape and release the cure to the world.

Price: $4.95

3822535 CREATIVE CONTROL. Widescreen. In the near future, a young man uses a pair of cutting-edge virtual-reality glasses to have an affair with his best friend's girlfriend—sort of. Stars Benjamin Dickinson and Nora Zehetner. Rated R. 87 minutes. Mongrel Media.

Price: $5.95

Family & Kids

3762858 THE SHELL SEEKERS. Fullscreen. After a mild heart attack at 63, Penelope must redefine what is really important to her. Penelope returns to the seashore the only place she was ever truly free, in an unforgettable odyssey that will take her back to her home, her heart, and another chance for happiness. Stars Angela Lansbury, Sam Wanamaker, and 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame.

Price: $5.95

3906541 THE RETURN OF RIN TIN TIN: A heartfelt family story in which a young orphan from the Second World War gradually becomes less introverted due to the friendship of a dog. Transplanted to rural America from Europe, young Paul finds it not only comforting but for animals. Adult Only. Only Cheesy Flicks. Pub. at $14.95

Price: $11.95

3827406 CHRISTMAS ON THE RANGE. Widescreen. All Kendall Riley wants for the holidays is to save her family's ranch, but her long-time rival, small-town scruffy Brick McCree, has other plans in mind. When Brick's son, Clint, comes back to town, he is immediately drawn to Kendall and offers a helping hand. Stars Erin Cahill, Nicholas Gonzalez and Lindsay Wagner. CC. 91 minutes. Imagenes.

Price: $13.95

Musicals

3858676 IRVING BERLIN'S THIS IS THE ARMY. This 1943 American wartime musical comedy was adapted from a war-time stage musical with the same name, designed to boost morale in the U.S. during WWII. This lively screen adaptation features real-life GIs plus George Murphy, Ronald Reagan, Joan Leslie and Berlin himself. English SDH. 125 minutes. Warner Home Video.

Price: $9.95

3805676 20 MUSICALS 20 MOVIE COLLECTION. Just try to keep your toes tapping with these 20 musical gems from your childhood and beyond. In Color.

Price: $14.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Entertainment. To strike at Osama Bin Laden, these films follow terror attacks to the hunt for al-Qaeda and the missions ever executed. From the Mumbai complex, and controversial Special Forces 3867382 celebrating America's storied railroad legacy. Documentaries illuminating the most infamous collections: the underbelly of society. In B&W. 88 minutes. Docurama.

*

4389150X A YEAR IN ITALY. A Geographic travel Journalist and lecturer, Steve McCurry shares his love of Italy and his experience with those who have been there and those who are planning to go. Postcards from Italy preserves the uniquely Italian way of life as reflected by the people. In Private Italy Steve ventures off the beaten path. Five hours on 2 DVDs. Questar. Pub. at $34.99 $5.95

3891356 33 GREAT CITIES OF EUROPE. Travel to some of Europe’s most beloved cities including London and Paris to Prague, Athens and Moscow, experiencing the cultures, histories, and archeology of Europe’s most traveled continent. Over 3 hours. Questar. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

3867382 BLACK OPS. Ingeniously packaged in book form and slipcased, this six DVD series charts some of the most iconic, controversial, and secret international military forces missions ever executed. From the Mumbai terror attacks to the hunt for al-Qaeda and the strike at Osama Bin Laden, these films follow the ebb and flow of each crisis. Five hours of Entertainment. 9$.

3891372 COSTA RICA: America’s Great Getaway. Between the Caribbean and the Pacific lies a magical paradise—Costa Rica. This film will bring you there to see the rain forests, the mountains, the landscapes and the lively people and markets of the capital, San Jose. 120 minutes. Questar. $5.95

★ 6881203 ARMING AMERICA: The Untold History of U.S. Gun Culture. Widescreen. This is the real story of how America became armed, the story of America’s first Silicon Valley, the gun industry. 12-19th century and beyond. It is the story of the Founding Fathers of America’s gun industry. Samuel Colt, Oliver Winchester, Eliphalet Remington. Narrated by Dean Winters. 94 minutes. Full screen. $4.95

3757632 IT WAS A WONDERFUL LIFE. A riveting and powerful account of six women who are members of America’s most hidden homeless population. Narrated by Jodie Foster, this heart-wrenching film expertly captures the hardships growing “hidden homeless” population. Narrated by Jodie Foster. 70 minutes. Full Screen. $4.95

3881494 CAN WE TAKE A JOKE? Today we are scratching our chuckles and tittering over the tribulations of 90% of the human comedy. This film offers a thought-provoking and wry exploration of outrage culture through the lens of stand-up comedy, with notable comics like Gilbert Gottfried, Penn Jillette, Lisa Lampanelli, and Adam Carolla detailing their experiences in comedy and the exchange of ideas. 74 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films. $3.95

3882551 FREAKONOMICS: The Movie. Widescreen. In 2005, economist Steven Levitt teamed up with journalist Stephen Dubner to bring us the best-selling phenomenon Freakonomics, a revelatory investigation into the hidden side of everything that influences our world today. This documentary brings this groundbreaking work to life. 85 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

3881212 AT THE FORK. Widescreen. Filmmaker and journalist Joan Mulholland, this vegetarian wife Lisa give a timely and unbiased look at how farm animals are raised for consumption. With unprecedented access to large-scale factory farms, Rapolla asks the tough questions behind every hamburger, glass of milk and baby-back rib. 94 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films. $1.95

3886002 PALLEN IDOL: The Yuri Gagarin Conspiracy. On April 12th, 1961, the Soviet Union reports the successful launch, orbit and reentry of the first man in space, Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin, pushing the Cold War into a space duel. But recent access to documents in the Kremlin archives reveal a story intended to be buried forever. Hosted by Elliott Gould. 90 minutes. Indican Pictures. $3.95

3716104 MAKING A SERIAL KILLER. Fullscreen. Get a chilling look at the most notorious serial killers in our nation’s history—some of them unsolved. Featuring interviews and commentary from leading criminal and sociology experts, this 13 part documentary series profiles everyone from Ted Bundy to Charles Manson and the Columbine shootings. In Color and B&W. $4.95

★ 689169X UNDERBELLY: Beneath the World of Porn. A feature documentary that explores the cultural film business, exploring the trials and tribulations of dozens of top female performers in the industry as they share their stories of success, failure and the constant struggle to be buried forever. Hosted by Elliott Gould. 90 minutes. Indican Pictures. $3.95

3757625 IT WAS A WONDERFUL LIFE. A riveting and powerful account of six women who are members of America’s most hidden homeless population. Narrated by Jodie Foster, this heart-wrenching film expertly captures the hardships growing “hidden homeless” population. Narrated by Jodie Foster. 70 minutes. Full Screen. $4.95

3890906 THE WOBBLIES. The Wobblies took to organizing unskilled workers into one big union and changing the course of history. And yet when they were on trial, they were accused of sedition and convicted of conspiracy with the primal forces of nature. In Hawaii’s National Parks, witness molten lava bubbling from the earth, catch a spectacular sunrise above the peaks, and explore the world of paradoxes of paradise. Get a touch of the tundra with Alaska’s Denali National Park, a land as rugged as it is magnificent. 106 minutes. Questar. $9.95

3799018 AN ORDINARY HERO: Wanda O’Jolea Mulholland. Joan Mulholland was 19 years old, growing up in the South Bronx, she had already participated in over three dozen sit-ins and protests when she was put on death row in Mississippi’s notorious Parchman Farm after joining the Freedom Riders. But that was just the beginning of an incredible true story that has captivated millions. CC $82. Bridgestone. $6.95

68811324 100 YEARS OF HORROR. Chronicles the history of movie horror from the unforgettable classics such as Dracula; Frankenstein; and The Mummy on to today’s terrifying fright films including Halloween; Poltergeist. Includes rare interviews with Vincent Price, Bela Lugosi, Boris Karloff and others. Hosted by Christopher Lee. Unrated. In Color and B&W. Nearly 11 hours on three DVDs. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

5861182 THE DA VINCI CODE: Where It All Began. Take us from the present to antiquity, this program reveals a real-life story so controversial it could change all of history. An unending search for医学 paintings, tomb and cryptic messages, researchers open the lid of an ancient mystery buried deep within the French village. 124 minutes. American Home Treasures. $5.95

★ 3873931 TRAIL OF TEARS: 36 Documentary Collection. This harrowing and compelling compilation of award-winning documentary programs chronicles the struggles of the Native Americans from their forced relocation known as the “Trail of Tears” to the current issues faced by America’s aboriginal peoples. The film follows James Earl Jones, James Garner, Wes Studi and more. In Color and B&W. Over 14 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $13.95

3757609 HUXLEY ON HUXLEY. Narrated by Peter Coyote and featuring interviews with his son John Huxley, and Michael Murphy, Nick Nolte and Ram Dass, this film offers a compelling glimpse of Laura Huxley’s life with her husband, Aldous Huxley, as well as the revolutionary mind that had a major influence on both American and contemporary cultural history. In Color and B&W. 58 minutes. Docurama. $4.95

3796994 O.J.: Made in America. It is the defining cultural tale of our time: a saga of race, celebrity, media, violence, and the criminal justice system. And two decades after its unforgettable climax, Huxley’s foibles are as fascinating as ever, and even, yes, develop new chapters. From award-winning director Ezra Edelman. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Also includes Blu-ray version. ESPN. Pub. at $33.95 $9.95

3685956 TAKE A TAIL TO HANDLE. Have you ever wondered what genuine vaudeville and burlesque shows were like? Well, wonder no more! Featuring strip-teers and baggy pants comedians alike, this film is the first of its kind, illustrated to transport you back in time to a golden age of entertainment. With appearances by Jean Carter, Dixie Evans, Leon DeVoe and Mannequin. In Color and B&W. 58 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95
3757757 QUESTIONING FAITH. All his life, award-winning filmmaker Macky Alston has believed in a merciful and benevolent God. The untimely death of a close friend and fellow seminary student, however, challenges Alston's deepest convictions. He initiates his film with the pressing question: how does one believe in a God after such a tragic human suffering? 84 minutes. Docurama. $2.95

3853063 PROOF. The Lee Harvey Oswald Conspiracy. Jim Marrs has spent more than 40 years investigating the assassination of President Kennedy. Join him as he uncovers the mystery discovered since that day in 1963, re-creating the truth about the secret agent who was framed as the president's killer. 81 minutes. TMW Media Group. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

3702429 THE REAL TOMB HUNTERS. History Channel follows some of the most daring archaeologists from around the world and details the dangers they face, from booby-trapped tombs to looted-filler jungles to angry villagers. There are no special effects, no stuntmen, and no take-backs—just real archaeologists staring down the face of danger in the name of discovery. 94 minutes. New Video.

3787641 JUPITER’S WIFE. Tells the fascinating story of Maggie, a homesteading woman living in New York City’s Central Park. In her forties, Maggie’s vibrant personality and unconventional persona attract the attention of acclaimed filmmaker Nicole Nogemonte, who accompanies Maggie as she wanders the park with her pack of dogs and enormous backpack. 78 minutes. Docurama. $2.95

3787652 FOLLOWING SEAN. Filmmaker Ralph Palmer has followed Sean—the boy who had been the subject of his 1969 documentary short—to find out what he’s like 30 years later. In visiting multiple family generations with their radically different ideas, about work, responsibility, and freedom, the film movingly probes the big questions we all face. 87 minutes. Docurama. $1.95

3882748 POISONED BY POLLOMUR: The Lithivenko Files. The dark secrets of the Kremelin unravel in this story of former KGB Agent Alexander Lithivenko, who was poisoned to death in London, England, November 2006. President Putin’s angry rejection of official explanations plunges Russia into the world wondering—Who poisoned Lithivenko? 105 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

3787571 STRANGE CULTURE. Only years after Hoffa, John C. Kurtz found himself detained as a suspected “bioterrorist,” as dozens of federal agents in Hazmat suits scoured his home, seizing his art materials, computers, manuscripts, and even his wife’s body. This film tells the story of how one man’s personal tragedy turns into persecution by a paranoid government.

3835199 A NEWSREEL HISTORY OF THE THIRD REICH 1-S. Compiled from German newsreels plundered by Russian troops in 1945, these propaganda films allow unique insight into how the period leading up to and including World War II was presented to the German people. Includes the massive re-armament of the German Army. The hours on five DVDs. Available at $29.95

3887263 THE VINYL REVIVAL. A fascinating documentary exploring the renaissance in all things vinyl. You hear from passionate new record shop owners as well as the musicians, writers and critics who have helped the format find new vitality and thrive. In addition, you get the perspective of musicians, music industry pundits and stories of how humble little record shops have shaped so many lives. 43 minutes. Winereworld. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

3757114 NO TOMORROW. Investigates the murder of Risa Bejarano, the principle subject of the filmmakers’ first film, Aging Out. About teens living in Lenard Greenberg’s Boys Club. This follow-up explores how the first documentary became the centerpiece of a chilling death penalty trial while taking viewers inside the case and the controversial subject of capital punishment. 86 minutes. Docurama. $13.95

3833422 BIBLE BOLDERS: Hunt Who Risked It All To Reveal The Earliest Bible Texts. Widescreen. A group of intrepid explorers set out to discover long-lost sections of the Books of the Bible and what they found would rock the foundations of Christianity. Join archaeologist and historian Dr. Jeff Rose as he follows the trail of these ancient texts and explores how the first documentary became the centerpiece of a chilling death penalty trial while taking viewers inside the case and the controversial subject of capital punishment. 86 minutes. Docurama. $13.95

3736296 BILL EVANS TIME REMEMBERED. This biographical film features interviews of Bill Evans, an American jazz pianist and composer, with interviews from Tony Bennett, Jack DeJohnette, Billy Taylor, Paul Motian, Pat Evans and more, including family and friends. Widescreen. 105 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

3785475 WILLIAM GIBSON: No Maps For These Territories. Generated entirely by a limo rigged with digital cameras, a computer, a TV, a stereo and a cell phone, Gibson’s journey is both an account of his life and work and a commentary on the world outside the car windows. Here, the man who coined the word “cyberspace” offers a unique perspective on Western culture at the edge of the new millennium. 88 minutes. Docurama. $2.95

3882756 PRECIOUS LIFE. Widescreen. An Israeli journalist confronts the personal ramifications of life in Gaza in this award-winning documentary about the conflict and the fight for the life of a child. The film explores the challenges and prejudices that must be overcome when people from competing nations attempt to come together for a great cause. In Hebrew.

3882438 ART & COPY. Widescreen. Director Doug Pray reveals the work and wisdom of some of the most influential advertising minds of our time. The film takes you inside the powerful machine of advertising and brings to light the profound advertising minds of our time. The film delves into the new-found resurgence of this overlooked sci-fi series.

3967517 ULTRASUEDE: In Search of Halston. Widescreen. A captivating glimpse into the rise and fall of America’s first celebrity designer—Halston—the man who was synonymous with fashion in the 1970s, and became the emperor of New York City nightlife. Includes interviews with Liza Minnelli, Billy Joel, Bob Calacello, Andre Leon Talley, among others. 94 minutes. New Video.

3757785 GRAY MATTER. In the spring of 2002, Joe Berlinger traveled to Vienna to witness the preserved brains of over 700 handicapped children. The victims had been murdered in a “euthanasia” clinic as part of Nazi occupied Austria. Members of the colored community entered the operation, acting as the Holocaust. The film chronicles the director’s search for the doctor responsible for these murders. 59 minutes. Docurama. $2.95

3591448 THE APOLOGY CHRONICLES. Pare, historians, and other experts paint a rich portrait of one of the most fascinating achievements in history. This definitive four-part documentary provides a provocative and entertaining analysis of the “apology tale”—a story about the people, the events, and the obstacles that comprised one of humanity’s greatest triumphs. Over three hours. Steve Rotfeld Productions. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
**Documentaries**

3847993 ECO-TERROSTOR: Battle for Our Planet. Follows world-renowned vigilante conservationist and "Whale whisperer" David Croll as he battles to save the planet and its oceans from a most dangerous enemy: mankind. You'll get an intimate look at shipboard life amongst the animal savors and see the magnificent sight of the Green Mountain 78 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

★ 3876007 DEATH AND MURDER. Explore epic tales of death, murder, paranormal hauntings and more in this film about strange happenings. Witness dozens of mysterious coffins that have been unearthed housing very well preserved but strangely dressed cadavers. And relive the frightening story of a ghost, and other unexplained mysteries. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

★ 3914089 WHATSOEVER MAY COME. Widescreen. At 34 years of age, Christian Vogel is about to fulfill his life’s dream. He gave up his job and apartment to fulfill a teenage dream— to go once around the earth on a motorbike. After 333 days of travel and trip of more than 50,000 kilometers through 22 countries, Vogel is telling his true story. Also included are a second DVD of bonus material. Not Rated. 122 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.55

★ 3821730 BACK TO NATURAL. Widescreen. This film provides audiences with a complex and global understanding of the ways in which race, identity, and hair are all related. Offering a compassionate view on one of the most sensitive Black hair issues and tensions in Holocaust memory. 76 minutes. As a bonus, a second film, Hitler’s Court also included. Dreamscapes Media. Pub. at $24.95 $13.95

★ 3887069 MEMORY AFTER Belsen. Widescreen. Follows the granddaughter of a Bergen-Belsen survivor on her journey to the place of her family’s destruction. Her visit with the Bergen-Belsen Memorial director serves as a vehicle for exploring issues and tensions in Holocaust memory. 76 minutes. As a bonus, a second film, Hitler’s Court also included. Dreamscapes Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 3892081 MARTIN CLUNES: Islands of America. Widescreen. Beginning in Hawaii, award-winning actor Martin Clunes captures the destruction caused by volcanoes firsthand before bear watching in Alaska, encountering seals in California’s Channel Islands, and wending up his journey along the East Coast. Join Martin on his quest to witness the wonders of America. English subtitles. 385 minutes. SDH. Over three hours. My Home. Pub. at $29.95 $15.95

★ 3882462 BLACK SUN. When assailants fire a line into the country of Papua New Guinea, the French army’s world is suddenly plunged into darkness. In this gripping documentary, we learn that the far-flung Montalembert narrates his long journey back from the abyss. 70 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

★ 390007X DELTA ZOO. Widescreen. The LIGHT for Lithuanian Independence in 1918 gave a select group of young men the chance to be heroes as members of a Special Forces Unit aimed at creating an independent Lithuania. This visually stunning and engrossing documentary tells the hidden story of the first ever Lithuanian Special Forces. Not Rated. In Lithuanian with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Indiegogo. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 3914172 YOU ARE NOT ALONE. Paul J. Boggia and Marietta Danon-Fryer embark on a journey through healing when they became part of the "You Are Not Alone" turtle mural project—a 66-foot turtle-shaped sculpture. You will be present to witness the therapeutic process of how art and collaboration of teamwork help heal youth on a path to healing. 45 minutes. Snowflake Video. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 3803112 FOOD CHAINS. Widescreen. From Fredrick and Eric Schlosser’s book The Fast Food Nation, comes a powerful and shocking documentary about who feeds our country. It's the rousing true story of one small group of workers overcoming corporate greed to end slavery and abuse in America’s fields. Narrated by Forest Whitaker. CC. 83 minutes. Screen Media Films. PRICE CUT to $1.95

3757706 NINE GOOD THINGS. When Brooklyn-born manhatrich “Nana” (Mary Mirhadi Livonese Cavalieri) was young, a gypsy prophesied that she’d live to be 96. With that ominous birthday looming near, director Alex Halpert set out to document the wondrous turn of fate that his grandmother, a fiercely independent spitfire, with an endless supply of hilarious homespun wisdom, in Color and B&W. 80 minutes, Docurama. PRICE CUT to $2.95

★ 3872882 AN IRISH STORY: This Is My Life. Widescreen. Thequest of an American Dream in an RV, The Black Donnellys (Dave Rooney and Dave Browne) embark on an adventure to sell a third Guinness World Record by playing 60 shows in all 50 U.S. states in just 40 days. These guitar-slinging, pint-drinking Irish immigrants connect with fans through music on a whirlwind road trip full of good times. 89 minutes. Vision Films. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $11.95

★ 3814017 WAYNE & SHUSTER TAKE AN AFFECTIONATE LOOK AT W.C. FIELDS, DVD. Video. $7.95

★ 382001X STEM CELLS: The Secret to Immortality. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 384076X BAD COMPANY. Official Authorized 40th Anniversary Documentary. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3840964 A WALK AROUND BROOKLYN. 379920 WAGWILDS: The Ultimate Railroad Experience. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


3757545 THE WAR TAPES. Docurama. $2.95

3757773 THE SAME RIVER TWICE. Docurama. $4.95

3769992 FAMILY NAME. Docurama. $3.95

2974142 A CENTURY OF FLIGHT: 100 Years of Aviation. Widescreen. Image Entertainment. 2935805 AIR POWER. CBS. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

3854794 A SKIN SO SOFT. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. $3.95

★ 3819531 TRANSGENDER NATION. WWWM. $14.95

★ 6556874 BUFFALO NATION: The Children Are Crying. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $13.95

★ 2855712 DECODING HITLER: Occultism and the Technology of the Third Reich. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

★ 3748561 FORGOTTEN HEROES: The Robert Hartsock Story. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $13.95

3925813 MY CLASSIC CAR: The Complete 2013 Season. My Classic Car. $9.95

★ 3711706 SOCIAL MEDIA APOCALYPSE. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 3763737 QUEEN ELIZABETH II: Reign Supreme. TMW Media Group. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

3841103 DARK MIRROR OF MAGICK: The Vassago Millennium Prophecy. Reality Entertainment. $11.95


**UFOs, Conspiracies & Mysteries**

3880655 ALIEN CONTACT: The Pascagoula UFO Encounter. Calvin Parker and Charles Hickson were abducted by aliens in 1973. Now eyewitnesses have emerged to tell the story of the horrifying encounter on that October night in Pascagoula, Mississippi. This is the alien abduction case that will change your mind about the alien presence. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

3893499 ATLANTIS: The Lost World. From great sea power of ancient times to realistic utopia, from Nazi propaganda to hero to ancient heroes, the alien agenda. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

3880753 A SECRET HISTORY: The Making of America. Is America truly the land of the free and the home of the brave? This eye-opening documentary uncovers the true history of the United States, exposing the occult origins of its signs and symbols, and revealing how Freemasonic and Illuminati secret societies are responsible for how we live our lives today. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

3882330 ALIEN CONTACT. Actual UFO encounters between Alien spacecraft and military pilots could be declassified by government and military officials as a means of convincing the public for impending disclosure of the ET presence on Earth. Experts will fulfill your insatiable curiosity about these visitors in this absent documentary. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

3883945 UFO CHRONICLES: Masters of Deception. Reveals insights into the UFO enigma and the alien presence on Earth and explores the role of global conspiracies in creating a world-government movement and how it influences the cover up of the UFO phenomenon today. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 3874964 ADOLPH HITLER’S GREAT ESCAPE. Based on the best-selling book Hitler in Argentina by Harry Cooper, this film tells the story of an escape of not only Adolf and Eva, but also Martin Bormann, Jose Mengele, Adolf Eichmann, and others. Cooper also reveals Germany’s Wonder Weapons. 90 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 3893553 UFO CHRONICLES: Masters of Deception. Reveals insights into the UFO enigma and the alien presence on Earth and explores the role of global conspiracies in creating a world-government movement and how it influences the cover up of the UFO phenomenon today. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/830
UFOs, Conspiracies & Mysteries

- **380877X** UFO CHRONICLES: Aliens on Earth. Lt. Colonel (USAF Ret.) Weinman was one of the world's most highly regarded UFO researchers. He tells us of his experiences involving extraterrestrials, the history of various U.S. military special programs and reveals numerous caching of the sighting and recovery of Alien craft. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **380879** NOSTRADAMUS: Future Tense. There are some people that leave behind legends so famous that they are remembered for generations. Nostradamus will be remembered by many as a prophet and seer. Others will remember him as a con-artist. Welcome to the world's most famous and infamous prophet. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **371154** BIGFOOT IN EUROPE: Sasquatch Encounters Abroad. Bigfoot is not exclusive to North America. The creature has been reported for hundreds of years in Parts of Europe and Asia. In this remarkable film, we journey to Europe to uncover a fascinating tale of Bigfoot not only as being strange but being real. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **381944** ALIENS DOWN UNDER. Australia is the new hotspot for weird phenomena and UFO sightings. Here we take our UFO sightings into unexplored waters of who have ever met, yet their stories all claim similar encounters which will shock you to the core! 83 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

- **380870** UFO CHRONICLES: Cosmic Watergate. After half a century of investigation, Stanton Friedman, a former nuclear physicist, is convinced that not only are UFOs real, the government has known about them since 1947. Here, Friedman explores the layers to the conspiracy regarding the UFO presence on Earth. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

American History

- **388146** FLASHBACK: Events That Shaped America. This premium collection pays tribute to the men and women who shaped the course of American history. Take a journey back through time with the film Flashback: 50 Events That Shaped America, charting milestones both glorious and tragic. The excitement continues with a 28-page book highlighting the event, plus a commemorative poster and membrabilacas postcards. In Color and B&W. 100 minutes. Go Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

- **376117** MARCH TO FREEDOM. From the first steps of the colonists to today, African Americans have endured a 400-year struggle for life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. This powerful story unfolds in this 14-part documentary series, woven together with historic reenactments, expert interviews, and moving first-hand accounts. In Color and B&W. 16 hours on 4 DVDs. Mill Creek. $3.95

- **391389** THE BABY BOOM YEARS, 1960. Presents a definitive collection of music, news, fashion, fads, and kitsch from the year 1960. Includes musical, sporting and fashion moments such as the Beatles debut in Hamburg, Germany; Bill Mazeroski becoming the first person to end a World Series with a home run, and the short-haired bison. Available in Color & B&W. 30 minutes. S more Entertainment. Pub. at $7.98 $6.95

- **388156** MARK TWAIN’S AMERICA. This special collector’s edition includes photos and footage from private collections and stunning atmospheric shots taken inside Graceland. English SDH. Over three hours. Sony/Pictures. $12.95

- **38974X** ELVIS PRESLEY: The Searcher. Widescreen. He was a boy from Tupelo who grew up to become the biggest star in music. Along the way, he absorbed a staggering range of influences, creating a revolutionary sound in his lifelong search for freedom in the world of rock and roll. This complete edition includes photos from his life. 90 minutes. S more Entertainment. Pub. at $7.98 $6.95

Sports

- **388157** STEELERS: Road to XL. In this unforgettable four-DVD set, relive the incredible rise of the Steelers’ magic carpet ride. From the bouncing of the Bengals, to Big Ben’s miracle tackle, to Willie Parker’s breakaway dash, this film brings you the televised broadcast of each post-season victory, with play by play from the Steelers’ radio team. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. S more Entertainment. Pub. at $15.95 $13.95

- **377576** A FOOTBALL LIFE: Season 2. Fox Sports, the NFL Network, and ESPN Sports Center present the first season of the hit NFL Network series. Featuring coaches, stars, and TV, the genre-defying Police Academy returns with a self-deprecating and topical instant comedy classic. English SDH. 57 minutes. E One. $14.95

- **388147** A FOOTBALL LIFE: Barry Sanders. Widescreen. NFL Films combines revealing interviews with Sanders’ thrilling action footage to create a unique and revealing landmark film which provides answers to the riddle of Sanders’ sudden departure. This is a must-have for any pro football fan, 57 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. Pub. at $15.95 $13.95

- **379089** BOBCAT: You Don’t Look the Same Either. Widescreen. Filmed live and uncensored, Bobcat takes the audience on a hilarious journey. Riffing on politics, divorce and his career as a director of film and TV, the genre-defying Police Academy returns with a self-deprecating and topical instant comedy classic. English SDH. 57 minutes. E One. $14.95

- **385312** CLINT EASTWOOD: The Man Behind the Gaze of Steel. More than a showcase of one of the cinema’s greatest icons, Clint Eastwood has captured the public’s imagination. This documentary delves into the man behind the tight-lipped mask, and looks at Eastwood’s impressive body of work, including directing, and his influence on the film industry. 46 minutes. WMA Entertainment. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

- **381920** THE REAL AMERICAN: Joe McCarthy. This informational film depicts the incredible rise from House minority leader to television “commie” hunting demagogue. Blinded by his desire to be “the number one guy in Washington,” McCarthy took up misguided battles with the Army, the State Department, the CIA and even the President himself—until all took measures to stop him. In B&W and Color. 100 minutes. Corin Films. Pub. at $24.95 $15.95

- **380899** NEIL ARMSTRONG: Small Step. Neil Armstrong, the American astronaut, who died aged 82, cemented a unique place in the history of mankind by becoming the first person to walk on the moon. This documentary pays tribute to the man, a reluctant hero, the mission, seeing impossible—the moon, the unknown. 46 minutes. WMA Media Group. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

- **278597** HARRY & MEGHAN: A Very Modern Romance. This one-hour special explores the social background that makes this romantic meeting seem ingeniously in line with the modern British Royal Family. It explores the remarkable lives of actress Meghan Markle and Prince Harry, who has broken out of the royal straitjacket with the help of his royal dignity. 60 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

- **378159** KENNEDY: THE LEGACY: An Unauthorized Story, TMW Media Group. Pub. at $17.95 $7.95

- **388155** THE BABY BOOM YEARS, 1960. Presents a definitive collection of music, news, fashion, fads, and kitsch from the year 1960. Includes musical, sporting and fashion moments such as the Beatles debut in Hamburg, Germany; Bill Mazeroski becoming the first person to end a World Series with a home run, and the short-haired bison. Available in Color & B&W. 30 minutes. S more Entertainment. Pub. at $7.98 $6.95

- **385627** Mark Twain’s America. W arner. $3.95
Adult DVD

- **3695435 THE YOUNG SEDUCERS 2. Widescreen.** The name of the game here is young damsels who lock their sites on their older male sexual conquers and go to lengths to get them to come to them: they do—in every position and in every location within staggering distance. Not Rated. 81 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

- **3653787 SUMMER HEAT.** Phillip has been sent to spend the summer with his relatives at their country estate. Plenty of outdoor activities await, but everything else takes a backseat when Phillip discovers the keyhole to his attractive aunt’s bedroom. His lust becomes too much to handle, and he careens toward a sizzling climax set in summer heat. 71 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

- **2827998 CALENDAR GIRLS.** Widescreen. Swiss sex-fest featuring his comely Swedish starlet Ingrid Steeger in all sorts of compromising, carnal positions. Unrated. 85 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $11.95

- **983997 I'M NOT MARRIED.** Widescreen. Two 1970s tales following one teenaged girl’s sexual evolution. In Erotic Adventures of Candy, the virginal Candy’s sexual curiosity leads her from one steamy encounter to the next. Candy’s adventures continue in Erotic Adventures of Betsy, where the search for fame and fortune devolves into carnal debauchery. 79 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98. $17.95


- **6616038 THE RIBALD TALES OF CANTERBURY.** Widescreen. Collects two of the last big-budget X-rated films to receive X-ratings before the addition of an R rating in 1983. In Ribald Tales of Canterbury, 15th-century British knights share their fantastic and absurd stories of sexual conquest. Then, in a Study, a struggling DJ realizes that when he listens to the sex tapes he hears are the sounds of sex. 167 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $17.95

- **6743781 DI JAY HOLLYWOOD STAR.** Widescreen. Private investigator Nick Popodopolis (John Leslie) has a problem: his muse, the comely Swedish starlet Ingrid Steeger must throw the sex party to end all sex parties in Full Moon. $11.95

- **6591309 REAL NAUGHTY HOUSEWIVES 2.** Widescreen. Reinventing herself with a new hair and a new body, Jackie (Holly Sampson) takes the adult film industry by storm. And when she discovers another tempting ingenue in young Zoe, Jackie makes her an unlikely competition to advance Zoe’s career. But much to their surprise, her lustful desires take a turn the rave to fame, fortune and a whole lot of fun. Unrated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

- **295091X LINDA.** Betsy Norman is quite happy in her job as a receptionist at a seedy Spanish hotel. Little does she know that her boss has another lucrative business, a world-renowned brothel. One day Betsy is drugged and forced to work as a sex slave to advertise the place. With Candie Evans, Bunny Bleu, Ron Jeremy, and John Holmes. Unrated. 85 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $11.95

- **6060876 STUDIO Synopsis:**

  - **5971268 BOILING DESIRES/Love Champions.** Widescreen. A steamy double feature of 80s erotic by director Carlos Tobalina. Inexperienced Leslie gets an education in carnal fulfillment in Boiling Desires. Then, Love Champions welcomes you into a sex therapy camp where unsatisfied couples can live out their fantasies. With Candie Evans, Bunny Bleu, Lon Jeramy, Crystal Breeze and others. Unrated. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98. $17.95

  - **6516054 TOO NAUGHTY TO SAY NO.** Widescreen. For the beautiful, young Catholic schoolgirl Betty Angel (a fun-filled weekend with Antonio Banderas) stars as the world’s best seductress. With Candie Evans, Bunny Bleu, Lon Jeramy, Crystal Breeze and others. Unrated. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98. $17.95

- **6743773 ABDUCTION OF AN AMERICAN PLAYGIRL/WINTER HEAT.** Widescreen. Two 1970s erotic thrillers. In Abduction of an American Playgirl, two hedonistic young men abduct a young woman. In Winter Heat, a physician’s daughter is kidnapped and subject to their carnal desires. But much to their surprise, her lustful urges eclipse their own. In Winter Heat, a poet the sex party to end all sex parties in Full Moon. $11.95
**658446** PUSSYCAT RANCH/HERE COMES THE BRIDE. Widescreen. Two erotic classics from one of the maverick filmmakers of N.Y.C’s sepsotino scene, John Christensen. Arcadia Lake and Eric Edwards are featured here in these classic works of the 1980s. Two brothers bet each other on which female secrets he will uncover after each other. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

**398609** 2 PRETTY PEACHES. Adult pomotional. 2 sexy peachy 1960s skin flicks. The film shows two talented actresses that make their first appearances on screen in these classic works. The first one is called "Pretty Peach 1" and the second one is called "Pretty Peach 2." Both films are filled with erotic and seductive scenes that are sure to mesmerize viewers. 175 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.98

**2985386** CALENDAR GIRLS 2. Widescreen. Also known as "The Bed Hostess and Hostess in Heat," this film stars the pornographic industry veterans, Karin Holms, and Krissy Lynn. The film follows a group of women who work at a Flushing strip club and decide to band together to make a movie. The film is set in New York City and is filled with explicit scenes of sex and nudity. 86 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

**3434710** GIRL-A-GO-GO: Nudie Cutie Classics from the 1950s and 1960s. Presents a sensational selection of 10 stripper shorts from the 1950s and 1960s. A wild, wild ride through the heyday of the strip tease. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $13.95

**6583377** DRACULA SUCKS. Widescreen. At an exclusive sanitarium, patients are acting differently and being found with mysterious bites in their necks. Visiting professor Van Helsing (Reggie Nalder) believes it to be the work of vampires. When Count Dracula (Jamie Gillis) sets his eyes on the beautiful Mina (Annette Haven), this X-rated 70s classic really shows its teeth. 95 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98

**674382X** PURELY PHYSICAL/CATHOUSE FEVER. A double feature of 1980s erotica. In Purely Physical, a young woman finds herself trapped in the night club of a seedy motel—a motel that caters exclusively to sexual deviants. Cathouse Fever follows college coeds who turn to prostitution as a way to becoming a sex star? The story comes to life in this intimate and revealing film, following her sexual transformation from prudish college girl to insatiably lusty woman to big screen sensation. Not rated. 76 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $17.95


**5712984** SHERLICK HOLMES/REUNION. Widescreen. The critical factory that is Taurus Productions presents two sex-filled mysteries from the mid-'70s. The world’s greatest detective gets a raunchy twist in the torrid time-travel tale Sherlock Holmes. Three Square Classics are tricked into a weekend of sexual revenge in Reunion. Stars Bree Anthony, Harry Reems, Annie Sprinkle and others. Not rated. 144 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

**6799787** YOUNG GIRLS DO. Widescreen. Erica Boyer was one of the biggest names in mid-'80s erotic cinema. But white did she do? She did show how to make a way to becoming a sex superstar? The story comes to life in this intimate and revealing film, following her sexual transformation from prudish college girl to insatiably lusty woman to big screen sensation. Not rated. 76 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $17.95

**6583458** THE ULTIMATE PLEASURE/A I AM ALWAYS READY. Widescreen. Two of the best erotic exploitation cinema from the 70s. The Ultimate Pleasure, a flattering couple visits a psychiatrist to rekindle their sexual fire. In I Am Always Ready, a wealthy woman fills in for the world's first female escort. 55 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

**6583456** THE ULTIMATE PLEASURE/ A I AM ALWAYS READY: Drive-In Collection. Two classic skin flicks from the underground sexploitation and sleaze! After being brutally assaulted by a group of men, a young prostitute is taken in by a sect of beautiful women who worship the goddesses in The Vixens of Kung Fu. Madame Blue runs an underground white slave trade operation in an apartment beneath a Chinese restaurant in Oriental Blue. 155 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.98

**6698352** THE SINFUL PLEASURES OF REVEREND STAR/KINKY TRICKS/CHINA LUST. Widescreen. Three adult films from sex-ploitation cinema of the 70s. Two brothers bet each other on which female secrets he will uncover after each other. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

**6505084** LADIES NIGHT/HER WICKED WAYS. Widescreen. The Lewis Brothers present two hot and heavy capers starring the biggest names in '80s erotic. An unsatisfied housewife enjoys a wild night on the town. When her randy husband dies, she finds herself bumbling with the erotic tricks of cash-hungry victimes in Her Wicked Ways. Not rated. 154 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

**1666647** ROBINS NEST/BELLA: Peekarama. From Alex DeRenzy comes one of the most hot and heavy capers starring the biggest names in '80s erotic. An unsatisfied housewife enjoys a wild night on the town. When her randy husband dies, she finds herself bumbling with the erotic tricks of cash-hungry victimes in Her Wicked Ways. Not rated. 154 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

**6748284** THE VIXENS OF KUNG-FU/ORIENTAL BLUE: Drive-In Collection. Two classic skin flicks from the underground sexploitation and sleaze! After being brutally assaulted by a group of men, a young prostitute is taken in by a sect of beautiful women who worship the goddesses in The Vixens of Kung Fu. Madame Blue runs an underground white slave trade operation in an apartment beneath a Chinese restaurant in Oriental Blue. 155 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.98

**5712984** SHERLICK HOLMES/REUNION. Widescreen. The critical factory that is Taurus Productions presents two sex-filled mysteries from the mid-'70s. The world’s greatest detective gets a raunchy twist in the torrid time-travel tale Sherlock Holmes. Three Square Classics are tricked into a weekend of sexual revenge in Reunion. Stars Bree Anthony, Harry Reems, Annie Sprinkle and others. Not rated. 144 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

**6799779** VELVET HIGH/SUMMERTIME BLUE. Widescreen. Two forgotten gems of '70s and '80s erotic. Velvet High follows the "sexploits" of the world’s greatest detective gets a raunchy twist in the torrid time-travel tale. In Summertime Blue, three square classics are tricked into a weekend of sexual revenge in Reunion. Stars Bree Anthony, Harry Reems, Annie Sprinkle and others. Not rated. 144 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

**6583454** THE ULTIMATE PLEASURE/A I AM ALWAYS READY: Drive-In Collection. Two classic skin flicks from the underground sexploitation and sleaze! After being brutally assaulted by a group of men, a young prostitute is taken in by a sect of beautiful women who worship the goddesses in The Vixens of Kung Fu. Madame Blue runs an underground white slave trade operation in an apartment beneath a Chinese restaurant in Oriental Blue. 155 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.98

**6583452** THE ULTIMATE PLEASURE/A I AM ALWAYS READY: Drive-In Collection. Two classic skin flicks from the underground sexploitation and sleaze! After being brutally assaulted by a group of men, a young prostitute is taken in by a sect of beautiful women who worship the goddesses in The Vixens of Kung Fu. Madame Blue runs an underground white slave trade operation in an apartment beneath a Chinese restaurant in Oriental Blue. 155 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.98

**6583450** THE ULTIMATE PLEASURE/A I AM ALWAYS READY: Drive-In Collection. Two classic skin flicks from the underground sexploitation and sleaze! After being brutally assaulted by a group of men, a young prostitute is taken in by a sect of beautiful women who worship the goddesses in The Vixens of Kung Fu. Madame Blue runs an underground white slave trade operation in an apartment beneath a Chinese restaurant in Oriental Blue. 155 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.98

**6583452** THE ULTIMATE PLEASURE/A I AM ALWAYS READY: Drive-In Collection. Two classic skin flicks from the underground sexploitation and sleaze! After being brutally assaulted by a group of men, a young prostitute is taken in by a sect of beautiful women who worship the goddesses in The Vixens of Kung Fu. Madame Blue runs an underground white slave trade operation in an apartment beneath a Chinese restaurant in Oriental Blue. 155 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.98
**TV Drama**

**3761096 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN: The Complete Third Season.** Fullscreen. An angel as down to earth as he is divine, Jonathan Smith has only one goal: to help others reach higher ground. Backed by the "Boss" and blessed with otherworldly powers, he touches troubled lives across America. Mira Sorvino, Art LaFleur, and Victor French. Collects all 25 Season Three episodes. English SDH. Over seven hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95.

**3761274 WORLD WAR II: When the Guns Roared.** widescreen. Michael Caine, Bob Hoskins, John Lithgow and Ed Begley Jr. deliver towering performances in this award-winning miniseries event. At the height of World War II, Walt Company was one of the world's most powerful leaders—Franklin D. Roosevelt, Winston Churchill and Joseph Stalin—clash as the final strategies of WWII hang in the balance. Three hour. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

**3885674 BATES MOTEI: Season Two.** widescreen. In the aftermath of Miss Watson's murder, Norman's (Freddie Highmore) innocence is buried. Murder blackouts, suspicious characters, and his strange behavior. Meanwhile Norma (Vera Farmiga) faces dark truths of her own when family secrets begin to unravel. Collects all 10 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over seven hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $39.95.

**3722880 REIGN: The Complete Second Season.** widescreen. It's not easy being queen! As France's sons go from children as they face the growing pains of life, love and family. Stretching their love from their inner circle into the greater community, the Camdens share uplifting episodes that make this series one of TV's most beloved dramas. Nearly 66 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Sold Out.

**3798177 GHOST WHISPERER: The Complete First Season.** widescreen. Melinda Gordon is a young newwldied with the unique gift to communicate with spirits of people who have died. The dead seek her help as they try to solve their own mysteries. Despite her fear, compassion compels her to help these spirits. Collects all 22 Season One episodes. Sixteen hours on 6 DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $29.95.

**3705056 BATER MOTEI: Season Four.** widescreen. As Norman (Freddie Highmore) continues to spiral out of control, Norma's (Vera Farmiga) desperation to help her son amplifies. Growing in power and paranoia, Norman goes to great lengths to find Norman the professional help he needs. Collects all 10 Season Four episodes. English SDH. Over seven hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $19.95.

**2979344 THE ATENA/SHIRE: Strikes! Studio One Drama.** Two early teleplays by Rod Serling, written specially for Studio One. In The Arena, a senator must decide whether to expose a scandal or destroy the career of his father's political rival, or keep quiet to create an ally. In The Strike, an army major in the Korean War is forced to issue an order that will result in the death of his men in order for the army to save hundreds. In B&W. 90 minutes. E1 Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95.

**368802X HUMAN CARGO.** A critically acclaimed, dramatic six-part mini-series set in the world of the Canadian refugee system, integrating the terrorism and the anarchy of one of Africa’s most vicious civil wars. Stars Kate Nelligan, Nicholas Campbell and Cara Pifko. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Mongrel Media. Pub. at $39.95.

**2900637 MR SELFRIDGE: Season 4.** widescreen. London, 1928. Nine years have passed and Harry Selfridge is at the pinnacle of his wealth and celebrity, enjoying the frenzy of the opening 20s in this bustling world. Harry is splashing his cash in an unprecedented, dangerous way. As creditors close in, can Harry seal the deal that will save Selfridges for another 4. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $69.95.

**3756503 DR. 90210: The Complete First Season.** A unique glimpse into the world of cosmetic surgery and the lives of the top plastic surgeons in Beverly Hills. Shows first hand what goes on behind the scenes of the doctors who live this Beverly Hills lifestyle and the people who take on the emotional journey of plastic surgery. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. Hart Sharp. Pub. at $19.96.

**3929795 JOAN OF ARCADIA: The First Season.** widescreen. Amber Tamblyn is Joan Girardi, a typical 16-year-old facing the trials and tribulations of teen-hood. But when she and her family (Joe Mantegna, Mary Steenburgen, Jason Ritter and Michael Welch) relocate to Arcadia, her life changes forever. S01 starts paying her visits. All 23 Season One Episodes. CC. 3 DVD. Paramount. Pub. at $39.98.

**3738004 ALL CREATURES GREAT & SMALL: The Complete Series 4 Collection.** Fullscreen. Series Four continues the story of James Herriot (Christopher Timothy), his wife Helen (Lynda Bellingham) and their volatile but warm-hearted partner, Siegfried Farnon (Robert Hardy). The setting is the early 1930s and the Dalray team are about to go bankrupt. Set in Appleby, Cumbria, in the north of England after WWI. Includes all 10 Series Four episodes. Nine hours on 3 DVDs. BBC.

**8331574 MAMMOM.** widescreen. In this gripping series, reporter Peter Veras’s investigation into multinational fraud involving Norway’s political and financial elite reveals that the drive and greed for worldly treasures still� motivates people in all seats of power, financial, political, and journalistic. In Norwegian with English subtitles. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. Mtr. Pub. at $39.95.

**2900629 MR SELFRIDGE: Season 3.** widescreen. To destroy the galley's reputation, and to save her own family secrets begin to unravel. Collects all 10 Season Three episodes. English SDH. Over seven hours on three DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $69.95.

**3831590 MISS FRIMAN’S WAR.** widescreen. Meet the courageous group of women brave enough to take on both the male ruling classes of the day and a corrupt food industry. They open Swedish Homes, a grocery cooperative that sells unspoiled local foods at affordable prices. This all-male association fights back any dirty way they can. Includes Seasons 1-4. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. Pub. at $39.95.

**3910202 THE WEISSENSEE SAGA: Season 1.** widescreen. A sweeping family saga of conflicting loyalties, betrayal, love and hope, set in 1980s East Berlin. Martin, the youngest son of Stasi officer Uwe Kockisch, has become a dissident singer—their love affair setting events into motion which affect both families over a turbulent decade. Includes all 6 Season One episodes. In German with English subtitles. Four hours on 3 DVDs. Mtr. Pub. at $39.95.

**378110X HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN: The Complete Second Season.** Fullscreen. Blessed with spiritual powers, Jonathan Smith is now his true modernday angel. Gordon travel from town to town to help the homeless, comfort the sick and reunite broken families. Collects all 24 Season Two episodes. Stars Michael Madsen and Lyle Lovett. Over 18 hours on four DVDs. Pub. at $59.95.

**3793889 GIOVANNI FALCONE: The Judge/Borsellino, the 57 Days.** widescreen. The Judge is the real-life story of one of Sicily’s bravest sons, Giovanni Falcone, who stood up to the Mafia, risking the lives of his family and friends. In Borsellino, the 57 Days Luzza Zingaretti stars as Judge Giovanni Falcone, who in 1992 was murdered while investigating the Mafia. In Borsellino, a marked man as he continued the work in which he and his friend Falcone began. 99 minutes. Both in Italian with English subtitles. Two DVDs. Mtr. Pub. at $29.95.

**3784835 BORGEN: Season 1.** widescreen. Denmark’s blockbuster political drama, Borgen explores the insular world of high-stakes Danish politics. Sidse Babett Knudsen stars as Birgitte Nyborg, a daughter of a wealthy Danish businessman who becomes prime minister of Denmark through a political fluke and has to quickly learn the ways of power. Includes ten episodes. In Danish with English subtitles. Ten hours on 4 DVDs. Mtr. Pub. at $39.95.

**3784842 A CASE OF CONSCIENCE: Series One.** widescreen. Sebastianio Somma plays Rocco Tasca, a hot-shot lawyer for a firm that’s made a fortune advancing the interests of the Mafia. He’s also a man in the process of losing his soul. A shaken Rocco leaves the firm as well as his ambitious girlfriend and starts arguing cases on behalf of the underdogs, regaining his soul. Includes six episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Seven hours on 4 DVDs. Mtr. Pub. at $39.95.

**3910705 ACQUIRED: Season One.** widescreen. The story follows Aksel Borgen, a Norwegian business man who has made a fortune during his 20 years in Asia, having left his native town after being acquitted of the murder of his high school sweetheart, and then returning to fix the underdog business. Includes all 10 Season One episodes. In Norwegian with English subtitles. Over seven hours on 3 DVDs. Mtr. Pub. at $39.95.

**3793818 THE CHURCHMEN: Season 1.** widescreen. In this hit drama, a Catholic priest and his candidate for the priesthood arrive at Paris’ illustrious Capuchin Seminary to begin their training. They come from wildly different backgrounds, and their experiences will take their voices and choices to the cross tested. Includes all 8 Season One episodes. In French with English subtitles. Over six hours on 3 DVDs. Mtr. Pub. at $39.95.
**TV Drama**

- **3910121 CORP + ANAM: Seasons 1 + 2.** Widescreen. Set in contemporary Ireland, this gritty Celtic crime drama follows the professional and personal lives of its characters as they solve cases, battle within their families, and fight to stay alive. Over six hours on 3 DVDs. Mtrz. Pub. at $39.95
- **3758282 CRIME STORIES: Widescreen.** Old-time three-shooter Frederick Leonard is the ultimate defense lawyer: experienced, astute, well-spoken and aggressive when he needs to be. Based on the popular book of the same name by Ferdinand von Schirach, Leonard takes on clients with single-minded intent to defend them within the law. Includes six episodes. In German with English subtitles. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. Mtrz. Pub. at $39.95

**3793907 THE LEGACY.** Widescreen. Mtrz. Pub. at $29.95

- **2898160 SCARLETT.** Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98
- **3803708 SOPHIA LOREN: My House Is Full of Mirrors.** Widescreen. Vanguart.

**SOLD OUT**

- **3851907 DOMINION: Season One.** Widescreen. Universal. Mtrz. Pub. at $7.95

- **2962322 THE CASUAL VACANCY.** Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. Mtrz. Pub. at $2.95
- **3748642 PAN AM: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98
- **2943253 FEAR THE WALKING DEAD: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Anchor Bay. Mtrz. Pub. at $3.95

- **3783820 AMERICAN HORROR STORY: Seasons 1 & 2.** Widescreen. 20th Century Fox

**SOLD OUT**

- **6989055 TURN—WASHINGTON’S SPIES: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Anchor Bay. Mtrz. Pub. at $29.95
- **2926507 SYDNEY SHELDON’S NOTHING LASTS FOREVER.** Fullscreen. CBS. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**
- **2969647 THE GOOD WIFE: Seasons 1-4.** Widescreen. Paramount. Mtrz. Pub. at $17.95
- **684848 THE TWILIGHT SAGA EXTENDED EDITIONS.** Widescreen. Summit.

- **1853335 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $96.98
- **2932873 DYNASTY: Seasons 1-4.** Fullscreen. Paramount. Mtrz. Pub. at $19.95

- **206990X JAMESTOWN: The Complete Seasons 1 & 2.** Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $49.99

- **2900351 THE BRONX IS BURNING.** Fullscreen. Genius Entertainment. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**TV Crime Solvers**

- **3793850 THE EAGLE—A CRIME ODYSSEY: Season 1.** Widescreen. Nicknamed the “Eagle” for his unerring intuition, detective Hallgrímur Hallgrímsson excels at one thing above all — crime. Together with his team of experts they take on the infiltration of organized crime into the state institutions, banks and social strata of Europe and Scandinavia. Includes all 8 Season One episodes. In Danish with English subtitles. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Mtrz. Pub. at $24.95

- **3850862 THE ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES.** Widescreen. Complete Character to the End. Sherlock Holmes is the epitome of the dynamic detective! This black and white series from the 1950s brought a fresh take on the world’s greatest consulting detective to British television. This was a more laid-back Holmes with a smart sense of humor and a twinkle in his eye. Collects 39 complete episodes from the First Season. Stars Ronald Howard. Over 16 hours on ten DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Mtrz. Pub. at $7.95

- **3803139 FORENSIC FILES: Kidnapping Cases.** Fullscreen. When people go missing — no longer just a puzzle for the investigators turn to forensic science to help them see what the witnesses missed. Gathered here are 12 episodes of the popular true crime series. Includes Evidence; Innocence Lost; Kidnapped; Last Will; Van-ished; and A Woman Scorned. Six hours on 2 DVDs. TGG. Pub. at $12.98

- **3856009 FORENSIC FILES: Crimes of Passion.** Jealousy, greed and deceit lead to unimaginable acts of violence which only forensics can solve. This set contains 12 episodes from the popular TV show, including As The Tide Tums, Crash Course; Dirty Laundry; Hell’s Kitchen; Academy School Ambush; and Web of Seduction. Six hours on 2 DVDs. TGG. Pub. at $12.98

- **290038X MAGNUM PI: The Complete Second Season.** Fullscreen. Buckley up for more action-packed adventure with all 22 Season Two episodes of the Emmy Award-winning series, Tom Selleck is television’s most charismatic detective, and he’s back in his slick Ferrari cruising the streets of one cool Hawaii. Beautiful girls, hot cars, and of course Higgins, T.C. and Rick are all here in this sizzling set. Over 18 hours on three double-sided DVDs. Universal. Mtrz. Pub. at $9.95

- **3855798 FOREVER KNIGHT, PART ONE.** Fullscreen. The undead are unleashed for the second season of the sexy and stylish vampire horror series, starring Gerard Wyn Davies as Nick Knight, a 13th-century vampire working as a police detective in modern-day Toronto. Collects all 22 Season One episodes. Over 17 hours on five DVDs. Columbia. Pub. at $26.99

- **3748588 HART TO HART: Movies Are Murder Collection.** Fullscreen. Everyone’s favorite crime-solver couple return in eight feature-length mysteries: Home Is Where the Hart Is; Crimes of the Hart; Old Friends Never Die; Secrets of the Hart; Two Harts in Three Quarter Time; Harts in High Season; Do Us a Hart; Stars Robert Wagner and Stefanie Powers. Over 12 Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98

- **6584349 SHERLOCK HOLMES: The Eligible Bachelor.** Jeremy Brett, “the definitive Holmes” (Chicago Sun-Times), joins his faithful cohort Dr. Watson in this spellbinding episode. Ten hours on 3 DVDs. Mtrz. Pub. at $39.95

- **3915638 TV’s COPS & PRIVATE EYES: Television Classics.** In the Golden Age of Television, almost every night there was a new mystery to be solved. Collects all 22 Season; Home Is Where the Hart Is; Crimes of the Hart; Will; Van-ished; Evidence; Innocence Lost; Kidnapped; Last Town; Dreams from Snow; Among the Fearful; The Ramblin’ Boy; Intelligent Design. Includes six episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Over ten hours on 2 DVDs. TGG. Pub. at $12.98

**SOLD OUT**

- **3956554 MURDER ON THE OCEAN LINER.** Widescreen. When a string of murders on the luxurious Orient Express, Hercule Poirot (David Suchet) meets Samuel Ratchett, an unsavory businessman who fears for his life. Not caring for the man or his money, Poirot’s determined to protect him. But when Ratchett is murdered, the detective is determined to find the culprit. 93 minutes. Mtrz. Pub. at $19.95

- **3831477 AGENCY HAMILTON.** Classic British series stars as Swedish super-spy Carl Hamilton in a pair of hard-hitting action thrillers based on the classic espionage novels by Jan Guillou. From the author of Peter Wijk’s adventures around the world, from Afghanistan to Africa and beyond. Includes In The Interest of the Nation and But Not If It Concerns Your Daughter. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. Mtrz. Pub. at $29.95

- **3793915 MARIE’S MIND FOR MURDER.** Set One. Widescreen. Inspector Marie Brand’s nondescript looks belie phenomenal abilities. Her savant thinking is beyond logic. When people go missing, she’s called in to consult on a difficult case. Includes two episodes: Vendetta and the Anonymous Venetian. In German with English subtitles. 176 minutes on two DVDs. Mtrz. Pub. at $29.95

- **3784851 COMMISSARIO BRUNETTI: Episodes 1 & 2.** Widescreen. Venice provides the backdrop for the lush Italian adaptations of Donna Leon’s bestselling crime novels, which feature the singular Commissario Guido Brunetti, fine cuisine, and crime investigations in one of Europe’s most mysterious cities. Joachim Kerl stars as Brunetti. Includes two episodes: Vendetta and the Anonymous Venetian. In German with English subtitles. 176 minutes on two DVDs. Mtrz. Pub. at $29.95

- **381620 PALERMO CONNECTION.** Widescreen. When a string of murders involving more than Sicily’s water suppliers begins to terrorize the residents of Palermo, Angelo Falcone, a high-flying ball-busting cop is the man in charge of catching the culprits. The main problem is how to tackle the Mafia who’s behind the killings—a nearly suicidal mission. Includes six episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Ten hours on 3 DVDs. Adults only. Mtrz. Pub. at $39.95

- **3793834 CRIMES OF PASSION.** Widescreen. Based on the classic mystery novels by Maria Lang and featuring Ola Fjellström, the collection follows a young criminologist who deduces the motives of hard-hitting action thrillers based on the original UK edition. English SDH. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. P.S.B. Pub. at $29.99

- **395342 DONNA DETECTIVE: Season 1.** Widescreen. When Senior Detective Lisa Milani requests a desk job in a small town outside of Rome, she’s charged with keeping the peace and entire investigative squad. Now she must solve cases involvingserial killers and other deadly criminals, while juggling her family life. Includes six episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Over eight hours on three DVDs. Mtrz. Pub. at $39.95
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TV Crime Solvers

- **3784924 THE YOUNG MONTALBANO**: Episodes 1-3. Widescreen. Before Detective Salvo Mancuso became the head of a band and mature chief detective we already know, he was just Salvo, new to Vigata and new to being a police chief. In this prequel series, watch the genesis of the hardboiled detective tale place. Includes three episodes. First Case, New Year’s Eve, and Back to Basics. In English. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. Mhz. Pub. at $39.95

- **3656352 AGATHA CHRISTIE–MARPLE: Series 1. Widescreen. Agatha Christie’s beloved Miss Marple sparkles in these adaptations of four classic Christie novels. Geraldine McEwan stars as the lady’s sleuth, and features such luminaries as Derek Jacobi, Tara Fitzgerald, Ian Richardson and Simon Callow. Includes The Murder at the Vicarage, A Murder is Announced, The Body in the Library, and 4:50 from Paddington. CC. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $59.99

- **3784819 ANNika BENTZON, CRIME REPORTER: Episodes 1-3. Widescreen. Based on author Lisa Marklund’s best-selling crime novels. Annika Bentzon is a tenacious and working mother of two struggling to keep marriage alive. Fearless in her search for the truth, Annika is not afraid to square off with hardened criminals. Includes three episodes: Nödel’s Last Will; Pornom Sex; In Swedish with English subtitles. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. Mhz. Pub. at $39.95

- **3763900 RIPPER STREET: Season Three. Widescreen. It’s been four years since the split of the dynamic crime-fighting cell of DI Edmund Reid, Sgt. Bennett Drake, and Captain Homer Jackson. Each member of the trio has fallen into personal turmoil, but they find themselves reuniting and putting their past behind after a train heist leads to a massive locomotive accident. Includes all three episodes of Season Three. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $29.98


- **3793931 SALAMANDER. Widescreen. In a private Brussels bank, 66 safe deposit boxes are burglarized. Police inspector Paul Gerardi catches wind of the affair and throws himself into the investigation. With his mix of incorruptible, old-school morals and devil may care individualism, Gerardi must find out who is behind the heist. Includes 12 episodes. In Flemish with English subtitles. Over nine hours on 4 DVDs. Mhz. Pub. at $39.95

- **3716252 THE ROCKFORD FILES: Season One. Fullscreen. James Garner is the irrepressible Jim Rockford, who has turned private investigator who would rather fish than fight, but whose instinct on closed cases is more golden than his classic Pontiac Firebird. From his mobile home in Malibu he chases leads to solve crime in sun-baked Los Angeles. Collects all 23 Season One episodes. Over 18 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

- **3784078 THE MARY HIGGINS Clark COLLECTION. Widescreen. Now, the acclaimed Queen of Suspense is reinvented in a new series of TV movies based on her most popular mysteries, with thrilling plots, gonzo-graphics, and pseudo-parody interior suspense. Includes Daddy’s Little Girl; Two Little Girls in Blue; Where Are You Now? In French with English subtitles. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. Mhz. Pub. at $39.95

TV Action & Adventure

- **6728340 IRONSIDE: Season 4. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $32.95

- **3808772 COLOMBO MYSTERY MOVIE COLLECTION 1991-1993. Widescreen. Universal. $11.95


- **6088840 UNFORGETTABLE: The First Season. Widescreen. Paramount. $3.95

- **3950424 MIAMI VICE: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $98.94

- **3778066 FOREVER KNIGHT: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $64.98

See more titles at erhbc.com/830
TV Action & Adventure

★3748618 LEGEND: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Richard Dean Anderson steps into the charismatically intense role of Ernest Pratt, a dime-store novelist living out the adventures of his fictional character Nicodemus Legend in the Old West. Teaming up with scientist John Denver, Pratt embarks on an adventure after wild steampunk aventures in all 12 exciting episodes. Nearly 10 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. **SOLD OUT**

★7770854 CHARLIE’S ANGELS: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Enjoy every action-packed episode of this pop culture favorite, following three beauties who work for Charles Townsend’s Beverly Hills detective agency. Over 96 hours on twenty DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98. **$9.95**

375975X ARROW: The Complete Fourth Season. widescreen. Returning to Star City and donning the hood once more, Oliver will struggle to keep his aim as the Green Arrow with nothing but his bow to tell the boy so hard to get back. Collects all 23 hard-hitting, action-packed episodes. Available in DigiBook format. Over 16 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Original. **$21.95**

★6700236 HONEY WEST: The Complete Series. widescreen. Honey West (Anne Francis), a glamorous female private eye, was one of the female action-adventure role. In the show, Honey inherited her spunky business from her father and also got his partner in the deal, rugged and handsome Sam Bell (John Ericson). Gathers all 30 episodes. In season One and Two. Stars Jumee Smollett-Bell and Alidy Hodge. English SDH. Over 15 hours on six DVDs. VCI. Pub. at $29.99. **SOLD OUT**

★3783863 BLINDSPOT: The Complete First Season. widescreen. A Jane Doe with no memories of her past is found naked in Times Square, her body covered in tattoos. Who is she? Who tattooed her? And how is she linked to FBI agent Kurt Weller? Their lives intertwine as they embark on an underwater of deadly secrets, conspiracy and revelations. All 23 Season One episodes. Includes bonus materials. English SDH. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $24.98. **$17.95**

3717562 ARMWOLF: Season One. widescreen. Mill Creek. **$4.95**

2962236 THE LIFE AND TIMES OF GRIZZLY ADAMS: Seasons One and Two. widescreen. This 39-episode family favorite follows the adventures of young Ken McLaughlin (Johnny Washbrook) and his horse Flicka. Living with his parents on the Goose Bar Ranch at the turn of the 20th century, Ken’s life on the range is filled with danger, thrills—and friendship. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99. **$9.95**

5916177 WAGON TRAIN: The Complete First Season. widescreen. This 39-episode family favorite follows the adventures of young Ken McLaughlin (Johnny Washbrook) and his horse Flicka. Living with his parents on the Goose Bar Ranch at the turn of the 20th century, Ken’s life on the range is filled with danger, thrills—and friendship. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99. **$9.95**

2949710 THE WILD WILD WEST: The Complete First Season. widescreen. Reive the historic adventures of 1870s Secret Service Agent James West (Robert Conrad) and Artemus Gordon (Ross Martin) as they crisscross the country in a high tech railroad car, executing impossible missions assigned to them directly from President Grant. Includes all 28 Season One episodes. CC. In & B&W. Over 16 hours on seven DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $49.99. **$7.95**


★2853183 DANIEL BOONE: Season Three. Fullscreen. The legendary legendar Farker returns to tame the American wilderness for another exciting season! Includes 38 riveting episodes. Over 22 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $27.95. **$9.95**

★2890113 THE LONE RANGER: Fullscreen. This collection celebrates the 80th anniversary of the Lone Ranger character, who first appeared in a radio show in 1933. Collects the final first 16 episodes of the show, starring Clayton Moore, along with an episode from Season Five to illustrate the evolution of the program. In B&W. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $9.98. **$4.95**

3716599 THE LONE RANGER: To Whom the Mask Man Disguised. Behind his mask, the Lone Ranger led the fight for law and order in the early West. Relive the journey of the resourceful rider in The Masked Rider, The Hosted Men, Wanted: The Lone Ranger; and five additional episodes. Over three hours. Classic Media. **$4.95**


2970147 MY FRIEND FLICKA: The Complete Series. widescreen. This 39-episode family favorite follows the adventures of young Ken McLaughlin (Johnny Washbrook) and his horse Flicka. Living with his parents on the Goose Bar Ranch at the turn of the 20th century, Ken’s life on the range is filled with danger, thrills—and friendship. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99. **$9.95**

★2919177 WAGON TRAIN: The Complete First Season. widescreen. This 39-episode family favorite follows the adventures of young Ken McLaughlin (Johnny Washbrook) and his horse Flicka. Living with his parents on the Goose Bar Ranch at the turn of the 20th century, Ken’s life on the range is filled with danger, thrills—and friendship. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99. **$9.95**

2948702 RAWHIDE: The Complete First Season. Paramount. Pub. at $49.95. **$7.95**


Sci-Fi and Horror TV

★3914755 CLASSIC SCI-FI TV: 150 Episodes. Contains episodes from 24 classic sci-fi television shows. Some have a single episode, some as many as 24. Shows include Captain Z-Ro, Clutch Cargo, Johnny Jupiter, Lights Out, One Step Beyond, Phantom Empire, Radar Man from the Future, Flying Disc Man and Undersea Kingdom. In Color and B&W. Over sixty six hours on three DVDs. Go Entertainment. Pub. at $27.95. **$9.95**

2802414 FLASH GORDON COLLECTION. Get ready for an action-packed voyage to the stars with sci-fi hero Flash Gordon. Buster Crabbe plays the interstellar adventurer in Flash Gordon Conquers the Universe, in which Flash tackles a deadly plague. Then, Steve Holliday, a space shuttle pilot,此案 13 episodes from the Flash Gordon TV series, combating Commander Paul Richard and the ever-present forces of evil. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Go Entertainment. **$3.95**

★3922525 MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000: VOL. 10.2. If you like curling up with huge lizards, voluptuous fugitives and giant spiders, then let’s spend a few hilarious hours watching Joel, Mike and Tom Servo and Crow, poking fun at four of cinema’s questionable treasures: The Giant Gila Monster, Swamp Diamonds, Teen-Age Strangler; and The Giant Gila. Includes all 19 episodes. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $44.99. **$27.95**

2943271 THE GATHERING. As Michael Foster (Peter Gallagher) attempts to uncover the mystery of his wife’s disappearance, he soon learns that she may have been involved with an ancient—and potentially violent—sect of witches dedicated to dominating the world. Can he find his wife in time, or will they get him first? This TV miniseries also stars Peter Fonda. 172 minutes. New Video. **$3.95**

2943093 ODYSSEY 5: The Complete Series. widescreen. When the crew of Odyssey 5, a space shuttle orbiting above the Earth’s surface, barely escapes the planet’s demise, they encounter a mysterious being who offers to transport them back five years in time to try to save Earth. Stars Peter Weller, Christopher Gornham, Leslie Silva, and Tarnara Craig Thomas. Includes all 19 episodes. Over 14 hours. On Sony Pictures. Pub. at $26.99. **$9.95**

★3712591 STAR MAIDENS: The Complete Series. A British-German produced science fiction comedy series that explored gender reversal and politics. Set on a planet named Medusa, a world ruled by women, the men exist in subservient roles because they are considered mentally inferior. Includes thirteen episodes. Over five hours on two DVDs. DVD Video. **$3.95**

6692761 STAR TREK–VOYAGER: Season Four. Fullscreen. Return to the unknown with Season Four of this fan favorite Star Trek series, presenting all 26 original broadcast episodes—in 5.1 Surround Sound for the first time! This set is packed with new features containing actor interviews, concept art, photo galleries and more. Nearly 20 hours over seven DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $129.98. **$19.95**

6923880 THE MARTIAN CHRONICLES. Fullscreen. Earth is on the verge of extermination and to survive, mankind must find another place to live. And when three expeditions to Mars, headed by Col. John Wilder (Rock Hudson) find suitable conditions for permanent habitation by the shipwrecked astronauts, As Wilder begins to heed the lessons of the dying Martian civilization, can he save humanity from dooming itself? Over four hours on 2 DVDs. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95. **$17.95**
Sci-Fi and Horror TV

676003 THE STARLOST: Complete Series. Fullscreen. A cataclysmic event, mankind is forced aboard a gigantic spacecraft, the Ark. An accident 'kills' the crew and airlocks connecting the ship's domes are sealed. Years later, young Devin (Kerri Dullea) uncover's the Ark's fate, and learns that his world is much larger than he once thought. All 16 episodes. Over 13 hours on four DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

EXTANT: The First Season. Widescreen. Fullscreen. $29.99


672155 STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION: Season 2. Paramount. Pub. at $29.95 $3.95

1855232 THE X-FILES: The Complete Eighth Season. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $44.98 $39.95

265093 THE Muppet Leap: The Complete Miss Piggy. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98 $39.95

2960564 STAR TREK: THE NEX T GENERATION: The Complete Second Season. Paramount. Pub. at $69.98 $5.95

TV Comedy

376528 THE DEAN MARTIN CELEBRITY ROASTS. From Bob Hope to Muhammad Ali, Johnny Carson to Lucille Ball, Ronald Reagan to Bob Hope, this collection has them all, brought to life in a fresh and funny way. Each show is hosted by a different celebrity, who introduces the show and acts as a sort of master of ceremonies for the evening. This collection includes every episode from each season, plus additional features such as behind-the-scenes footage and interviews with the stars. Includes interviews, radio shows, and more. Over 12 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

392917 MARX & MINDY: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Actor-comedian Robin Williams zoomed to stardom with co-star Pam Dawber in this laugh-filled comedy series. Displaced from Ork in his egg-shaped spacecraft, the lovable Mork hurtles to Earth and befriends a college student Mindy. It’s an out of this world experience the ups and downs of young love, friendship and national politics to office life. This series is a classic of its time, but it’s also a timeless piece of television history. Includes all 18 Season One episodes. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $49.98 $39.95

3929752 BOSOM BUDDIES: The First Season. Fullscreen. Best friends Kip (Tomm Hanks) and Henry (Peter Scolari) work at an ad agency, but they don’t have their friend Amy. After their apartment is separated from the rest of the wagons and must make the journey on their own. Stars Bob Denver and Alan Hale, CC. Thirteen episodes. Fullscreen. Ted Danson is hilarious as TV’s most outrageous physician, Dr. John Becker, who operates a small medical practice in the Bronx. He’s an ex-boxer, has a group of co-workers, and practically everything else in the world. But don’t let the curmudgeonly demeanor fool you, as it only masks his softer side. This collection includes all 22 Season One episodes. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $69.98 $39.95

3757080 CHARLES IN CHARGE: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Tag along with Charles (Scott Baio) as he takes on the role of live-in helper at the Penbrooke home, a job he needs a little help of his own! Between his college friend Buddy (Willie Aames), his girlfriend, and the three mischievous Penbrooke kids, Charles has a lot to learn about growing up. Includes interviews, radio shows, and more. English SDH. Over 12 hours on five DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

3875977 PAUL TERRY SILENT CARTOON FESTIVAL. A collection of the put upon barnyard boss: silent cartoon antics. Small Town Sheriff; The Medicine Man; Monkey Shines; Coast to Coast; The Huntsman; Cracked Ice; and Mouse’s Bride (also known as Farmer Gray Goes to Town). Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

2887045 WINGS: Complete 1 & 2 Seasons. Comedy takes off when pilots—and estranged brothers—Joe (Tim Daly) and Brian Hackett (Steven Weber) reunite to run a commuter airline together. On the small island of Nantucket, the Hacketts run with a first class crew of neighbors and co-workers, including beautiful young witch who falls in love, marries and moves in. All 51 episodes of this pilot version are included. Includes interviews, radio shows, and more. Over 12 hours on five DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $49.98 $14.95

3858995 UNBREAKABLE KIMMY SCHMIDT: The Complete Series. Widescreen. After 15 years in an underground doomsday cult, Kimmy (Ellie Kemper) decides to rebuild her life in New York City armed with only a 5th grade education. Includes all 38 episodes of this Emmy Award-winning series. From Bob Hope to Muhammad Ali, Johnny Carson to Lucille Ball, Ronald Reagan to Bob Hope, this collection has them all, brought to life in a fresh and funny way. Each show is hosted by a different celebrity, who introduces the show and acts as a sort of master of ceremonies for the evening. This collection includes every episode from each season, plus additional features such as behind-the-scenes footage and interviews with the stars. Includes interviews, radio shows, and more. Over 12 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/830
TV Comedy

**398391 PORTLANDIA: Season One.** Collects all six Season One episodes of this Oregon-set sketch comedy series starring Fred Armisen and Carrie Brownstein. Includes guest star appearances by Kyle MacLachlan, Aubrey Plaza, Selma Blair, Heather Graham, Jason Sudeikis, and more. 135 minutes. SHOUT! Factory. Pub. at $14.95.

**3913805 POPOVICH COMEDY PET THEATER.** Collects three segments from Gregory Popovich’s successful Las Vegas animal act. The show’s biggest star is a porker who, with his trained animals, goes on a train ride and overcomes a robbery. in Dream Dogs Gregory, Rex the wonder dog and Sebastian his feline companion are judges in a competition. Finally, you’ll see footage from his live cat show. 49 minutes. S MORE Entertainment. Pub. at $7.95.

**3882808 THE MINDY PROJECT: The Complete Series.** Mindy Lahiri (Mindy Kaling) is a talented obstetrician navigating the tricky waters of her chaotic personal life as she pursues her dreams of becoming the perfect woman, finding happiness, and getting her perfect romantic comedy ending. Includes all 117 episodes. Also stars Chris Messina and Ed Weeks. SHOUT! Factory. 870 minutes. Pub. at $34.95.

**2797623 SID CAESAR: The Works.** Fullscreen. A comprehensive collection of the best work of Caesar and his teams, beginning with *The Admiral Broadway Revue*, through *Your Show of Shows* and *Caesar’s Hour*, and features many interviews and extras. Over 14 hours on five DVDs! SHOUT! Factory. Pub. at $59.97.

**1831704 WKRP IN CINCINNATI: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Join everyone’s favorite radio DJs—the rockin’ Dr. Johnny Fever (Howard Hesseman), the lovabley Tyrolean guy Mike Evans (Gregory Popovich), and the soulful Venus Flynn (Tim Reid)—as they weave through the inner-office antics of the crazy WKRP staff including the station’s station manager, the irascible Andy Taylor (Gary Sandy), the smarmy advertising executive Herb (Frank Bonner), shy ingeuler Bailey (Jan Smithers), and the lovely receptionist Jennifer (Loni Anderson). Includes all 88 episodes and an extra disc of bonus features. CC. Over 37 hours on thirteen DVDs! SHOUT! Factory. Pub. at $139.99.

**3778878 SUPERMANSION: Season 1.** Widescreen. Titanium Rex is an aging superhero who has long been the head of the League of Freedom—now-mature assembly of superheroes that isn’t what it used to be. Much to his dismay, he is thrown together with a new crop of Millennial-aged heroes to live in the Superman Taxi, where they need to save the city from handfuls of supervillains. Includes all 13 episodes of Season One. English SHOUT! Factory. Over 4 hours on 2 DVDs. Sony Pictures. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**


**2861755 MYSTERIOUS SCIENCE THEATER 3000, VOLUME EIGHT.** The life story of James Bond creator and British spy novelist Fleming: a鲜血精著 about a man who died in the middle of creating the 007 character. **SOLD OUT**

**2076234 SOAP: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Creek. Pub. at $44.98.


**2922576 WKRP IN CINCINNATI: The Complete First Season.** Fullscreen. SHOUT! Factory.


**5589974 MCHALE’S NAVY: 20 Timeless Episodes.** Fullscreen. SHOUT! Factory. **$10.95**

**2762374 THE BEFuddlers: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $44.98.

**3773118 DA ALI G SHOW: Da Compleat First & Second Season.** Fullscreen. HBO.

**3732827 BOJACK HORSEMAN: Seasons One & Two.** Widescreen. SHOUT! Factory. Pub. at $34.99.

**3720721 DOCTOR WHO: Deep Breath.** Widescreen. Clara is alone in Victorian London with a man she doesn’t know, a dinosaur in the Thames, and a slate of deadly spontaneous combustions. The Doctor has changed. It’s time you knew him. English SHOUT! Factory. Pub. at $80 minutes. **$3.95**

**3916141 DOCTOR WHO: Series Ten, Part One.** These thrilling six episodes see Peter Capaldi embark in his final chapter as the Twelfth Doctor as well as the introduction of brand new companion Pearl Mackie as Bill Potts and the return of Matt Lucas as Nardole. Fantasies and terrors and terrifying monsters await the team of heroes as they journey together through space and time. English SHOUT! Factory. Pub. at $4 hours on two DVDs. **$3.95**

**2901846 THE QUEEN’S SISTER.** The Queen Margaret was the original wild child of the modern British monarchy, a Royal characterized by glamour, controversy and heartbreak. Britain’s first celebrity Princess, she was willful, intelligent, witty and charming, yet her whirlwind life was undermined by scandal and a string of unhappy, unfulfilled relationships. Stars Lucy Cohu. 95 minutes. **$3.95**

**3917006 DOCTOR WHO—THE DALEKS.** The Dalek is an alien race of deadly, mercurial mutants and creatures most feared and the most feared in the entire universe—are about to make life miserable for the Time Lord and delightful for Whovians. Take a trip through time as the Doctor and his companions battle a deadly enemy in these amazing episodes. Stars Christopher Eccleston, David Tennant, Matt Smith and Peter Capaldi. SHOUT! Factory. Pub. at $5 on two DVDs. **$9.95**

**2901684 DOCTOR WHO: Series Nine, Parts One & Two.** Widescreen. In Part One the Doctor returns alongside Clara in the first six episodes of Series Nine. Now that they have established a dynamic as a partnership of equals, they’re rehearsing the thrills that all of space and time has to offer. Part Two’s six episodes provide the epic conclusion to the ninth series as they journey on their biggest adventures yet. Peter Capaldi. SHOUT! Factory. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. **$7.95**

**3996817 THE SECRET DiARIES OF MISS ANNIE LISTER.** Widescreen. Maxine Peake plays a 19th-century Yorkshire landlady living in a boarding house based on the real diaries of Annie Lister, a landowning woman who defied the conventions of nineteenth century society to live openly as a lesbian. Also stars Anna Madey, English SHOUT! Factory. 91 minutes. Pub. at $29.98.

**3763838 BLOOD OF THE VIKINGS: First Blood.** Widescreen. The Vikings were an ambitious people who led an indelible mark on the world and the world of the Vikings. The Bloody Vikings quickly moved through the British TV

**3893538 LITTLE BRITAIN: The Complete Second Series.** With the second series comes a host of new characters as well as returning favorites: unconvinving transvestite Emily Howard has a new friend, Vicky Pollard is a soccer volunteer, and the offbeat and entertaining oddities are still around. Finally, the 20th anniversary of Princess Diana’s death, a moment in British TV that made the whole world take note. *The Man Who Would Be Bond*. BBC. Pub. at $7.95.

**3914299 OUTCASTS: Season 1.** Widescreen. After Earth is hit by catastrophe, courageous pioneers set out to create a new and better future on the distant planet Callisto. The children are the only ones who know the only refuge humans have. But as the last transporter from Earth approaches, a fragile peace will suddenly be rocked to its core. The 20th anniversary of Princess Diana’s death, a moment in British TV that made the whole world take note. *The Man Who Would Be Bond*. BBC. Pub. at $7.95.

**3916251 DIANA: 7 Days.** Widescreen. On the 20th anniversary of Princess Diana’s death, the film features in-depth interviews with her sons, the Duke of Cambridge and Prince Harry, creating a tragic story. 75 years from the moment they heard the news of their mother’s death to the day of the funeral itself, as well as reflecting more broadly on her life. English SHOUT! Factory. 90 minutes. **$9.95**
Pub. at $24.95

3906744 THE REAL TERAON HORSE. Widescreen. Scientists explore how discoveries of charred bones and arrowpoints point toward a violent showdown around 1200 BC, exposing the true scale of Troy’s defenses and supplies, and investigate the real possibility that even a Trojan horse could be used to trick Troy into defeat. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

3695607 ANNE OF GREEN GABLES: Fire & Dew. Widescreen. With guidance and encouragement from her new teacher Miss Stacey, Anne Shirley commits to her studies and earns a spot at Queen’s College in far-off Charlotteborough. But when Anne discovers that Marmee is in sudden emptiness in their lives. Stars Ella Ballentine, Sara Botsford, and Martin Sheen. English SDH. 90 minutes. PBS.

3907007 TIME SCANNERS: Colosseum. For hundreds of years, scientists and historians have tried to piece together what this gigantic arena once looked like and how it worked. How did the Romans produce some of the most impressive gladiatorial games ever seen in Europe? A team of experts go on quest to answer this question and uncover other mysteries of the Colosseum. 60 minutes. PBS.

2844907 WHAT MAKES US HUMAN? NOVA Science NOW. Widescreen. Confronts how complex the qualities that distinguish humans from the millions of other animal species with which we share the vast majority of our DNA. Now, we explore those traits once thought to be uniquely human.

690531 POLDARK: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Ross Poldark has returned home from the American Revolution. As he navigates the grip of recession and his beloved Cornwell on its knees. Based on the novels by Winston Graham and set against the dramatic and hopeful milieu, this striking saga stars Aidan Turner, Eleanor Tomlinson, and Ruby Bentall. Eight hours on 3 DVDs. PBS.

5932289 THE STORY OF CATS: NATURE. Widescreen. Join NATURE on an epic two-part journey, exploring the intricate mysteries of these diverse creatures. From Asia to Africa and then Into the Americas, it offers an in-depth look at what makes the family of felines unique, and the evolutionary tricks and adaptations that truly define a cat. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

3722759 TOM LEHRER: Live in Copenhagen. Fullscreen. Tom Lehrer spent his brief, yet remarkable music career writing and performing brilliant and witty songs. English SDH. 105 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $29.99

8343777 VIENNA BLOOD. Widescreen. When Max Leibmann, a disciple of Sigmund Freud, meets Oscar Rheinhardt, a Detective Inspector struggling with a strange case, he agrees to help Oskar investigate a series of unusual and disturbing murders. Episodes include: Die Künstlerin (The Artist), Der Dichter mit der Goldenen Hand (The Poet with the Golden Hand), Die Schönheit und der Teufel (Beauty and the Devil), and The Lost Child. English SDH. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99

3834758 DECODING DA VINCI: NOVA. Widescreen. NOVA goes to Italy to explore da Vinci’s designs in the basement of the Louvre, scientists and art restoration experts deploy cutting-edge technology to digitally peel back the layers of da Vinci’s works to reveal the impact of his science on art and his art on his science. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

3838689 MARGARET: The Rebel Princess. Widescreen. With sumptuous archival materials and revealing interviews, the series follows Margaret’s life as she redefined our image of the modern princess. This deeply personal account reveals how Princess Margaret’s character combined the rebellious force of modernity with a respect for tradition. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

3726500 CHARLIE PRIDE: I’m Just Me. Widescreen. Explore the complicated history of the American South and its music through the life of country star Charlie Pride. Raised in the brutally segregated Mississippi Delta, Pride’s cotton picking songs and gruff baritone voice, earned the hearts and embrace of an America that was torn by 1960s civil rights struggle and a country that would come together to elect a black president.

3777588 FIRST PEOPLES: Their Story Told in Indigenous Languages. Widescreen. This documentary is a collection of groundbreaking archaeological discoveries and genetic research, this compelling program tracks down the earliest members of our species to chronicle the origins of humanity 200,000 years ago. Who were these First Peoples? And what drove them to the ends of the earth? Five hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.99

3902494 THE POISON SQUAD. Widescreen. Tells the story of one of the first consumer advocacy movements, the belief that dangerous substances from dinner tables, took on food manufacturers. The film charts the path of the man who laid the groundwork for consumer protection laws, and ultimately the creation of the FDA. English SDH. 110 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

3902288 KEN BURNS PRESENTS EAST LAKE MEADOWS: A Public Housing Story. Widescreen. Through the stories of the former residents, this film gives voice to some of the most marginalized people in our society and reveals something about how we have created concentrated poverty and limited housing opportunity for African Americans, and what responsibility we have as a people to ensure decent housing for all the nation’s cherished citizens. English SDH. 105 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

8111288 LIFE FROM ABOVE. Widescreen. Cameras in space tell stories of life on our planet from a brand new perspective. Featuring incredible movements, colors, patterns and text, how fast it is changing. This is our home as we’ve never seen it before. English SDH. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $19.99

8111247 THE FEUD: American Experience. Widescreen. This is the story of a region and its people forced into sudden change by Eastern capitalists, who transformed a remote mountain community into a coal and timber producing workplace and ran primarily by outside interests. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99
Action/Adventure Blu-ray

390460 THE ADMIRAL: Roaring Currents. Widescreen. In the year 1597, when the Joseon Dynasty is under Japanese attack, the young admiral Yi Sun-sin is summoned to lead the kingdom’s remaining fleet and ships in a desperate battle against the Emperor’s 330 strong fleet. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 128 minutes. $7.95

391413 AIRPORT. Widescreen. This groundbreaking disaster classic stars Burt Lancaster as the manager of an international airport who must juggle personal crises with professional responsibilities as he attempts to keep his blizzard-torn facility open to rescue an endangered plane. Also stars Dean Martin and Jacqueline Bisset. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 137 minutes. Universal. $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3906530 SIEGE. Use a computer, go to jail. The terms of Stanley Johnson’s parole are clear. Yet a $10 million payday awakens the supervillain he takes on a job masterminded by a charismatic covert agent—the daring electronic theft of a government Suppose fund. Stars John Travolta, Hugh Jackman and Halle Berry. Rated R. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Warner Bros. $9.95

391487 THE CLUMBER. Widescreen. One-time stuntman Joe Dallesandro stars in this Italian gangster classic, charting the rise and fall of small-time smuggler Aldo. Beaten and abandoned by a gang boss after a failed heist for his own good, Aldo turns to a life of crime and becomes a champion of thieves. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 113 minutes. Arrow. $9.95

391620 BLADE: Trinity. Widescreen. Now he is bought against the vampires in the cover of night. But now, after falling into the crosshairs of the FBI, he’s forced out into the daylight, where he is driven to join forces with a clan of human vampire hunters he never knew existed–The Vampire Hunters. Starring Wesley Snipes, Not Rated. English SDH. 122 minutes. New Line Cinema. $4.95

3939282 LARA CROFT: Tomb Raider/Tomb Raider: The Cradle of Life. Widescreen. In Lara Croft: Tomb Raider, Lara (Angelina Jolie) explores lost empires, finds priceless treasures and gunshines villains in mortal combat. In Lara Croft Tomb Raider: The Cradle of Life, this time Lara faces her most perilous mission: to recover what an ancient civilization believed to be the essence of all evil–Pandora’s Box. English SDH. 99 minutes. Warner Brothers. $7.95

3939298 RED CLIFF. Widescreen. Filmmaker John Woo brings Red Cliff, the epic historical drama based on a legendary historical A.D. battle that heralded the end of Han Dynasty, to life in this action-packed U.S. theatrical release. Rated R. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 148 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

393945X RETALIATION. Widescreen. A tale that features a raft of the period’s most iconic stars. Akira Koyabashii is a yakuzza leader who emerges from jail to find his gangland son, his aging boss in his sickbed. Shishido is the rival waiting to kill him and a young Meiko Kaji is the girl caught in the crossfire. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Arrow. $39.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3914976 TERRAFORMERS. Widescreen. The ever-prolific director, Takashi Miike returns with this intergalactic saga of one space of explorers find themselves pitched against a horde of oversized anthropomorphic cockroaches. Based on the successful Manga series of the same name. In Japanese with English subtitles. Not Rated. 108 minutes. Arrow. $9.95

390495 BATTLE FOR INCHEON: Operation Chromite. Widescreen. As the Korean War’s darkest days drag on, U.S. Army General MacArthur dispatches eight elite, South Korean military men on a daring mission to destroy the North Korean navy. If successful, this surprise attack could turn the tide of the entire war. Stars Bum-Soo Lee and Liam Neeson. Dubbed and in Korean with English subtitles. Not Rated. 140 minutes. CJ Entertainment. $3.95

392140 ESCAPE FROM NEW YORK. Widescreen. In a world ravaged by crime, the entire island of Manhattan has been converted into a prison that houses the world’s most violent criminals. James Remar plays the president of the U.S. crash-lands inside, only one man can bring him back: Snake Plissken (Kurt Russell). Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

3851523 RESIDENT EVIL: Vendetta. Widescreen. When Out for revenge unleashes a brutal and deadly new virus, BSAA Captain Chris Redfield enlists the help of Agent Leon S. Kennedy and a ragtag band of survivors to bring down the death merchant and save New York City. Includes 4K Ultra HD and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. English SDH. $9.95

3939147 ROSE AND VIKTOR: No Mercy. Widescreen. Victor, the world’s greatest Assassin (Andreas Romandu, Piseond), Poseidon’s demigod son, Argenor, and fallen god Hephaestus, Perseus brother, is summoned into the underworld to rescue Zeus’ daughter, (Liam Neeson), overthrow the Titans and save mankind. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray 2D and DVD versions. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $19.98

390586 ROSE AND VIKTOR: No Mercy. Widescreen. Victor, the world’s greatest assassin, is being targeted for assassination, the greatest fight show on Earth. The greatest fighting competition forces the three men to reconcile their broken friendship from the past in pursuit of victory. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 117 minutes. Adult games. $5.95

3915087 SMALL TOWN CRIME. Widescreen. A gangster’s daughter (Rosamund Pike) is forced to serve time in prison, but it’s not going to be easy. The mob and the CIA have conspired to blackmail Eddie and his partner (Danny Aiello) into stealing three da Vinci masterpieces from the most heavily guarded museums in the world. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Mill Creek. $7.95

3929450 BABY NEEDS A NEW PAIR OF SHOES. Widescreen. In 1956, Italian mobsters go to war with black hoodlums, turning the streets of Harlem into an all-out war zone as both sides call in their mafia minions to level the playing field. But feared crime boss Pasha (Paul Harris) has his own unpredictable warriors to protect his turf as well. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Code Red. $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/830
3808567 SHARK LAKE. Widescreen. Action legend Dolph Lundgren goes head to head with a bloodthirsty shark that has a resort town under siege. As bodies wash up on the lake's shore an ex-con (Lundgren) must take matters into his own hands to protect his daughter and bury his past once and for all. Unrated. 92 minutes. Screen Media Films. $3.95.

3851583 SUPERFLY. Widescreen. Co-cinematographer (Trevor Jackson) wants to get out of drug dealing for one last score. Priest and his partner travel to Mexico to arrange a deal but finds himself trying to outmaneuver the cartel, two corrupt police officers, and all the double-crossers that threaten his path to freedom. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 116 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95.

3942961 THE KOOKIE. Widescreen. Packing years of experience and a 45, LAPD Detective Nick Polovski (Clint Eastwood) figures he’s got all the help he needs. He’s also got all the help he doesn’t need—a by the book newcomer partner (Charlize Theron). Each one reluctantly relays the other on the to stop a killer-elite auto theft gang. Also stars Sonya Braga. Rated R. English SDH. 121 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95.

3880564 CROWS ZERO. Widescreen. At Suzura Boys’ High School, the students form gangs and fight for control almost everywhere. Things change when a mob boss’ son transfers to the school to take on the challenge of taking control of it. Soon danger is around every corner as a showdown comes to a head. Stars Shun Oguri, Kyo Soseki and Meisa Kuroki. In Japanese with English dubbing. 130 minutes. WellGo USA. $4.95.

3813889 WEAPONIZED! WideScreen. Widescreen. A damaged homicide detective (Johnny Messner) must prevent a grieving father from unleashing a “robotic virus” that he believes will destroy the town. Also stars Tom Sizemore and Mickey Rooney. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Cinedigm. $2.95.

2996507 CAMPBELL’S KINGDOM. Widescreen. Englishman Bruce Campbell (Sir Dirk Bogarde) takes possession of the assets of a Canadian leatherland, a valley in the Rockies, but he faces various challenges such as disgruntled locals, a ruthless contractor, a new power das, in amongst it all. The local sheriff is still there, so his oil is on the land and must discover if the mining company floods the valley. 102 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $2.95.

3862224 BACKRAZE. Widescreen. The lone surviving thief of a violent armored car robbery is sprung from a high security prison ever built, Ray will put his skills to the ultimate test to save his friend. Also stars Dave Bautista. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. 87 minutes. VVS Films. $4.95.

3862372 ESCAPE PLAN. Widescreen. Ray Breslin (Sylvester Stallone) management team of elite law and security specialists trained in the art of breaking people out of impenetrable prisons. When his trusted operative dies in the line of duty, Breslin will put his skills to the ultimate test to save his friend. Also stars Dave Bautista. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. 94 minutes. VVS Films. $4.95.

3915298 THE DEAD LANDS. Widescreen. After his tribe is slaughtered through an act of treachery, the teenage son of a slain Mongol chieftain looks to avenge his father and bring peace and honor to the souls of his loved ones. Stars James Rolleston. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95.

375497 SAVAGE DOG. Widescreen. Martin Hillman, a former-champion boxer (Scott Adkins) is incarcerated in the most dangerous prison in Indochina. When Tillman is due for release he just wants to return home, but his life will change forever when Tillman will do everything in their power to keep him locked down. Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 95 minutes. VVS Films. $3.95.

3876306 RACE FOR GLORY. Widescreen. A man of an up and coming motorcycle racing team abandons his teammates to join a rival team. He ends up playing second fiddle to the champion of the new team. Not satisfied, he tries to beat the champion but fails. Stars Alex McArthur, Peter Berg, and Ray Wise. Rated R. 104 minutes. Code Red. $9.95.

3836827 GOOSEBUMPS. Widescreen. A teenage up teams with his newborn sister in order to save his life. The book begins in the wilds of Central Africa. When the writer’s imaginary demons are set free on the town of Madison, Delaware. It’s up to Shines and the teens to get them back in the story. Also stars John Cusack and Black. English SDH. 103 minutes. Columbia. $4.95.

385747 DAMASCUS COVER. Widescreen. Israeli spy, Ari Ben-Zion, has fled with his son, the last remaining heir to the family, recalled to Jerusalem after a failed attempt to bring a mole back to Israel alive. Unsure how many of his operatives have been exposed, the Israeli government sends Ari to smuggle a chemical weapons scientist out of Syria. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Vertical. $4.95.

3741516 THE CORRUPTOR. Widescreen. A hard-hitting tale of deception, violence and betrayal in New York City’s Chinatown. Internationally renowned Canadian gangsters dub themselves the Black, White, Red and Blue in order to outdo their oncoming enemies. John Travolta stars as LAPD Detective Nick PULOVSKI (Clint Eastwood) and Salem (Charlie Sheen). Each one reluctantly relies on the other to stop a killer-elite auto theft gang. Also stars Sonya Braga. Rated R. English SDH. 114 minutes. Paramount. $4.95.

3629498 ANY THAI WARRIOR. Widescreen. Nicklas Tillman, a former-champion boxer (Scott Adkins) is incarcerated in the most dangerous prison in Indochina. When Tillman is due for release he just wants to return home, but his life will change forever when Tillman will do everything in their power to keep him locked down. Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 95 minutes. VVS Films. $3.95.

3629497 MYTH AND LEGEND. James Bond goes undercover in the treacherous Swiss Alps in this action-packed epic filled with incredible stunts and nonstop thrills! George Lazenby lends his legend to the role of Agent 007 with supreme confidence and undeniable charisma. 142 minutes. Well Go USA. $7.95.

360572 D.C. SNIPER. Widescreen. A mysterious shooter randomly kills innocent citizens in public, one after the other in broad daylight. All murders happen within the city of Washington D.C. The public rallies around their commander in chief to help them stay safe. Also stars John Cusack and Black. English SDH. 103 minutes. Columbia. $4.95.

3920904 007 GEORGE Lazenby. Widescreen. Directed by Academy Award Winner Peter Pau, this film is a romantic fantasy adventure about the world of espionage and action. A vulnerable warrior with mysterious powers who is forced to conquer the realms of Heaven and Hell to save his people and the woman he loves. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 107 minutes. Well Go USA. $3.95.

3880645 SNOW GIRL AND THE BLACK CRYSTAL. Widescreen. Directed by Academy Award Winner Peter Pau, this film is a romantic fantasy adventure about the world of espionage and action. A vulnerable warrior with mysterious powers who is forced to conquer the realms of Heaven and Hell to save his people and the woman he loves. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 118 minutes. Well Go USA. $3.95.

3948455 THE CONNECTION. Widescreen. In Magistrate Pierre Michel’s crosshairs is charismatic kingpin Gateau Zampa who runs the largest underground heroin trade into the States. Though the system is impenetrable, Pierre Michel will stop at nothing to emerge the ring’s demise. Zampa’s “La French” always seems one step ahead. Rated R. 135 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95.
3795438 I KILL GIANTS. Widescreen. Barbara Thorson (Madison Wolfe) is the only thing that stands between terrible giants and the destruction of her small town. But as she boldly confronts their fears in increasingly dangerous ways, her school counselor (Zoe Saldana) leads her to question everything she’s always been told to be true. 106 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

3832910 BROTHERHOOD OF BLADES. Widescreen. Three sworn brothers and members of the deadly Secret Police of the Imperial Guard have been sent by the new Emperor on a mission to annihilate the corrupt fugitive Eunchi Wei. But one mistake will reveal the secret ties between the brothers and a deadly game. Stars Chang Chen, Qingshou Ye, and Nie Yuan. In Mandarin with English dubbing and English subtitles, 112 minutes. Well Go USA. Pub. at $29.98 $4.95

393523X JACK REACHER. When an unspeakable crime is committed, all evidence points to the suspect in custody who offers up a single note in defense: “Get Jack Reacher!” The law has its limits, but Reacher does not when his fight for truth pits him against an unexpected enemy with a skill for violence and a secret to keep. Stars Tom Cruise, Ethan Hawke and Danila Kozlovsky. Wide screen. Thr ee s worn Special Forces agents are forced to go on a manhunt for a disavowed CIA operative, which leads him to a deadly local police and gangsters. Stars Leslie Nielsen. Three hours. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $2.95

3795373 BLEEDING STEEL. Widescreen. A Special Agent (Jackie Chan) is assigned to protect a scientist and his creation from a sinister gang. Rated R. 109 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

392973E SNIPER: Ultimate Kill. Widescreen. For the first time, Brandon Beckett, Richter (James Purefoy) and Thomas Beckett join forces in Colombia to take down a brutal drug cartel. When a deadly sniper targets local Special Agent Kate Evans, the team is on the hunt for the ultimate battle. Stars Chad Michael Collins and Tom Berenger. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

3888093 S.W.A.T.: Firefight. Widescreen. An expert in anti-terrorism tactics, hot shot LAPD officer Paul Cutler (Gabriel Macht) is ordered out of the S.W.A.T. unit and put in charge of everything changes when their botched response to a domestic dispute ends with a hostage down and a government assassin now obsessed with terminating Cutler. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

3881733 ALL THE DEVIL’S MEN. Widescreen. A bounty hunter is forced to go on a hunt for a disavowed CIA operative, which leads him to a deadly battle with a former military comrade and his private army. Stars Milo Gibson and William Fichtner. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $4.95

★ 383219X THE COLOR OF MAGIC/HOGFATHER. Widescreen. Inside a magical realm known as Discworld, a naive tourist (Sean Astin) is on holiday until a terrible fire breaks out, forcing him to flee along with an impish dwarf (David Jason) in The Color of Magic. Some unlikely heroes save the Hogfather in time for the holiday of Hogwash in Hogfater. Stars David Jason and Marc Warren. English SDH. Over six hours on 2 Blu-rays. Mill Creek. $14.95

3716376 RESIDENT EVIL: Vendetta. Widescreen. When a fearless enemy out for revenge unleashes a brutal and deadly new virus, B.S.A.A. Captain Chris Redfield enlists the help of Agent Albert Wesker and Professor Rebecca Chambers to bring down the death merchant and save New York City. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

3929639 NO WAY BACK. Widescreen. When a sting operation goes disastrously wrong and Special Agent Zack’s partner dies, he finds himself with a mob vendetta on his hands. Russell Crowe, Helen Slater and Michael Lerher star in this pulse-pounding thriller that’s pursued by both one man’s revenge and another man’s redemption. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

★ 3900436 WHY DON’T YOU JUST DIE. Widescreen. Mahay has one objective—to gain entry to his girlfriend’s parents’ apartment and kill her father. But all is not what it seems as Ayndrew proves to be a more formidable, not to mention ruthless, opponent than he anticipated. Not Rated. In Russian with English subtitles, 94 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

379593X FIRST KILL. Widescreen. A cop turns on his own when the botched response to a domestic violence and a secret to keep. Stars Tom Berenger. Rated R. 102 minutes. VFS Films. $5.95

3915234 GRIMM’S SNOW WHITE. When the King is kidnapped by a ferocious reptile beast, his Queen takes control of the kingdom. She tries to kill her beautiful stepdaughter Snow, but she escapes into the enchanted forest. Stars Jane March and Eliza Bennett. 80 minutes. GT Media. $5.95

3929124 THE COLONY/STRANDED. Widescreen. The Colony stars Laurence Fishburne and Bill Paxton in a savage and unrelenting thriller about mankind’s greatest enemy—himself. In Stranded, Gerard Butler and Ginnifer Goodwin fight a meteor. Before long, the crew discovers the meteor over alien spores and it’s a desperate fight for survival. English SDH. 96 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $4.95

★ 3900053 COP KILLERS/PROJECT: COP KILLER. One of the most violent drive-in movies ever made. Jason Williams and William Osco star as two hapless and Special Agent Mack Mullins. That’s right! Four cops when a drug deal goes bad. In Project: Kill a former government assassin meets a mind-control program in the form of a mindless assassin (Octavia Spencer) and a psychopath (Robert Forster and Anthony Anderson). Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3836643 MOJIN: The Lost Legend. Widescreen. Based on the number one bestselling series of novels and starring Shi Qi, Chen Kun, Angelababy and Huang Bo, this film pits a trio of grave robbers against rivalis and the law, until a mysterious stranger tempts them into one last heist. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 125 minutes. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $4.95

★ 3866203 THE LONERS/DRA GON VS. NEEDLES OF DEATH. Widescreen. The second film of action with The Loner starring Dean Stockwell—is a cros s between Easy Rider and Bonnie and Clyde, and Dragon vs. Needles of Death in which a boy who was bullied learns the art through Dubbing (Dubbied in English). Both Rated R. 168 minutes. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95 $13.95


3824454 EARTHQUAKE. Widescreen. Universal. $4.95

2922444 SECTOR 7. Available at $34.99 $5.95

3770036 THE MONKEY KING: Havoc in Heaven’s Palace. Widescreen. Cinemight. $4.95

3852008 THE SCORPION KING 5: King’s Game. Widescreen. Universal. $14.95

3862208 211. Widescreen. VFS Films. $4.95

3832937 THE MONKEY KING 2. Widescreen. Well Go USA. $4.95

3720365 IMMORTAL DEMON SLAYER. Widescreen. Cinemight. $2.95

3795527 UNLOCKED. Widescreen. VFS Films. $3.95

3759911 ACTS OF VENGEANCE. Widescreen. VFS Films. $3.95

382442X BRICK MANSIONS. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

2967316 THE CROWN AND THE DRAGON. Available at $34.99 $2.95

3795055 JIVARO. Widescreen. Kinda Cool Films. $4.95

3720330 EXTRAORDINARY MISSION. Widescreen. $2.95

3859808 XIII: The Conspiracy. Widescreen. Phase 4 Films. $4.95

386994 SNIPER RELOADED. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/830
Western Blu-ray

393391 TRUE GRIT. Widescreen. John Wayne earned a Best Actor Oscar for his portrayal as the uncouth, and fearless one-eyed U.S. Marshal Rooster Cogburn in this western classic. Rooster is hired by a headstrong young girl (Kim Darby) to find the man who murdered her father and fled with the family savings. Also stars Glen Campbell. English SDH. 127 minutes. Paramount. $4.95.

395021 TERROR IN A TEXAS TOWN. Widescreen. Film noir meets western in Joseph L. Lewis’s final feature film. Eager to seize control of Prairie City, greedy hotel owner McNeil (Sebastian Cabot) hires a gunman to drive local farmers off their land. When it results in the death of a former whaler, the dead man’s son (Sterling Hayden) plans revenge using his father’s harpoon. English SDH. 99 minutes. MGM. $5.95.

382394 THE AMERICANS. Widescreen. Determined to bring down a violent gang of gunrunners known as Comancheros, a fearless Texas Ranger (John Wayne) forms an uneasy alliance with a notoruous outlaw gambler (Stuart Whitman), and the unlikely partners soon realize they must find common ground if they are going to survive. English SDH. 107 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $9.95.

390574 BONE TOMAHAWK. Widescreen. When a group of cannibal savages kidnap settlers from the small town of Bright’s Well, an unorthodox circuit of gunsmiths, led by Sherriff Franklin Hunt (Kurt Russell), sets out to bring them home. But their enemy is more ruthless than anyone could have imagined. Stars Buck Jones, Madge Bellamy, and Walter Miller. English SDH. 93 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $9.95.

391107 GORDON OF GHOST CITY. Hired by a rancher to discover who’s been rustling his cattle, Rooster Cogburn finds himself also coming to the aid of a beautiful girl and her prospector grandfather in this 12 chapter action packed movie serial. Stars Buck Jones, Madge Bellamy, and Walter Miller. English SDH. 3 hours. VCEntertainment. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95.

377835 THE FAR COUNTRY. Widescreen. Jeff Webster (James Stewart) and his sidekick Ben Tatum (Walter Brennan) are hired by a cattleman to drive cattle from market to Wyoming and Canada and become entangled with a corrupt judge and his henchmen. Ruth Roman plays a sultry saloon keeper who falls for Jeff, teaming up with him to take on the evil lawman. Includes two wide-screen version Blu-rays. English SDH. 97 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95.

Comedy Blu-ray

3881431 DICK FIGURES: The Movie. Two best friends, Red and blue, risk everything to find the greatest treasure of all time. Join the duo on their biggest adventure yet in the first animated feature film based on the blockbuster web series! Not Rated. English SDH. 73 minutes. Flatiron. $4.95.

3905683 BE COOL. Widescreen. When Chili Palmer (John Travolta) decides to try his hand in the music industry, he romances the sultry widow (Uma Thurman) of a recently whacked music exec, and poaches a hot young singer (Christina Milian) from a rival on the novel by Elmore Leonard. Also stars Vincent Vaughn, Harvey Keitel and The Rock. English SDH. 120 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95.

39065X SEX AND DEATH 101. Widescreen. Rob Schinker (Simon Baker) is a successful executive whose whole life is turned around by an email that includes the names of everyone he’s had sex with and ever will have sex with. Winona Ryder is David Carradine–bring to life the story of one of Will Ferrell’s funniest characters, gets the handsome set he deserves with this bundle that includes the Anchorman: Risky Business Edition Blu-ray (which includes Wake Up, Ron Burgundy: The Lost Movie), a classy Ron Burgundy T-Shirt (Men’s Large), and a 16-page excerpt from Ron Burgundy’s autobiography, Let Me Off at the Top! Unrated. English SDH. 99 minutes. Paramount. $5.95.

3905699 THE THREE STOOGES: Mockingbird. These Stooges are at their bumbling, eye-poking, half-pulling best in these four slapstick shorts: Disorder in the Court; Brideless Groom; Sing a Song of Six Pants; and Malice in the Palace. Includes 2D (B&W) and 3D versions. 78 minutes. Legendary Pictures. $4.95.

39162X6 DINER. Widescreen. From his Oscar-nominated script, Barry Levinson makes his directing debut with this study of pals in transition. Steve Guttenberg, Daniel Stern, Mickey Rourke, Kevin Bacon and Tim Daly play the eight buddies who work out the remnants of adolescence during ritual grillings at a busy steel and vinyl hangout in 1969 Baltimore. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95.

3905764 CITY HEAT. Widescreen. In Kansas City, 1933, wisecracking detective Murphy (Burt Reynolds) teams up with Police Lt. Speer (Clint Eastwood) to track the killer of Murphy’s partner. This pair doesn’t care much for each other but they clean up the town with slugfests and shoot-em ups that parody Bogie and Bacall’s screwball mash-up 97 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95.

3916013 WEDDING CRASHERS / HORBIBLE BOSSES/HALL PASS/DUMB AND DUMBER. Some people laugh until it hurts with these sidesplitting comedies. Wedding Crashers stars Vince Vaughn and Owen Wilson; Horrible Bosses stars Jason Bateman, Charlie Day and Jason Sudeikis; Hall Pass stars Owen and Jason; and Dumb and Dumber stars Jeff Carrey and Jim Carrey. Rated R and Not Rated. English SDH. Over 7 hours on four Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95.

3915250 GHOST TEAM ONE. Widescreen. When roommates Brad and Sergio accidentally arouse the dead, they team up with sexy amateur ghost hunter, Fernanda, to expose the secrets of the city in a fully-loaded porta-potty. Includes Blu-ray, DVD, and 3D versions. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Paramount. $4.95.

3932966 JACKASS 3. Widescreen. The Jackass gang is back with their wildest and roundest of mayhem yet! Laughs as Johnny Knoxville goes roller-skating in a buffalo herd, Barn barrels through a highway of high-voltage strings, and Chili Palmer (Owen Wilson) takes to the skies in a Baja fully-loaded porta-potty. Includes Blu-ray, DVD, and 3D versions. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Paramount. $4.95.

3933070 ZOOLANDER, NO. 2. When a mystery assassin starts killing the world’s most beautiful people, Interpol agent Valentina Valencia (Penelope Cruz) learns the key to this deadly plot lies with former models Derek (Ben Stiller) and Hansel (Owen Wilson). They must return to the world of fashion to save the day. Includes Blu-ray and DVD Blu-ray of special features. English SDH. $6.95.

3935205 GHOST TEAM ONE. When roommates Brad and Sergio accidentally arouse the dead, they team up with sexy amateur ghost hunter, Fernanda, to expose the secrets of the city in a fully-loaded porta-potty. Includes Blu-ray, DVD, and 3D versions. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Paramount. $4.95.
Comedy Blu-ray

3915794 THE MIDDLE FINGER. Widescreen. Dennis, an awkward teenager, finds his luck when he’s held back from school while his friends have moved on and started college. As that’s not enough, he finds his world is turned upside down when he’s visited by a girl from another world and transformed into a superhero. The Team. $7.95.

3935191 THE D TRAIN. All his life, Dan Lambert (Jack Black) has never been the cool guy. He hopes to change everything by befriending former high school hero Oliver Lawless (James Marsden) and convincing him to show at his school reunion. However, Dan’s plan hilariously backfires and his life is turned upside down. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Paramount. $4.95.

3905672 BAD GRANDPA. Johnny Knoxville plays his eccentric family's 86-year-old Irving Zisman in the story of a crotchety old man unexpectedly saddled with the care of his eight-year-old grandson. The pair cross country as they hustle their way across America on an outrageous road trip. Rated R. English SDH. Blu-ray and DVD. 95 minutes. $5.95.

3950239 TRAILER PARK BOYS: Don’t Legalize It. Widescreen. Out of jail and broke, Julian concocts an outrageously greedy scheme to get rich. To make it even greedier, he will have to deliver his product to his arch-enemy, Cyrus, who’s waiting in Montreal to close the dirty deal. English SDH. 95 minutes. E One. $11.95.

3950105 LOVE THE COOPERS. Widescreen. When four generations of the Cooper clan gather for a reunion, a series of unexpected visitors and unlikely events turn the night upside down—leading the Coopers toward a joyful rediscovery of family bonds and the magic of love. Stars Diane Keaton, Alan Arkin, and John Goodman. English SDH. 107 minutes. E One. $5.95.

3924470 NERDLAND. Widescreen. In this animated comedy, aspiring actor John and wannabe screenwriter Elliot are paired with tycoon (Peter Falk) to find an ancient treasure in Egypt. With help from four psychics Sylvia Pickel (Julie Bowen), Burt Reynolds, John Goodman, and Lisa. Now, with David’s wedding approaching, will he finally leave his love in the past, or to give it one more chance. With a little help from four loveable pups, it’s sure to be a Christmas to remember. Stars Julie Cooper. 90 minutes. Greenland. $11.95.

3795128 WHAT A WAY TO GO! Widescreen. Kino Lorber. $11.95.

3672285 CATCH & RELEASE. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $4.95.

Drama Blu-ray

2996227 THE FRENCH WAY. Fullscreen. A 1940 romantic comedy set in contemporary Paris, about young lovers forbidden to marry by their respective families. Josephine Baker as Zazu, the owner of a nightclub, inherits a job restoring harmony between the couple, allowing the young lovers to get married. In B&W. In French with English subtitles. 74 minutes. Sprocket Vault. Pub. at $29.95. $3.95.

390573X BLENDED. Widescreen. After a disastrous first date, Bill France (Drew Barrymore) and Jim (Adam Sandler) agree on one thing: they never want to see each other again. But when they each separately sign up for a fabulous family vacation with their kids, they are all stuck sharing a suite at a safari resort. English SDH. 117 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95.

3785491 ARTHUR NEWMAN. Divorced and disconnected from his son, Wallace Avery (Colin Firth) decides to make a radical change. He walks away from his old life and his the road to start over. But his trip is derailed by the entrance of mysterious Michaelia “Mike” Fitzgerald (Emily Blunt). Is it possible to truly start all over again? Rated R. 93 minutes. Cinedigm. $2.95.

296413 A GOLDEN CHRISTMAS 2: THE BROTHERS. Widescreen. Everyone can see that David and Lisa are meant to be together. Everyone, that is, except for David and Lisa. Now, with David’s wedding approaching, will he finally leave his love in the past, or to give it one more chance. With a little help from four loveable pups, it’s sure to be a Christmas to remember. Stars Julie Cooper. 90 minutes. Greenland. $11.95.

3756285 THE CON IS ON. 20th Century Fox. $29.95.

3947684 ALL THE RIGHT MOVES. Widescreen. The only way football star Stef Djordjevic (Tom Cruise) will avoid life in the blast furnaces of his bleak hometown by winning a college football scholarship. Even his coach (Craig T. Nelson) dreams of parlaying a winning team into a college job far away from that Pennsylvania town. But will these two rain each other’s chances for success? Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

Drama Blu-ray

LIMITED QUANTITY 2947864 ALL THE RIGHT MOVES. Widescreen. The only way football star Stef Djordjevic (Tom Cruise) will avoid life in the blast furnaces of his bleak hometown by winning a college football scholarship. Even his coach (Craig T. Nelson) dreams of parlaying a winning team into a college job far away from that Pennsylvania town. But will these two rain each other’s chances for success? Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

3948862 THE FINAL MEMBER. Widescreen. Paris has the Louvre, London has the Tate Modern, and New York the Metropolitan Museum. But Husakiv, Iceland, a diminutive village on the fringe of the Arctic Circle—boasts the world’s only museum devoted to the preserved male genitalia—and curator Siggi only lacks one thing—a human specimen. Rated R. English SDH. 82 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95.

3948447 THE CONGRESS. Widescreen. More than two decades after catalyzing worldwide interest in an aging actress (Robin Wright playing a version of herself) decides to take her final job—preserving her digital likeness for a future Hollywood. Not Rated. 117 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95.

392551X MIDNIGHT COWBOY. Widescreen. A story in the 1969 Academy Award for Best Picture, Best Director and Best Adapted Screenplay, this groundbreaking masterpiece also captured the gritty, raw, and transfiguring performances of Jon Voight and Dustin Hoffman as two small-time hustlers whose powerful friendship transcends the gritty realities of big city life. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. MGM. $5.95.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3914941 THE PRISONER. Widescreen. An iron-willed Cardinal is arrested by state police on charges of treason. Tainted with suspicion, a former confidante finds himself in the arms of the anti-Nazi resistance. Knowing the Cardinal will never tidy under physical torture, the interrogator sets out to destroy him mentally, breaking his spirit. Stars Alec Guinness and Jack Hawkins. English SDH. In B&W. 95 minutes. $39.95.

3906014 MASQUERADE. Widescreen. Policing a World War II objective, a soldier is sent to the county for a much-needed break. There he falls in love with the innkeeper’s daughter, Nanette, who is already betrothed to a local farmer. The farmer disappears from their engagement party, Cassim immediately takes up the case. Not Rated. English SDH. 70 minutes. $9.95.

3925808 I AM LOVE. Widescreen. Tilda Swinton stars in this gorgeously composed Italian drama as Emma—dubbfiful woman, loving mother, and the heart of the Milanese family. When internal strife threatens the future of the family business, Emma falls for her son’s friend, sparking a passionate affair that will change the lives of the family forever. Rated R. In Italian with English subtitles. 131 minutes. English SDH. $4.95.

2969602 STRIPTEASE. Widescreen. Let go from her job, Erin Grant (Dem Moore) resorts to stripping in order to earn money to get back custody of her children. The crusading Congressman (Burt Reynolds) fixates on her. Erin must face unintended consequences, including blackmail and murder. But the legislative struggle is Erin’s, and he ends up exposed. Not Rated. English SDH. 105 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95.

3948876 THE OVERNIGHTERS. Widescreen. A modern-day Grapes of Wrath, this captivating docudrama engages a set of universal societal and economic themes: the promise and limits of reinvention, redemption and compassion, as well as the instinct to be imperatively “loved by your neighbor” and the resistance that one small community feels when confronted by a surging river of desperate job-seekers. English SDH. 102 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95.
Drama Blu-ray

**375012 THE BOYS IN THE BAND.** Widescreen. Harold (Leonard Frey) is celebrating a birthday with his friend Michael (Kenneth Nelson) when he discovers that some friends have helped commemorate the event. As the evening progresses, the alcohol flows, the leaves come out, and Michael's demeanor turns to wistful. The group participate in a devotional video game that unleashes dormant and unspoken emotions in this iconic classic. Rated R. 119 minutes. Kino Lorber. In English with English subtitles. $29.95

**383964 LITTLE WHITE LIES.** Widescreen. Following a motorcycle accident that leaves a charismatic member of their group hospitalized, a close-knit circle of friends embark on their annual summer getaway. The sunny beachside in southwest France quickly becomes the backdrop of heated tensions and outbursts among old acquaintances. Stars Marion Cotillard. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 154 minutes. MPI. $4.95

**379500 SPANNING MAN.** Widescreen. Evan Birch (Guy Pierce) is a family man and esteemed professor at a distinguished college. When a female student goes missing, police detective Malloy (Pierce Brosnan) has many reasons to be suspicious when his investigation exposes crucial evidence linking Evan to her disappearance. Rated R. 100 minutes. WS Films. $5.95

**379545 INCONCEIVABLE.** Widescreen. A mother (Nicky Whalen) takes to escape her abusive past by moving to a new town where she befriends another mother (Gina Gershon), who grows suspicious of her. Rated R. 91 minutes. Cinedigm. $1.95

**383895 FIVE MINUTES OF HEAVEN.** Widescreen. Thirty years after Alistair Little-assassinated Jim Griffin he is rehabilitated and released from prison. A television talk show producer decides to bring Little (Liam Neeson) and Griffin’s younger brother together for a live on-air reconciliation. Two men haunted by one moment must come face to face in this film based on true events. Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. IFC Films. $4.95

**393525 NOT FADE AWAY.** Widescreen. It’s the 1960s and rock music is changing the world. Inspired by his success in a local band, Douglas (John Magaro) drops out of college to pursue his musical dreams, only to discover the harsh realities of the music industry. Douglas is forced to choose between listening to his father (James Gandolfini) or listening to his heart. Rated R. 112 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**393182 BETTIE PAGE: DARK Angel.** Widescreen. Recalls in episodes, Betty Page’s last three years as a pin-up queen, her mysterious disappearance and faithfully recreates in Irving Klaw’s original style, many of her now lost classic bondage films. Not Rated. In English and B&W. 75 minutes. Cult Epics. $14.95

**392591 THE INCREDIBLE JOURNEY OF MARY BRYANT.** Fullscreen. Mary Bryant, a strong-willed young Cornwallis girl is convicted of a rape that she believes she didn’t commit and sentenced to seven years in the Australian penal colony of Botany Bay. When Mary escapes, she embarks on an arduous four thousand mile journey to freedom. Stars Romola Garai, Jack Davenport and Sam Neill. Over 3 hours. Timeless Media Group. $5.95

**388935 SACHA GUITY: Four Films, 1936-1938.** Fullscreen. Guity was a celebrated playwright who worked as a stage actor, film actor, director and screenwriter and was an acclaimed playwright. This collection brings together a quartet of 1930s features by Guity, each based on his own, earlier works for theatre. Includes: Let’s Go Up the Champs-Elysees; The New Testament; and My Father Was Right. Includes a 68-page booklet. Not Rated. In B&W. In French with English subtitles. Over 6 hours on four Blu-rays. Arrow Academy. In English with English subtitles. $69.95

Thriller Blu-ray

**394849 BORGMAN.** Widescreen. A dark suburban fable exploring the nature of evil in unexpected places, Borgman follows an enigmatic vanguard who enters the lives of an upper-class family and quickly unravels their carefully curated lifestyles. Not Rated. CC. In Dutch with English subtitles. 113 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**392937 PHONE BOOTH.** Widescreen. Colin Farrell delivers a captivating performance as a self-centered New York City publicist forced to match wits with a psychopathic sniper when he’s tricked into answering the most important call of his life. Also stars Katie Holmes, Radha Mitchell, and Kiefer Sutherland. Rated R. CC. 81 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

**392807 AIN’T THEM BODIES SAINTS.** Widescreen. A visually arresting psychological thriller in this new interpretation of the grisly Borden hacked her parents with an ax–a lot. Kristen Stewart and Chloe Sevigny star in this. Rated R. 90 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

**3912817 NOT FADE AWAY.** Widescreen. Ray Sharkey plays Detective Mitchell, and Kiefer Sutherland. Rated R. CC. 81 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

**3915379 KILL ME THREE TIMES.** Widescreen. Kristen Stewart, Jimmi Simpson, and Labrador. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Mongrel Media. $4.95

**3925428 NORTHERN.** Widescreen. A couple’s tranquil and tranquil life is disrupted by the arrival of a mysterious couple. Academy Award winners Jennifer Lawrence and Javier Bardem deliver unflinching, top-tier performances in this visually arresting psychological thriller that will leave your mind blown. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. CC. 121 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

**3771103 I, A WOMAN PART II & III.** Widescreen. In I, A Woman Part II, tormented by her loveless marriage to a demented man, Debra conducts herself in a series of sexual encounters. In The Daughter: I, A Woman Part III, Copenhagen’s decadent nightlife is the setting for her adventures. Stars Morten Livbjerg. These Swedish-Danish films are a frank depiction of female sexuality, shocking audiences around the world when first released. Rated R. 3 hours. Something Weird Video. In English with English subtitles. $34.95

**3974886 THE RAIN KILLER.** Widescreen. Ray Sharkey plays Detective Vince Capra of the Los Angeles Police Department whose job is discovering the identity of a serial killer murdering rich single ladies when the rain falls. He gets help from his partner (Michael Chiklis) and an all business FBI agent. But the case is tough, especially when all the clues get washed away. Rated R. 93 minutes. Scorpion. $9.95

**383936 LIT TLE WOMEN/MARIE ANTOINETTE.** widescreen. A celebration of female sexuality, shocking audiences around the world when first released. Rated R. Three hours. Something Weird Video. In English with English subtitles. $34.95

**3915077 HIDDEN AGENDA.** Widescreen. American activists Paul Sullivan and his fiancé Ingrid Jessner journey to Belfast to protest alleged Irish nationalist tactics, all but themselves he isn’t the only person trying to kill the things to trick himself at the center of a three tales of the main suspect in the killings, a religious studies teacher arrested and released due to a police blunder. Not Rated. English SDH. 110 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**3865089 KANSAS CITY.** Widescreen. Dionne O’Hara (Jennifer Jason Leigh) resists the inevitable when her low-level hood husband Johnny (Dermot Mulroney), gets caught trying to steal from Selden Sein (Harry Belafonte), a local crime boss operating out of just the cool. The Hey-Hey Club. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Arrow. In English with English subtitles. $24.95

**3848981 MANON.** Fullscreen. A classical tragic romance transposed to a WW2 setting, with a collection of the travails of Manon (Cécile Aubry), a village girl accused of collaborating with the Nazis who is rescued from imminent execution by a French Resistance fighter (Frank Périgaud). In B&W. In French with English subtitles. 105 minutes. In English with English subtitles. $24.95

**375513 THE TEACHER.** Linda (Julianne Moore) is a forty year-old unmarried school teacher living a drama free life. But her simple life changes when a former star pupil returns to town after failing as a playwright in New York. Unlikely to give up his dreams. Linda mounts his play at her school and puts her own reputation and career on the line. Rated R. 91 minutes. Cinedigm. PRICE CUT to $1.95

**383884 ANESTHESIA.** Widescreen. While on his way home one evening, Walter Zarrow , a police detective, finds a woman who is having a seizure on the street. The woman quickly unravels their carefully curated reality and uncovers a shocking conspiracy. Rated R. 108 minutes. English SDH. $11.95

**3702553 100 STREETS.** Widescreen. Follows three interwoven stories as they play out in one square mile of London. Max (Daniel Craig) is a drug dealer desperate seeking to find life off the street. Kingsley is a small-time drug dealer desperately seeking to find life off the street. George is a cab driver who gets drawn into London’s criminal underworld. This darkly comedic thriller stars Simon Pegg as the cunning assassin, Charlie Wolfe, who discovers he isn’t the only person trying to kill the thickest of a sun-drenched suburb. Pages quick fix themselves at the center of three tales of murder, mayhem, blackmail and revenge. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. VVS Films. $2.95

**3865002 DARKEST HOUR.** Widescreen. As Hitler’s forces close in on the United kingdom, Winston Churchill is elected the new Prime Minister. With his party consistently defeated, that the government is a rubber stamp of the Crown and Ben (Rafe Spall), himself a state of three tales of law enforcement. It’s up to Churchill to lead his nation and protect them from the most dangerous man in the world. In English with English subtitles. 121 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $14.95

**3771103 I, A WOMAN PART II & III.** Widescreen. In I, A Woman Part II, tormented by her loveless marriage to a demented man, Debra conducts herself in a series of sexual encounters. In The Daughter: I, A Woman Part III, Copenhagen’s decadent nightlife is the setting for her adventures. Stars Morten Livbjerg. These Swedish-Danish films are a frank depiction of female sexuality, shocking audiences around the world when first released. Rated R. Three hours. Something Weird Video. In English with English subtitles. $34.95

**3974886 THE RAIN KILLER.** Widescreen. Ray Sharkey plays Detective Vince Capra of the Los Angeles Police Department whose job is discovering the identity of a serial killer murdering rich single ladies when the rain falls. He gets help from his partner (Michael Chiklis) and an all business FBI agent. But the case is tough, especially when all the clues get washed away. Rated R. 93 minutes. Scorpion. $9.95

---
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by an inmate running a prison drug racket, she becomes the enemy nabbed by the police and sent to prison. There, she quickly learns she to haunt her. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Magnolia.

**LIMITED QUANTITY** 3933520

**WHITE BIRD IN A BLIZZARD.** Widescreen. Kat Conners (Shailene Woodley) is a young woman embracing her new and sexualized life but strange mother Eve vanishes. At first Kat is excused by her new freedom, distracted by the boy next door and the cop working the case. But all is revealed, and the mystery begins to haunt her. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

**3915506**

**SURVEILLANCE.** Widescreen. When FBI agents Elizabeth Anderson (Julia Ormond) and Sam Hal laway (Bill Pullman) arrive at a local police station to investigate a series of gruesome murders, there are three witnesses with three different stories of the roadside rampage. They soon discover that uncovering the truth can come at a very big cost. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

**3915441**

**THE CONCRETE JUNGLE.** Widescreen. Danny uses his unsuspecting girlfriend to stab cocaine in her skin, she’s rabbed by the police and sent to prison. There, she quickly learns she must toughen up if she’s going to survive. After witnessing a murder by an inmate running a prison drug racket, she becomes the enemy and must do everything she can to stay alive. Stars Jill St. John, Robert R. 99 minutes. Code Red.

**3932869**

**THE GIRL WITH THE DRAGON TATTOO.** Widescreen. Mikael Blomkvist (Daniel Craig) agrees to investigate a 40-year-old unsolved murder on behalf of the victim’s uncle, Swedish industrialist Harlan. With tattooed hacker Lisbeth Salander (Rooney Mara), Blomkvist uncovers a secret history of murder and sexual abuse festering beneath the veneer of Sweden’s industrial past. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Columbia. $4.95

**3929701**

**THE SHALLOWS.** Widescreen. When Nancy (Blake Lively) is surfing on a secluded beach, she finds herself on the feeding ground of a great white shark. Though she is stranded at the shore, survival proves to be the ultimate test of wills, requiring all of Nancy’s ingenuity, resourcefulness and fortitude. English SDH. 86 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**3916858**

**SUITS OF PANGEA.** A documentary. Nathan, an anthropology student, invites a few of his classmates and their professor to his family’s abandoned ranch to recreate an ancient ceremony. They must survive the wrath of an elder brother and drug fueled Delgado (Christian Slater). The students then embark on a rite of passage that no one will ever forget. 102 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

**2075365**

**BENT.** Widescreen. On his latest private investigation, a shameless former cop is given a murder case to a government conspiracy involving rogue agents from a top spy agency. Rated R. 96 minutes. WFS Films. $3.95

**3900118**

**EYE SEE YOU.** Recovering from the psychological effects of witnessing a brutal crime, Agent Jake Malloy (Sylvester Stallone) checks into a rehab for cops in the wilderness of Wyoming only to end up in an extreme game of cat and mouse with a serial killer who won’t be stopped. Also stars Tom Berenger. Rated R. Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. English SDH. Pub. at $26.95 $15.95

**3930208**

**ONE EYED GIRL.** Widescreen. On the brink of a nervous breakdown, young psychiatrist Travis meets Grace, a member of seemingly church-sponsored salvation to even the most troubled members. When a series of tragedies befalls the church leader and his flock, Travis must decide where his loyalty lies. Stars Leonid Winter. Rated R. 103 minutes. Dark Sky. $2.95

**3795349**

**10X10.** Widescreen. On the shores of the Cayman Islands the lives of several different people—a U.S. money launderer and his daughter, a lawyer, a young school student, and a crime gang—intersect. A chain reaction of violence is set in motion that will determine whether love can survive the fall of paradise. Stars Orlando Bloom and Agnes Bruckner. Rated R. Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. English SDH. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**3855900**

**MIND GAMES.** Widescreen. Trapped in a marriage, Dana Lund and his wife Rita try to breathe new life into their relationship by taking a trip through California with their 10 year old son Kevin. Along the way they pick up Eric whose charm masks the fact that he is psychotic—and whose next victim is the 3931919

**POUND OF FLESH.** Widescreen. When a young woman’s dead body is found near the campus, the moralistic new detective in town, serial killer. Beyond the front doors of the University of Illinois, a serial killer. Rated R. Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. English SDH. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3932648**

**BAYOU CAVIAR.** Widescreen. A Russian gangster (Richard Dreyfuss) engages Rodney (Cuba Gooding Jr.) in a high-stakes game, to take down an associate’s son in law via a salacious tape made by photographer, Nic (Famke Janssen). CC. 112 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

**3916227**

**CITY OF GHOSTS.** Widescreen. Follows the journey of ‘Raqa is a Daughter of the Caliphate’—a handful of activists who banded together after their homeland was taken over by ISIS in 2014. This is the story of a brave group of journalists, as they risk their lives to undercover, risking their lives to stand up against one of the greatest evils in the world. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Broad Green Pictures. $5.95

**3795365**

**BENT.** Widescreen. On his latest private investigation, a shameless former cop is given a murder case to a government conspiracy involving rogue agents from a top spy agency. Rated R. 96 minutes. WFS Films. $3.95
**Thiller Blu-ray**

- **3889211** THE FIFTH CORD. Widescreen. When a man barely survives a bizarre special operations raid on a remote, washed-up journalist Andrea Bilde is assigned to report on the case. Before long the maniacal strikes again, this time with fatal results. Soon Andrea finds herself making it even more imperative that he crack the case. A giallo classic! Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

- **3883209** POSESSION. Widescreen. Newlyweds Dana and Michael Haines seem to have it all until a car accident renders both Ryan and his brother Roman comatoses. But Dana’s been left with a disturbing new vision: the images of those among the living. Starring Danisla Flik and June Vincent. English SDH. In B&W. 81 minutes. IFC Films.

- **3888887** BRAKE. Widescreen. Secret Service agent Jeremy Reins (Stephen Dorff) wakes up trapped in a plastic box in the trunk of a car. He is physically and psychologically tortured by his captors—terrorists who want to know who the presidential barker is located and will stop at nothing to find out.ブラ・スクリーン. 119 分。IFC Films.

**Price Cuts to $2.95**

- **3821773** BLACK ANGEL. Fullscreen. When the beautiful singer Mariós Matveye is slain in her chic apartment, her husband becomes the number one suspect. One of which is Kirk Bennett, the adulterer who found his mistress’s dead body and flied the scene. When he is convicted, his long-suffering wife makes him swear that his heart is true. Stars Dan Duryea and June Vincent. English SDH. In B&W. 81 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $39.95

- **3859797** ROSEWOOD LANE/WHITE NOISE: The Light. Widescreen. In Rosewood Lane (Rated R) Sonny Blake (Rosie McGowan) moves back home after her father dies, but upon arrival she discovers the local paperboy has apparently murdered her former best friend–and in her absence killed her father. In White Noise: The Light Abe Dale (Nathan Fillion) undergoes a transformation that allows him to see those among the living who are about to die, and when he tries to intervene, time seems to have an ultimate price to be paid. English SDH. Over three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98

- **386684X** THE PASSION OF DARKLY NOON. Widescreen. Darkly Noon (Brendan Fraser) is the sole survivor of a murder on a remote, isolated religious community. Shunning through a forest in a daze, he is rescued by the free-spirited and enigmatic Callie (Ashley Judd.) But Darkly’s unrequited love for her sends him into an explosive and lethal rage. Not Rated. English SDH. 101 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

**SOLD OUT**

- **3800602** MERCURY RISING. Widescreen. You’ve seen the infamous footage of the Sasquatch was filmed. Before long the headstrong couple are lost in the woods and discover someon–or something–is stalking them. Directed by Bobcat Goldthwait. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Dark Sky.


- **3905691** BEN. Widescreen. When detective sergeant Cliff Kirkland (Joseph Costabile) investigator the horrifying murder of Willard Stiles, by a band of rats, he discovers that the rats are now an organized army, and he must destroy the monstrous rodents before it’s too late. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 94 minutes. Screem Factory.

- **3906965** TASTE THE BLOOD OF DRACULA. Widescreen. A unit of mercenaries must team up with a group of tech-geek students to find the source of the terror, a mad scientist who has also created a living dead T-Rex dinosaur, who turns everyone they find the source of the terror, a mad scientist who has also created a living dead T-Rex dinosaur, who turns everyone

**Limited Quantity**

- **3906580** ROSEWOOD LANE. Widescreen. When a man barely survives a bizarre special operations raid on a remote, washed-up journalist Andrea Bilde is assigned to report on the case. Before long the maniacal strikes again, this time with fatal results. Soon Andrea finds herself making it even more imperative that he crack the case. A giallo classic! Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

**SOLD OUT**

- **3915603** THE PROJECTED MAN. Widescreen. Dr. Steiner and Dr. Mitchel have created a projection device that can transmit any inanimate object over the transmit any inanimate object over the

- **3915247** THE ABCS OF DEATH. Widescreen. This explosive film is comprised of 26 individual “chapters” on the topic of death, each helmed by a different director assigned to a specific letter of the alphabet. Provocative, funny and shocking, the anthology is the definitive vision of modern horror diversity.

**SOLD OUT**

- **3872958** MOTHER KRAMPUS. Widescreen. Based on the 1970 cult classic that came to be known as the twelve days of Christmas taking children each night. The naughty list just got deadlier. Stars Claire-Maria Fox. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. Cinedigm.

**Limited Quantity**

- **3809992** THE SACRAMENT. Widescreen. A news team tracks a man as he travels into the world of Eden Parish to find his missing sister, where it becomes apparent that this paradise may not be as it seems. Eden Parish harbors a twisted secret that it becomes a lie for survival. Not Rated. English SDH. 99 minutes. Magnolia.

**Price Cuts to $4.95**

- **3876160** THE APARTMENT AT THE 13TH FLOOR. Widescreen. After a slaughterhouse worker, Marcos accidentally kills a man during a fight, he begins to lose his grip on sanity. As his brutal crimes escalate and the body count grows, the killer must find a way to dispose of his victims. The solution is shocking – you are what he eats! Stars Vincent Parra. Rated Not Rated. 102 minutes. Adults only. Mondo Macabro. Code Red.

- **3868913** NIGHTSHADES: Special Edition. Widescreen. In his isolation, unchecked by the bounds of parenting, Ted’s darker impulses push him to manifast. When a mystery drifter captures Ted’s eye in a picture, he travels into the world of Eden Parish to

**Price Cuts to $11.95**

- **3857292** POE POE. Widescreen. Several horror films with a splash into his researching with the existence of Bigfoot. Jim and his girlfriend head on a camping trip to Willow Creek, a small town where infamous footage of the Sasquatch was filmed. Before long the headstrong couple are lost in the woods and discover someone–or something–is stalking them. Directed by Bobcat Goldthwait. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Dark Sky.

**Limited Quantity**

- **3876819** WHITE CREEK. Widescreen. Looking to make a splash with his research into the existence of Bigfoot. Jim and his girlfriend head on a camping trip to Willow Creek, a small town where infamous footage of the Sasquatch was filmed. Before long the headstrong couple are lost in the woods and discover someone–or something–is stalking them. Directed by Bobcat Goldthwait. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Dark Sky.

**Price Cuts to $4.95**

- **3814194** THE SACRAMENT. Widescreen. A news team tracks a man as he travels into the world of Eden Parish to find his missing sister, where it becomes apparent that this paradise may not be as it seems. Eden Parish harbors a twisted secret that it becomes a lie for survival. Not Rated. English SDH. 99 minutes. Magnolia.

**Price Cuts to $9.95**

- **3876160** THE APARTMENT AT THE 13TH FLOOR. Widescreen. After a slaughterhouse worker, Marcos accidentally kills a man during a fight, he begins to lose his grip on sanity. As his brutal crimes escalate and the body count grows, the killer must find a way to dispose of his victims. The solution is shocking – you are what he eats! Stars Vincent Parra. Rated Not Rated. 102 minutes. Adults only. Mondo Macabro. Code Red.

**Limited Quantity**

- **3809992** THE SACRAMENT. Widescreen. A news team tracks a man as he travels into the world of Eden Parish to find his missing sister, where it becomes apparent that this paradise may not be as it seems. Eden Parish harbors a twisted secret that it becomes a lie for survival. Not Rated. English SDH. 99 minutes. Magnolia.

**Price Cuts to $9.95**

- **3876160** THE APARTMENT AT THE 13TH FLOOR. Widescreen. After a slaughterhouse worker, Marcos accidentally kills a man during a fight, he begins to lose his grip on sanity. As his brutal crimes escalate and the body count grows, the killer must find a way to dispose of his victims. The solution is shocking – you are what he eats! Stars Vincent Parra. Rated Not Rated. 102 minutes. Adults only. Mondo Macabro. Code Red.

**Price Cuts to $4.95**

- **3876160** THE APARTMENT AT THE 13TH FLOOR. Widescreen. After a slaughterhouse worker, Marcos accidentally kills a man during a fight, he begins to lose his grip on sanity. As his brutal crimes escalate and the body count grows, the killer must find a way to dispose of his victims. The solution is shocking – you are what he eats! Stars Vincent Parra. Rated Not Rated. 102 minutes. Adults only. Mondo Macabro. Code Red.
**HORROR BLU-RAY**

**3915778 JUNK BONDS: The Return of Junkbucket.** Widescreen. This sequel to the underground hit Junkbucket (also included), lovingly satirizes the Texas Chainsaw Massacre series, as we witness the terror and butchery wreaked upon Lake Pakojomaron, where a young city dweller, the son of his newfound family of phallic cannibals. Not Rated. 151 minutes. Troma Team. $7.95

**3915682 B.C. BUTCHER.** Widescreen. When a tribe of hot cave women impart cruelties, violent judgements, and the leave the dead cave girl’s body tied to a tree, their fate takes a turn for the worse. Slain by a hideously deformed giant monster, the cave women are violently destroyed one by one. Not Rated. 51 minutes. Troma Team. $9.95

**3914208 TOTAL TERROR:** Demonic/Unlimited, In Demonic, five teens take a wrong turn in a remote English forest and find their lives in danger from beautiful, blood thirsty creatures. Stars Nicole Petty and Tom Savini. In Unlimited, eight strangers venture into a gold mine which was the site in the future and the dead warriors still haunt. Stars Jack Weston. Not Rated. 98 minutes. Alliance. $3.95

**3901018 VENOM.** Widescreen. Set deep in the eerie swamps of southern Louisiana, a group of friends, trying to uncover the truth behind a friend’s mysterious death. What they find is an evil force more deadly than anyone could have imagined. Now they are the ones running for their lives. Stars Agnes Bruckner and Julian Richings. Rated R. 86 minutes. Alliance. $4.95

**3915727 FREAR TOWN U.S.A./THE SLASHENING.** Widescreen. In Fear Town U.S.A., they were looking for fun, but what they found was terror! And The Slashenning, is a tale of an old church and a search at America’s most dangerous sex. Not Rated. 174 minutes. Adults only. Troma Team. $9.95

**3910321 SILENT HILL: Revelation 3D.** Widescreen. Return to a place of insanity and blood-curdling chills in this shocking sequel to one of the most disturbing horror films ever created, where Heather (Adelaide Clemens) and her father (Sean Patrick Flannery) must figure out a way to break the curse and defeat Samara. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 102 minutes. Paramount. $3.95

**3929531 INSIDIOUS: THE LAST KEY.** Widescreen. In this gripping film, Lin Shaye reprises her role as parapsychologist Dr. Elise Rainier, who returns to her family home to face the unrelenting demons that have plagued her since childhood. Accompanied by her two investigative partners, Elise must delve deeper into the further to unlock the mystery and destroy her greatest fear. English SDH. 103 minutes. Sony. $4.95

**3915433 STORAGE 24.** Widescreen. The city of London is locked down after a cargo plane crashes with its highly classified contents stream across the city. Four friends are trapped in the airport, a dark maze of endless corridors—with a mysterious predator hunting them one by one. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

**3932940 PARANORMAL ACTIVITY 2.** Widescreen. After a young middle-class couple moves into what seems like a typical suburban house, they become increasingly disturbed by a presence that may or may not be real. Also stars Kelen Coleman and Tim Rock. Rated R. English SDH. 82 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

**3915808 MOONSHINE MEAT MARKET MASSACRE.** Widescreen. After the third world war, the Earth was plunged into chaos. The resources were depleted and the water was undrinkable and only the diabolical survive. There are many that would go to any lengths to survive in this world and not much to live for. But death is the only thing remaining. Not Rated. $7.95

**3770060 STATIC.** A couple’s broken romance reaches its conclusion in the test when a mysterious girl shows up at their door in the middle of the night claiming promised are staking her. The ominous situation turns even darker when the dangerous relationship slowly comes to a head. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Faktion. $4.95

**2922165 CARNAGE PARK.** Widescreen. A rock and a hard place gone wrong forces two criminals to take a hostage—the young but resilient Vivian (Ashley Bell)—as they go on the run. But things go from bad to off the rails when Vivian and her captors end up in the crosshairs of a deranged ex-military sniper who0 enshrines them in a deadly game of cat and mouse. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Faktion. $3.95

**3915673 REMEMBER YOU.** When a woman hides herself in a church. A grieving father searches for the truth about what happened to his missing son. And a trio of psychopaths unleashes a sinister force when they begin renovating a cursed home on a remote island. A hair-raising ghost story and a powerful source of pent-up rage. Includes English subtitles. 106 minutes. Shout! Factory. $22.97

**2940256 AMERICAN MUMMY.** A group of college students in the New Mexico desert unearth an ancient mummy, on which one of the students performs a secret, private operation, the mummy’s curse possesses the students’ souls, turning them against each other in a bid to spread his evil to the entire world. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 98 minutes. All Regions. $3.95

**3936530 EXTREME JUKEBOX.** Widescreen. Welcome to Nova Springs, a rock and roll theme park full of chart toppers, and hardcore groupie babes, dueling serial killers, and heavy metal gore. Hear old school rock ‘n roll in the tradition of Black Sabbath or The Ramones and nearly too depraved to be abandoned, this adult Italian film since Argento’s Deep Red. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 80 minutes. Troma Team. $7.95

**3808556 THE CORN: GAMER WIDE.** Widescreen. When a young couple seeks to relay in a remote desert compound, they encounter a Manson-like figure known as Preacher (Bruce Campbell). They soon discover that they have stumbled upon a bizarre cult worshiping an entity that may—or may not—dwell inside the haunted little boy. Also stars Kelen Coleman and Tim Rock. Rated R. English SDH. 81 minutes. Alliance. $22.99

**3794067 MOTHER’S DAY.** After a bank robbery gone wrong, three brothers head for home, only to discover that their mother has lost the house in a court auction. For the house’s new inhabitant is the brothers’ unwitting hostages, trapped in a game of life or death over the course of a single terrifying night. Rated R. 112 minutes. Alliance. $4.95

---

** unlimited QUANTITY **

**3915921 THE THINGY: Confessions of a Teenage Placenta.** Widescreen. In a twisted world, Marianne gives birth to a rather unusual child. While the child is born dead, life finds its way through its afterbirth. Marianne decides to raise her placenta as a normal human being—a young man named Luke. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Troma Team. $7.95

**3933032 RINGS.** Widescreen. When a radical college professor finds the mysterious video rumored to kill viewers seven days after watching, he enlists his students in a dangerous experiment to uncover the secrets behind the Samara legend. When the deadly video goes viral, they must figure out a way to break the curse and defeat Samara. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 102 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

**391576X HONKY HOLOCAUST.** Widescreen. In this exploitation, lust charged nightmare film the story and visual rendering of an erotic message that has nothing to do with violence is no deeper than a surface perception of how they are going to be when we refuse to uphold any dishonest mainstream portrayal of racism meant to defer discomfort. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Adults only. Troma Team. $9.95

**3915790 EXTREME JUICEBOX.** Widescreen. Welcome to Nova Springs, a rock and roll theme park full of chart toppers, and hardcore groupie babes, dueling serial killers, and heavy metal gore. Hear old school rock ‘n roll in the tradition of Black Sabbath or The Ramones and nearly too depraved to be abandoned, this adult Italian film since Argento’s Deep Red. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 80 minutes. Troma Team. $7.95

**3808556 THE CORN: GAMER WIDE.** Widescreen. When a young couple seeks to relay in a remote desert compound, they encounter a Manson-like figure known as Preacher (Bruce Campbell). They soon discover that they have stumbled upon a bizarre cult worshiping an entity that may—or may not—dwell inside the haunted little boy. Also stars Kelen Coleman and Tim Rock. Rated R. English SDH. 81 minutes. Alliance. $22.99

**3794067 MOTHER’S DAY.** After a bank robbery gone wrong, three brothers head for home, only to discover that their mother has lost the house in a court auction. For the house’s new inhabitant is the brothers’ unwitting hostages, trapped in a game of life or death over the course of a single terrifying night. Rated R. 112 minutes. Alliance. $4.95
**2880245 THE TALL MAN/THE RESIDENT.** Widescreen. Children of a slowly dying minivan are disappearing without a trace—abducted, the townsfolk whisper, by a mysterious entity known as The Tall Man. In *The Resident* (Juliette Swank) has found the perfect New York apartment, but secrets behind every wall and she gets the unnerving feeling she’s not alone. Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on 2 Blu-rays. RLJ Entertainment. $3.95

**3915581 THE MONKEY’S PAW.** Widescreen. As a young journalist, the protagonist, Ben Browder, finds a monkey’s paw talisman that grants its possessor three wishes. He finds his world turned upside-down. His first two wishes result in his monstrous toothless cantankerous dog being resurrected from the dead. Jake will be forced to outwit his psychic dead friend! Not Rated. 90 minutes. Scream Factory. $4.95

**3835627 13TEEN.** Widescreen. As a monstrous storm approaches the town of Emeryville, residents are warned that a crazed serial killer who saves the number 13 into his victim’s chest is on the loose. As the night goes on, one woman soon discovers she is not home alone after all. Rated R. 91 minutes. North American Pic. $3.95

**3991008 THE APPEARANCE.** Widescreen. Marlene (Jake Strohm and) and his comrade (Kristian Nairn) are summoned to a monastery to investigate a series of mysterious murders and the alleged ‘witch’ attacks of the horrific crimes. It soon becomes clear that something evil haunts the church. CC. 112 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

**3916324 THE EXORCIST III.** Widescreen. In a wonder strays unnoticed—on the ceiling like a fly. A long-dead killer claims victim after victim. Flames erupt, snakes slither, the ground opens and reveals a writhing pit of the damned. The evil is back in this jarring story that begins where the first film ended. Stars George C. Scott. Rated R.

**391636X MIDNIGHT MOVIE/KILLER MOVIE.** Widescreen. In Midnight Movie, a group of night-time film fanatics, and in *Killer Movie*, one no one is prepared when a film screening of a horror film, unaware that the director has more in mind than just a league of film critics. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 93 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

**3980230 ANGEL III: The Final Chapter.** Widescreen. Directed by notorious exploitation auteur Tom DeSimone, this film was the least official entry in the franchise. Slasher and more outrageous than its predecessors, *Angel III* stars Mitzi Kapture, Maud Adams and Richard Roundtree—an 80s trash classic. Not Rated. English SDH. 99 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. $19.95


**3934875 BEYOND THE DOOR III.** Widescreen. Shy American college co-ed, Beverly, has been invited to go on a class trip to a remote part of Yugoslavia to witness an ancient cultural rite. But what Beverly doesn’t know is that she’s actually being lured to Europe in order to be made the bride of Satan! Rated R. English SDH. 86 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $49.95

**3992213 THE INCANTATION.** Widescreen. In this pictureque paranoic thriller, a young American girl, Lucy Bellerox (Sam Valenti), has a chance of a lifetime to visit her ancestors ominous castle in the south of France. However things are not as they seem as she finds that her family is hiding dark secrets and their nefarious past. Also stars Dean Cain. CC. 98 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

**3904143 MALABIMBA.** Widescreen. Bimba lives in a gothic castle with her family. However, after her family conducts a seance to communicate with their deceased mother, Bimba finds that their home is increasngly strange and perverted ways. When a nun is brought in to help Bimba, she becomes convinced Bimba is possessed by an insatiable, sex-starved demon which will stop at nothing. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 100 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.95

**398619X LADYWORLD.** Eight teenage girls become trapped in an endless birthday party after a massive ecological event and psyches dissolve as they run out of food and water. Eventually, they regress to their baser instincts, exploring each other’s fears and indulging in sadistic desires. Rated R. Widescreen. English SDH. 94 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.95

**3900444 THE WIND.** Widescreen. What would you do if going outside meant being killed by a raging hurricane, but staying indoors meant being hacked to pieces by a sickle wielding maniac? A tense and thrilling edge-of-your-seat adventure, this film is a true testament to the classic ’70s slasher flick. Rated R. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 86 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $39.95

**3990177 HOUSE BY THE CEMETERY.** Widescreen. A young family moves from their cramped New York City apartment to a new home in New England. But this is no ordinary house. Someone—or something— is alive in the basement and this sweet home is about to become hell on earth. Directed by Lucio Fulci. Includes a reversible fold-out poster. six postcard. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95

**3908255 THE ASTROLOGER.** James Glickman’s feature debut is a bizarre tale of government skullduggery, satanic killings, zoical mayhem and messianic horror. Playboy centerfold Monica Tidewell stars in the “ultra obscure and undeniably fascinating” (Sav Vamp) film also known as Suicide Cult. Not Rated. 79 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.98

**3849015 ONE MISSED CALL TRILOGY.** Widescreen. In *One Missed Call*, a phone message from her future self ending with her own death scream. Two days later she dies in a horrific rail collision. As the phone curse spreads, Yoko’s friend Yumi joins the investigation. Also includes *One Missed Call 2* and *One Missed Call: Final*. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. Over five hours on 2 Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95

**3757871 THE HILLS HAVE EYES.** Pan-slaughter Wes Craven’s hugely entertaining folklore to his groundbreaking 1977 film. A motocross team on their way to an event opt to take an ill-assorted short cut across the desert. The busload of youngsters drive straight into the path of the remnants of a blood hungry, cannibal clan. Includes a reversible fold-out poster. six postcard. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95

**3889092 THE BLACK CAT.** Widescreen. When a young couple goes missing, one English village pretty. Their Scottish Yard Inspector Golrey is brought in to assist in the case. But what starts off as a routine investigation turns into a strange murder when the couple is found dead in mysterious circumstances. A gruesomely reimagining of the classic Edgar Allan Poe tale. Not Rated. In Italian. English subtitles. 91 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $29.95

**3804148 OLIVIA.** Widescreen. When she was a child, Olivia witnessed the horrifying deaths of Walter’mother at the hands of an angry John. Now an adult, she’s married to an abusive and controlling factory worker. until her marriage self-destructs and she realizes that Olivia avenge her death by seducing and then slaying men. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 85 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

**386255 THE ASTROLOGER.** James Glickman’s feature debut is a bizarre tale of government skullduggery, satanic killings, zoical mayhem and messianic horror. Playboy centerfold Monica Tidewell stars in the “ultra obscure and undeniably fascinating” (Sav Vamp) film also known as Suicide Cult. Not Rated. 79 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.98

**390061 DEATHDREAM.** Widescreen. Griet-skinned suburban patrons refuse to accept a report on Andy has been killed in Vietnam. But when Andy returns home soon after, something may be horribly wrong. Andy is alive and well—or is he? Also known as *Dreaming of You*. Stars John Marley, Lynn Carlin and Richard Backus. Rated R. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 88 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $39.95

**3888092 THE BLACK CAT.** Widescreen. When a young couple goes missing, one English village pretty. Their Scottish Yard Inspector Golrey is brought in to assist in the case. But what starts off as a routine investigation turns into a strange murder when the couple is found dead in mysterious circumstances. A gruesomely reimagining of the classic Edgar Allan Poe tale. Not Rated. In Italian. English subtitles. 91 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $29.95
**88 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98**

**93 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $49.95**

**NOT FOR THE WEAK STOMACHS OR FAINT HEARTS. Three hours director-approved HD transfers of the original negatives, plus a collector’s edition.**

**Rated. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 93 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $49.95**

**3834891 TAMMY AND THE T-REX. Widescreen. After Tammy’s boyfriend, Michael, is mauled by a lion and his body is taken away for dissection, a vengeful giant robotic T-Rex, Tammy and her new friend start looking for a suitable corpse in which to re-transplant Michael’s brain. Rated R. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 90 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.95**

**PRICE CUT to $24.95**

**207x37 to 266x109**

**3834887 DEATHLY MANOR. Widescreen. While en route to a lake, a group of young people make an unwanted stop-off at a remote, seemingly abandoned mansion where they decide to spend the night. But before daybreak, the group will unwittingly uncover the strange and terrifying truth that lurks behind the walls of this dreadful place. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98**

**21.95**

**3850471 FLESH EATING MOTHERS. Widescreen. This non-stop top the barrage of splatter and pitch black horror is continued by strange occurrences in a small town in upstate New York, where the women are transformed into deranged, demented, and cannibalistic flesh-eating mothers. It’s up to the young people to uncover to grotesquely murder anyone who comes too close to uncovering her terrifying secret. Newly scanned in 4K. English SDH.**

**21.95**

**3913724 THE GATES OF HELL/RETRIEVING FROM TEXAS. Widescreen. A reported Pinkerton race to close the Gates of Hell after the suicide of a clergyman caused them to open, allowing the dead to rise from their graves. In Psychokinesis and his partner kidnap a retired oil baron who escapes and runs for his life. This film was originally titled Code Red. Pub. at $33.95**

**3889114 BLOOD BATH. Widescreen. The films of Roger Corman are often as well known for their behind the scenes stories as they are the ones unfolding on the screen. For this release, the vaults were searched to bring all four versions of the film: Operation Ilian; Portrait in Terror; Track of the Vampire; and Blood Bath. This is the second time the film has been released as a single disc and a double-sided fold-out poster. Not Rated. In B&W. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95**

**26.95**

**3886301 THE DEVIL. Like a distant cousin of Fulci’s disturbing dream logic, Jean-Chris Champion’s “The Devil” harks back to a gory melodrama with a messy melange of atrocities in this slimy specimen of Taiwanese Horror. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 86 minutes. Massacre Video. Pub. at $34.95**

**21.95**

**3822223 DEAD SHADOWS. Widescreen. A group of friends meeting and everyone in Chris’s (Fabian Wolfrom) building is ready for a party to celebrate the event. As the night falls, Chris begins feeling blood-drunk and disoriented and violently and it doesn’t last long before they mutate into something far beyond recognition! Not Rated. 76 minutes. Scarem Factory.**

**PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**3877874 FRANKENSTEIN. Widescreen. This update on the classic Frankenstein is set in the present day and tells entirely from Adam the Monster’s perspective. Adam is confronted with nothing but aggression and violence from the world around him after he is inadvertently created. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. Alchemy.**

**PRICE CUT to $4.95**

**386622X MIRROR MIRROR 2: Raven Dance. Widescreen. The debut movie of horror auteur John Putzi is the sequel to Mirror Mirror; and this time the mirror’s demonic power is unleashed again from the blood of the damned, and sets the stage for the ultimate battle between good and evil. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95**

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**3770516 SATAN’S SLAVE. Widescreen. Catherine and her family are invited to stay for the weekend at the Zeko family estate. When a mysterious accident takes the life of Catherine’s parents, her uncle offers her to stay at the family estate with him. But soon she discovers that her family may be hiding dark secrets linked to their sinister past. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions and reversible cover artwork. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pal. $39.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**3870057 MOTHER’S DAY: 25th Anniversary. Meet Mommy, she’s pretty, she’s perfect, she’s June Cleaver with a cleaver, and you don’t want to deny her—or her daughter—anything. In Mommy’s Day the public is outraged when the media frontrunners, having変わるの protester, only wants to regain the love of her daughter. And heaven help those that stand in her way. Stars Patty McCormack. Not on DVD.**

**3880397 HOLLYWOOD HORROR HOUSE. Widescreen. A once prolific, but now alcoholic, movie star named Katherine Packard hires a young man to work at her underground hit in the U.S! These destitute and disoriented and violent and it doesn’t take long before they mutate into something far beyond recognition! Not Rated. 76 minutes. Scarem Factory.**

**PRICE CUT to $4.95**


**SOLD OUT**

**3810259 THE EDITOR. Widescreen. Raven Banner.**

**4.95**

**3869685 INTERVIEW WITH THE VAMPIRE. Warner Home Video.**

**3757587 HOLLOW. Widescreen. New.**

**3.95**

**3851249 BLOOD: The Last Vampire. Sony Pictures.**

**3824483 DARK WAS THE NIGHT. Widescreen. Image Entertainment.**

**3764656 PHANTOM OF THE OPERA. Fullscreen. Universal.**

**5.95**

**3862649 WINCHESTER. Widesc. WS Films.**

**4.95**

**382224X THE DEVIL’S DOLLS. Fullscreen. Scream Factory.**

**3.95**

**3851915 THE FUTURE. Fullscreen. Millennium.**

**3.95**

**3817299 THE MUMMY: Ultimate Collection. Universal.**

**3.95**

**3712699 THE BYE BYE MAN. Universal.**

**2.95**

**3871592 UNIVERSAL CLASSIC MONSTERS. Fullscreen. Universal.**

**SOLD OUT**

**3776158 PIG PEN. Dire Wit Films. Pub. at $19.95**

**5.95**

**3842673 POLTERGEIST III. Wide screen. Code Red.**

**3.95**

**3854654 THE ORPHAN KILLER. Fullscreen. Reel Gore.**

**12.95**

**3786520 WATCH ME WHEN I KILL. Synapse. Pub. at $29.95**

**17.95**

**3778339 THE ATTIC. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95**

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**3739791 ODISEA DELLA MORTE. Adults only. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95**

**12.95**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film Title</th>
<th>Studio/Release</th>
<th>Price/Cut</th>
<th>Catalog/ID</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Horror Blu-ray</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3873005 RED LETTER DAY. Widescreen.Epic. Pub. at $26.95</td>
<td>PRICE CUT to $12.95</td>
<td>3915145 THE MACHINE. Widescreen. During a future cold war, a scientist develops an android weapon called the Machine. But when it shows signs of consciousness and is ordered to be destroyed, it seeks revenge. Stars Toby Stephens. Rated R. 91 minutes. M.O. Pictures.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3799775 LONELY HEARTS. ARTIK. Widescreen. Epic. Pub. at $26.95</td>
<td>PRICE CUT to $13.95</td>
<td>3810267 EQUILIBRIUM. Widescreen. In an attempt to end wars and maintain peace, the world has decided on the things that trigger emotion—literature, music, art, and a special breed of police is assigned to eliminate all transgressors. But when the top enforcer (Christian Bale) misses a dose of an emotion-blocking drug, he begins to realize that things are not as they seem. Rated R. English SDH.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3778967 HITCH HIKE TO HELL. Widescreen. Epic. Pub. at $29.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sci-Fi Blu-ray</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3810267 EQUILIBRIUM. Widescreen. In an attempt to end wars and maintain peace, the world has decided on the things that trigger emotion—literature, music, art, and a special breed of police is assigned to eliminate all transgressors. But when the top enforcer (Christian Bale) misses a dose of an emotion-blocking drug, he begins to realize that things are not as they seem. Rated R. English SDH.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3806042 REVOLT. Widescreen. Set in the war-ravaged African countryside, an American soldier and a French foreign worker team up to survive an alien onslaught. As they journey through the battlefield in search of refuge, their bond will be tested when the soldier discovers the aid worker’s true identity. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. Vertical.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3955716 ASTEROID VS EARTH. Widescreen. When a shower of massive meteors threatens an extinction level event on Earth, the world’s greatest minds devise a dangerous plan that will take the planet’s axis in order to avoid the impact. 91 minutes.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3929493 FINAL FANTASY: The Spirits Within. Widescreen. The year is 2065. A meteor has crashed into Earth, unleashing millions of floating crystals called Espirits, that threaten the planet, decimating field and city alike, threatening to extinguish life itself. Prepare to be spellbound by an amazing woman, the brave individuals at her side, and an action to save the Earth. English SDH. 106 minutes. Columbia.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3915883 SICK SOCK MONSTERS FROM OUTER SPACE. Widescreen. As the new king of the galaxy, King Grigogino, comes to power with an idea that “fitness regimes” will keep his people fit and stop the invasion of the evil. Not Rated. English SDH.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family Blu-ray</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3922401 ONE &amp; TWO. Widescreen. Siblings Eva (Kieran Skipka) and Zac (Timoteo Chalian) are cut off from society in a remote farmhouse, their insolur world bounded by an enormous wall. But as the past begins exploring its extraordinary, potable, complex single-child mystery arises: is their father trying to keep the world out, or keep his children in? Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Shout! Factory.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3929485 THE FIFTH ELEMENT. Widescreen. New York cab driver Kevin Dallas didn’t mean to be a hero, but he just picked up the kind of fare that only comes along every five thousand years: a perfect beauty, a perfect weapon. Along the way, he meets the love of his life. Starring Bruce Willis, Gary Oldman and Milla Jovovich. English SDH. 126 minutes. Columbia.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3879239 BLACK SITE. Widescreen. An elite military unit encounters a supernatural entity, known as The Elders, that forces them into battle against an army of demons. They must fight together to defend the Black Site and save the world from ultimate destruction. Not Rated. English SDH. 78 minutes. Epic. Pub. at $29.95</td>
<td>PRICE CUT to $14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Musical Blu-ray</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3929283 DREAMGIRLS. Widescreen. Grammy winner Beyoncé Knowles, Academy Award winner Jamie Foxx and Golden Globe winner Eddie Murphy shine in unforgettable roles that display their matchless talents along with Jennifer Hudson’s electrifying performance that earned her the 2006 Academy Award. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions along with many extras. English SDH. 140 minutes. Paramount.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3929847 NOT THE MESSIAH–HE’S A VERY NAUGHTY BOY. Widescreen. The boys of Monty Python–Eric Idle, Michael Palin, Terry Gilliam, John Cleese and Graham Chapman–are back as they chronicle the life and adventures of Jesus of Nazareth.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LIMITED QUANTITY 3908502 KUBO AND THE TWO STRINGS. Widescreen. Kubo mesmerizes the people in his village with his magical gift for spinning wild tales with origami. When he accidentally summons an evil spirit seeking vengeance, Kubo is forced to go on a quest to solve the mystery of his fallen father and raise an army of minions. Starring Charlize Theron and Matthew McConaughey. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and Blu-ray + DVD versions. 102 minutes. $7.95

3952644 MADAGASCAR: Escape 2 Africa. Widescreen. Your favorite characters from Madagascar are back, still together and still lost! You’ll laugh out loud as this outrageous comedy takes you on an African adventure like no other. Stars the voice talents of David Schwimmer, Ben Stiller, Chris Rock, and Jada Pinkett Smith. English SDH. 89 minutes. DreamWorks. $9.95

3908922 SUPER BUDDIES. Widescreen. On a day at Fernfodl Farms turns extraordinary when Buddydall, Mudbud, B-Dawg; Buddha and Rosebud discover mysterious rings that grant them superpowers. Our ordinary day at Fernfield turns into an extraordinary adventure! Stars the voice talents of Ben Stiller, Adam Sandler, Chris Rock, Tracy Morgan, and Kenan Thompson. Widescreen. Includes Blu-ray and Blu-ray + DVD versions. 81 minutes. $6.95

3915395 LIFE ITSELF. Widescreen. A film critic’s take on Roger Ebert and his life, from his Pulitzer Prize-winning film criticism at the Chicago Sun-Times to becoming one of the most influential cultural personalities in the United States. Directed by the acclaimed Steve James. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. $9.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3948650 THE LOOK OF SILENCE. Widescreen. Through Joshua Oppenheimer’s extraordinary film, the story of a family affected by the 1965 Indonesian genocide, a family of survivors discovers how their son was murdered, as well as the identity of the perpetrators of the 1965 Indonesian genocide. Indonesian/Javanese with English subtitles. English SDH. 103 minutes. $9.95

SOLD OUT
**Documentary Blu-ray**

3948111 **THE DOG.** Widescreen. Filmed over the course of a ten year period by co-directors Allison Berg and Frank Keraudren, and intertwining archival footage on the robbery. 70’s-era interviews and the early gay liberation movement in which “The Dog” played an active role, this documentary charts the many sides of John Wojtowicz’s larger than life persona. CC. 89 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

391528X **CONAN O’BREIN CAN’T STOP Widescreen.** After a much-publicized departure from NBC, Conan O’Brien hit the road with a 32 city music and comedy show. This documentary is an intimate portrait of an artist trained in improvisation, captured at all the most improvisational time of his career. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

3932729 **MY GENERATION.** Widescreen. The cultural revolution that came out of ominous territory. England is explored in this documentary. CC. 86 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

394879X **COUNTDOWN TO ZERO.** A documentary that delves into the most dangerous job of the Manhattan Project, cobalt-60 mining in the desert. The mining site is now a historic site and is open to the public. CC. 96 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

3932583 **1 BILLION ORGASMS.** Widescreen. Follows Aaron, the creator of a device that helps couples trigger female ejaculation, to Las Vegas, New Mexico. His sinister influence corrupts her repressed sexual urges causing her to have delusions and nightmares about a giant spider raping her. Unrated. English subtitles. 95 minutes. Adults only. Macabo. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

390406X **SOLD OUT.** Documentary. Unrated. In Italian with English subtitles. Pub. at $24.99. $25.95

**Adult Blu-ray**

**LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 3914119 THE SLAVE.** Widescreen. Silvia is young, beautiful and rich. She has everything, except the bondage and humiliation she craves to fulfill her erotic yearnings. Mar greed’s a legendary porn star who is too happy to give Silvia what she wants. The two women create a bizarre private world where Silvia’s fantasies become real. Unfortunately for you, Silvia’s substituted her and brought some cameras along to record the adventure. Vegas seems innocent during the day, but when the lights go down, the sins of Sin City are exposed and so much more! Adults only. Mantra. Pub. at $19.98. $19.95

3964127 **SEX RACE.** Girls Gone Wild. Hop on board the Girls Gone Wild bus for a tour of the sexiest, most spectacular bodies they’ve ever caught on tape! From sexy fencing to girl on girl action, these hot, young college girls are up for anything. Adults only. Mantra. Pub. at $19.98. $19.95

3969406 **SEX IN SIN CITY: Girls Gone Wild.** What happens in Las Vegas always used to stay in Las Vegas. Not anymore. They’re bringing that and bringing some cameras along to record the adventure. Vegas seems innocent during the day, but when the lights go down, the sins of Sin City are exposed and so much more! Adults only. Mantra. Pub. at $19.98. $19.95

**★ 3950408 HARD SOAP, HARD SOAP.** Hard soap. Hard soap! Hard Soap is an imaginative and original sex-filled satire of soap operas starring Candida Royalle, Margaret is a legendary movie star who is given a chance to co-star in a major TV show. She craves to fulfill her erotic yearnings. She has everything, except the bondage and humiliation she craves to fulfill her erotic yearnings. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98. $22.95

**★ 3969548 THE Q.M. AFFAIR.** Widescreen. A rich businessman organizes an elaborate robbery, using mercenaries that do not know the plans and bring some cameras along to record the adventure. The Q.A.D. affair is a juicy, momentous story of a powerful woman who collects the most spectacular bodies they’ve ever seen on tape! From sexy fencing to girl on girl action, these hot, young college girls are up for anything. Adults only. Mantra. Pub. at $19.98. $19.95

**★ 3932742 TABOO IV.** Widescreen. Jeremy Lodge (Jamie Gillis), a psycho-retail handles clients victimized by incest, leaves his cheating wife (Cyndee Summers), taking with him one of their two teenage girls. Soon, one of the teenagers begins build as one girl begins to last her uncle and the other becomes fascinated with notions of incest. Not Rated. 106 minutes with a DVD of extras. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98. $29.95

**Sports Blu-ray**

3979372 **2016-17 NBA CHAMPIONS: Golden State Warriors.** Widescreen. Strengthened by the off-season addition of Kevin Durant, Golden State buzz-sawed their way through the playoffs for a third consecutive championship. Led by Stephen Curry, Golden State raced to a franchise record 67 victories in the regular season and one of the most dominant campaigns that the NBA had seen in recent memory. Now you can relive their championship run from training camp through the 2015 NBA Finals. 70 minutes. NBA Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99. PRICE CUT to $2.95

3793964 **2015-16 NBA CHAMPIONS: Cleveland Cavaliers.** Widescreen. The NBA’s Most Valuable Player Stephen Curry, Golden State raced to a franchise record 67 victories in the regular season and one of the most dominant campaigns that the NBA had seen in recent memory. Now you can relive their championship run from training camp through the 2015 NBA Finals. 70 minutes. NBA Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**★ 3948528 THE HORNET’S NEST**. Widescreen. A groundbreaking film, using unprecedented real footage to tell the story of elite groups of U.S. Soldiers. Two young Marine brothers and son, bravely fought the troops through the fiercest and most blood-soaked battlegrounds of the conflict in Afghanistan. What results is an insightful journey every American should see. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. HighRoad Media. $7.95

3932655 **A CAM LIFE.** Widescreen. Pulls back the curtain and delves further into the webcam business. This documentary has done before. Filmmakers Billy Sorrentino and Any Weiss give you full access to the industry’s top studio owners, cam sites and all the private aspects of the business. CC. 90 minutes. HighRoad Media. $7.95

3932710 **DRUGS AS WEAPONS AGAINST US.** Widescreen. Presents the evidence that the CIA manipulated musicians and activists to promote illegal drugs. The film calls attention to the war on drugs and the CIA role. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

3916243 **DANGER CLOSE.** Widescreen. The third film in the “Heroes of Valor” collection, is a powerful story about a fallen soldier, Staff Sgt. Rob Pirelli, who sacrificed his life on deployment in Iraq, and a female war reporter, Alex Quade, who through highly-classified combat missions was able to embed with a Green Beret A-Team to help provide his family with closure. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

3929388 **STANDING UP.** Three unlikely aspiring comedians risk everything to achieve their dream of performing in New York’s hottest venue. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

**★ 3769356 2014-15 NBA CHAMPIONS: Golden State Warriors.** Widescreen. Led by the NBA’s Most Valuable Player Stephen Curry, Golden State raced to a franchise record 67 victories in the regular season and one of the most dominant campaigns that the NBA had seen in recent memory. Now you can relive their championship run from training camp through the 2015 NBA Finals. 70 minutes. NBA Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99.

See more titles at erhbc.com/830
**Adult Blu-ray**

- **681834X PRETTY PEACHES TRilogy.** Widescreen. All three uncut, uncensored chapters of the erotic saga from the ’70s and ’80s. Includes Pretty Peaches, following the wild adventures of one beautiful amnesiac; Pretty Peaches II, about a sexually curious girl who seeks lusty advice from her uncensored; and Pretty Peaches III, starring Peaches’ journey into the bizarre world of a sex-obsessed psychiatrist. Not Rated. 276 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. **$24.95**  
- **378370X 9 LIVES OF A WET PANTHER.** A young woman and a bored socialite have a secret relationship with an opium smoking tarot card reading mystic, known only as Gypsy. Recording and reporting on her various sexual experiences, Pauline and Gypsy each use each other to explore their darkest sexual and emotional recesses. English SDH. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98. **$21.95**  
- **5971276 CHINA GIRL.** Widescreen. Annette Haven stars as a biochemist sent to infiltrate a sinister organization that wants to rule the world through sexual domination. When Teresa is kidnapped, she’s given a dose of the organization’s “love serum” and forced to undergo a series of erotic punishments. Not Rated. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 89 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $39.95. **$24.95**  
- **465455X TRASHY LADY.** Widescreen. Take a light-hearted journey into the sexcapades of the Roaring Twenties with this steamy 1985 treasure. With the annual “Gathering of the Brotherhood” just weeks away, gangster Dutch (Harry Reems) is in desperate need of a little distraction (Ginger Lynn), but someone needs to turn this “good girl” into the perfect Trashy Lady. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions of the film. 85 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98. **$21.95**  
- **3694119 THE PERFECT PAIR: Girls Gone Wild.** Adults only. Mantra. Pub. at $19.98. **$7.95**  
- **3790487 THE BEAST IN HEAT.** Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.98. **$17.95**  
- **3790529 EMMANUELLE AND FRANCOISE.** Adults only. Pub. at $29.98. **$17.95**  
- **3694089 GIRLS!, GIRLS! GIRLS! Girls Gone Wild.** Adults only. Mantra. **SOLD OUT**

**PBS Blu-ray**

- **3797880 AMERICA IN PRIMETIME.** Widescreen. PBS. **$2.95**  
- **3695875 TO WALK INVISIBLE: The Bronte Sisters.** Widescreen. PBS. **SOLD OUT**

**TV Blu-ray**

- **LIMITED QUANTITY 3929620 THE NIGHT MANAGER.** Widescreen. The thrilling miniseries based on John le Carre’s best-selling spy novel follows hotel manager Jonathan Pine (Tom Hiddleston) in his quest to bring down international arms dealer Richard Onslow Roper (Richard E. Grant). Jonathan is recruited by a British intelligence officer to infiltrate Roper’s inner circle. Includes all six unedited episodes. English SDH. Six hours on 2 Blu-rays. Sony Pictures. **SOLD OUT**

- **3930025 PENNY DREADFUL: The Complete Second Season.** Widescreen. A new evil steps from the shadows to haunt Victorian London in each of the terrifying Second Season episodes. Stars Reeve Carney, Timothy Dalton and Josh Hartnett. Over 9 hours on three Blu-rays. Paramount. **$3.95**  
- **3880488 HAWAII FIVE-O: The First Season.** Widescreen. Commander Steve McGarrett (Alex O’Loughlin) leads an elite-crime fighting force, cracking the island’s toughest cases while also tracking down the elusive killers of his legendary father, Daniel. Grace Park and Daniel Dae Kim. Includes all 24 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two Blu-rays. Fl_instance. **$4.95**  
- **3881555 LILYHAMMER: Season One.** The Fixer (Steven Van Zandt) testifies against his mafia boss in New York, he enters the Witness Protection Program and gets set up in the Norwegian countryside with Lillehammer. Soon, Frank is confronted with a colorful cast of characters totally unlike the New York variety. Includes all eight Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 6 hours on three Blu-rays. Lionsgate. **$5.95**  
- **391416X MANHATTAN: Season One.** Widescreen. Set against the backdrop of the mission to build the world’s first atomic bomb, the show follows the brilliant but flawed physicists and their families as they attempt to coexist in a world where secrets and lies infiltrate every aspect of their lives. Includes all 13 Season One episodes. Stars Rachel Brosnahan and Michael Chernus. Over 10 hours on three Blu-rays. Paramount. **$7.95**  
- **3928286 STAR TREK ENTERPRISE: Season One.** Widescreen. Captain Jonathan Archer (Scott Bakula) commands the Starship Enterprise NX-01, the first Earth-built vessel capable of breaking the Warp 5 barrier. Joined by his trusted team (Connor Trinneer, Jolene Blalock, Dominic Keating and others), Archer is tasked with exploring new, unknown star systems in these 25 Season One episodes. Over 19 hours on six Blu-rays. Paramount. **$9.95**  
- **3907049 TOSHO: Hodjes.** Quick-witted comic Daniel Tosh dissects the digital world with cutting-edge commentary on viral videos and all the brilliant idiocy of the internet. A hilarious and incisive look at the first season of the wildly popular online show. Tosh. O: Hoodies. **$7.95**  
- **3955020 TITANIC: Mini series.** Widescreen. Brought to life by a stellar cast, this extraordinary re-telling of the doomed voyage reveals a world built upon class distinction, headed towards destruction. This four-part miniseries is written by Julian Fellowes, set in the London Abbey, Gosford Park. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. E One. **$5.95**  
- **385146X OUTLANDER: Season One–The Ultimate Collection.** Widescreen. Go on Jamie & Claire’s epic journey with this Season One Ultimate Collection which includes: a keepsake box; a collectible book filled with photographs, an engraved flask, a full-size replica of the Outlander Tartan; three exclusive tracks on two CDs; and all 16 Season One episodes, plus extras, English SDH. Over fifteen hours on Blu-rays. Sony Pictures. **$39.95**  
- **2789063 FARSCEPE: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. This series chronicles the harrowing experiences of a wormhole, American astronaut John Crichton finds himself fighting for his life in the middle of an alien prison break, inside a Lemurian moon debris spacecraft. On the far side of the galaxy. The action is non-stop in this sci-fi favorite. Stars Ben Browder. Collects all 22 Season One episodes. **$39.95**  
- **2789634 SDH.** Over 17 hours on five Blu-rays. Fl_instance. English SDH. Over 17 hours on five Blu-rays. Fl_instance. **$14.95**  
- **3859660 RETURN OF ULTRAMAN: Series Four.** Fullscreen. This is the fourth entry in the Ultimate Ultraman series, premiering in Japan in April 1971. The series introduces dozens of new aliens and monsters, and it also features guest appearances from the original squad. **SOLD OUT**
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